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SUBJECT: Transmittal of Technical Report D-77-9

TO: All Report Recipients

1. The report transmitted herein represents the results of one of the
research efforts (work units) initiated to date as part of Task 2C (Con-
tainment Areas Operations Research) of the Corps of Engineers Dredged
Material Research Program (DMRP). Task 2C is included as part of the
Disposal Operations Project of the DMRP which among other considerations
includes research into the various ways of improving the efficiency and
acceptability of facilities for confining dredged material on land.

2. Confining dredged material on land is a relatively recent disposal
alternative to which practically no specific design or construction
improvement investigations (much less applied research) have been
addressed. Being a form of a waste product disposal, dredged material
placement on land has seldom been evaluated on other than purely economic
grounds with emphasis nearly always on lowest possible cost. There has
been a dramatic increase within the last several years in the amount of
land disposal necessitated by confining dredged material classified as
polluted. Attention necessarily is directed more and more to the en-
vironmental consequences of this disposal alternative and methods for
minimizing adverse environmental impacts.

3. DMRP work units are in progress to investigate and improve facility
design and construction and to investigate concepts for increasing
facility capacities for both economic and environmental protection
purposes. However, the total picture would be incomplete without con-
sidering methods for improving the performance of containment areas.
To this end the investigation reported herein was accomplished by the
U. S. Army Engineer District, Savannah, Soils Section. This group was
selected because of the excellent theoretical background of the
personnel as well as their practical experience with the design and
construction of retaining dikes. Input from other Districts and
Divisions was also important in reaching the goal of providing a set
of usable guidelines. It is felt that the guidelines presented in
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this report may be applied to provide a sound engineering basis for the
design and construction of retaining dikes.

4. Guidelines and recommendations are presented in this report for the
proper investigation, design, and construction of retaining dikes to
aid in assuring that these dikes will be constructed with a minimum of
problems and will serve their project requirements. Raising of existing
dikes is covered as well as construction of new dikes. Recommendations
are based on a survey of past Corps of Engineers design and construction
practices for retaining dikes and current state-of-the-art design pro-
cedures for construction of earth embankments.

Colonel, Corps of Engineers
Commander and Director
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PREFACE

The study from which the guidelines reported herein were developed

was performed at the U. S. Army Engineer District, Savannah (SAS), under

Work Unit 2Co4, "Design and Construction Guidelines for Positive Dredged

Material Retention." The research was sponsored by the Office, Chief of

Engineers (DAEN-CWO-M), under the Civil Works Dredged Material Research

Program (DMBP) being planned and implemented by the Environmental

Effects Laboratory (EEL), U. S. Army Engineer Waterways Experiment

Station (WES), Vicksburg, Miss. This study was a part of the DMRP

Disposal Operations Project, Mr. C. C. Calhoun, Jr., Manag-r, Task 2C

"Containment Area Operations Research," Mr. N. C. Baker, Manager. The

study was under the general supervision of Dr. John Harrison, Chief,

EEL.

The work was conducted during the period November 1973-December

1976 by Mr. D. P. Hammer, presently assigned to the Research Group, Soil

Mechanics Division (SMD), Soils and Pavements Laboratory (S&PL), WES

(formerly Chief, Soils Section, SAS), and Mr. E. D. Blackburn, Soils

Section, SAS, under the general supervision of Mr. J. G. Higgs, Chief,

Engineering Division, SAS, and Mr. W. K. Thompson, Chief, Foundation

and Materials Branch, SAS. The study also benefitted substantially

from valuable contributions made by Mr. F. J. Weaver, Chief, Geology,

Soils, and Materials (G,S,&M) Branch, Lower Mississippi Valley Division

(LMVD), members of the G,S,&M Branch, Messrs. C. R. Furlow, L. H. Cave,

J. A. Young, and T. R. Freeman; and Mr. J. B. Phillips, Soils Section,

SAS. Also giving valuable advice were the various district offices

throughout the Corps of Engineers (CE). This report was prepared by

Messrs. Hammer and Blackburn.

District Engineer of the SAS during conduct of the study and prep-

aration of the report was COL E. C. Keiser, CE. Directors of WES were

COL G. H. Hilt, CE, and COL J. L. Cannon, CE. Technical Director of

WES was Mr. F. R. Brown.
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DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION OF RETAINING DIKES

FOR CONTAINMENT OF DREDGED MATERIAL

PART I: INTRODUCTION

Background

1. The Corps of Engineers (CE), in developing and maintaining the

Nation's navigable waterways and harbors, is responsible for the dredg-

ing of large volumes of material each year. In the past, the CE has

been able to deposit the material removed by dredging activities at

selected open-water and land-based disposal sites near enough to the

dredging site to minimize disposal costs, but in locations that had a

minimum direct effect on other important activities in the area. Until

recently over two-thirds of all disposal has been in open water. How-

ever, due to the effects of rapid industrialization and population con-

centration near many of our navigable waterways and recent environmen-

tal concerns, this practice has been sharply curtailed. As a result,

there has been a significant increase in the volume of material that

must be placed in land-based confined disposal sites. Much land-based

disposal was placed into (a) areas formed by haphazardly constructed

retaining dikes that were frequently breached or (b) natural low-lying

areas. Because of rapid industrailization and population concentration

and due to public concern over damage to the environment, land-based

disposal methods such as these can no longer be employed. Methods must

now be employed that will allow only minimal damage to the environment.

2. Recognizing the need for more information concerning the

handling and disposal of dredged material, the CE was authorized in 1970

to initiate a comprehensive nationwide study concerned with dredged ma-

terial. The purpose of this study was to provide more definitive in-

formation on the environmental impact of dredging and dredged material

disposal operations and to develop new or improved disposal practices.

The results of this study were set forth in a report that presented an
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assessment of the dredged material problem and outlined a research pro-

gram designed to provide needed information concerning current and po-

tential disposal practices. Among other things, the following conclu-

sions were reached in that report:

a. There will be more land disposal of dredged material in
future years.

b. Most of the materials to be disposed of on land will come
from highly developed areas where land disposal sites will
be difficult to obtain.

c. At least four basic problem areas associated with land
disposal can be identified: the environmental impact of
land disposal, problems related to obligations of local
sponsors of a project, problems related to site availabil-
ity, and technical problems related to design, construc-
tion, operation, and utilization of land disposal sites.

d. Substantial improvements are necessary in containment area
dike design and construction to prevent expensive and en-
vironmentally damaging failures.

Purpose

3. Based on the above conclusions, a study was initiated in 1973

to develop guidelines for the design and construction of containment

area retaining structures based on sound engineering principles. The

purpose of this report is to present the results of that study.

Scope

4. This study was limited to land-based retaining structures, the

majority of which lie above water, i.e., retaining structures con-

structed primarily in water were not included. Associated structures

such as sluices were covered only to the extent of their effect on the

primary retaining structure.

Applicability

5. This report is applicable to all CE Divisions and Districts

concerned with the design and construction of land-based dredged mate-

rial retaining dikes.

11



PART II: GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS

6. Retaining dikes used to form confined disposal facilities con-

sist primarily of earth embankments constructed on lowland areas or

near-shore islands with the principal objective of retaining solid par-

ticles within the disposal area while at the same time allowing the

release of clean effluent back to natural waters. Retaining dikes are

similar to flood protection levees in size and shape but differ in the

following important respects: (a) a retaining dike will retain an

essentially permanent pool, whereas most levees have water against them

only for relatively short periods of time and (b) the location of a re-

taining dike will usually be established by factors other than founda-

tion conditions and available borrow material (i.e., proximity to

dredge, only land available, etc.) from which there will be little

deviation.

7. The heights and geometric configurations of retaining dikes are

generally dictated by containment capacity requirements, availability

of construction materials, and prevailing foundation conditions. This

report will be primarily concerned with the latter two items.

Types of Retaining Dikes

Main dike

8. The most predominant retaining structure in a containment fa-

cility extends around the outer perimeter of the containment area and

is referred to as the main dike. Except as otherwise noted, all dis-

cussion in this report applies to the main dike. The main dike, along

with two other type dikes that serve primarily as operational support

structures for the main dike, is shown in Figure 1.

Cross dike

9. A cross or lateral dike (Figure 1) is a dike placed across the

interior of the containment area connecting two sides of the main dike.

The purpose of a cross dike is to separate the facility into two areas

so that the slurry in one area is subjected to initial settling prior

12
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to passing over or through the cross dike to the other area. In order

to accomplish this, the cross dike is placed between the dredge dis-

charge point and the sluice discharge. Cross dikes can also be used

with Y-discharge lines to divide an area into two or more areas, each

receiving a portion of the incoming dredged material.

Spur dike

10. Spur or finger dikes protrude into, but not completely across,

the disposal area from the main dike (Figure 1). They are used mainly

to prevent channelization by breaking up a preferred flow path and dis-

persing the slurry into the disposal area. Spur dikes are also used to

allow simultaneous discharge from two or more dredges by preventing

coalescing of the two dredged material inputs and thereby discouraging

an otherwise large quantity of slurry from reaching flow velocities

necessary for channelization.

Dike Failures

11. Retaining dike failures in the past have been largely the re-

sult of a combination of factors: foundation conditions, construction

materials, and, in some cases, construction methods and disposal prac-
2

tices. Consequently, all of these factors must be taken into account

during dike design.

12. For many containment facilities at unpopulated locations,

there has been a tendency for less effort and expense to be applied to

dike design and construction. Consequently, dike failures have been

more frequent at these locations and resulted in the flow of dredged

material onto tidal flats or marshes or into nearby rivers and streans.

Not all failures have been confined to unpopulated or otherwise open

areas, however. Damage to warehouses, a railroad embankment, a sewage

treatment plant, and pastureland and even flooding of a subdivision
2

have been reported. In addition to property damage, there is usually

the expense of redredging and repair of the dike.
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Available Materials

13. Available material at a site to serve as a foundation and/or

of which the embankment will be composed is probably the single most

important factor that affects dike design and construction. This is

because dike design must generally be adapted to the most economically

available materials compatible with prevailing foundation conditions.

Available disposal sites are normally lands not economically suited for

private development, often being composed of soft clays and silts of

varying organic content. In fact, many future confined disposal sites

will undoubtedly have been used in the past for unconfined disposal,

thereby forcing dikes to be constructed on previously deposited dredged

material often consisting of soils having very poor engineering

qualities.

14. Since dike construction requiring the use of material from in-

side the disposal area and/or immediately adjacent borrow areas is often

an economic necessity, initial dike heights may be limited or the use

of rather large embankment sections may result, expensive foundation

treatment may be required, or expensive construction methods may be

dictated. In some cases where more desirable borrow is available, its

use can result in a lower construction cost if one or more of the above

items can be eliminated (i.e., a smaller section, less expensive re-

quired foundation treatment, etc.). However, the use of select borrow

does not alleviate instability problems to any great degree if the

foundation is of poor quality and extends to depths that make simple

foundation treatment such as excavation and replacement impracticable.

In fact, poor foundation conditions are much more difficult to deal with

thar poor embankment materials. Both conditions are dealt with in de-

tail in this report.

Construction Method

15. The method used to construct the dike must also be given

thorough consideration because each type of construction has

15



characteristics inherent within itself that can strongly affect 
the

desired dike section. The selection of a construction method, even

though based largely on economics, must also be compatible 
with avail-

able materials and the geometry of the final dike section, 
as well as

environmental considerations. The different types of construction,

advantages and disadvantages of each, and their effects on 
the dike sec-

tion are all discussed in detail in Part VIII.

Factors Affecting the Extent of Field

Investigations and Design

16. The extent to which field investigations and design are 
car-

ried out is dependent on the desired degree of safety against 
failure.

This decision will usually be made by the local design agency and, of .1

course, involves many factors peculiar to the particular 
project. How-

ever, Table 1 lists some general factors based on past practice 
that

can be used as general guidelines in the planning stages of a project.

16



Table 1

Factors Affecting the Extent of Field

Investigations and Design Studies

Field Investigations and Design Studies
Factor Should be More Extensive Where

Construction experience There is little or no construction experi-
ence in the area, particularly with
respect to dikes

Consequence of failure Consequences of failure involving life,
property, or damage to the environment
are great

Dike height Dike heights are substantial

Foundation conditions Foundation deposits are weak and
compressible

Foundation deposits are highly variable
along the alignment

Underseepage and/or settlement problems
are severe

Borrow materials Available borrow is of poor quality, water
contents are high, or borrow materials
are variable along the alignment

Structures in dikes Sluices or other structures are incor-
porated into the dike embankment and/or
foundation

Utility crossings Diked area is traversed by utility lines

17



PART III: FIELD INVESTIGATIONS

17. Before a dike can be adequately designed, a reasonably repre-

sentative concept of the arrangement and physical properties of the

foundation and embankment materials must be attained. In the past, many,

dike failures have been the direct result of subsurface conditions that

were not discovered during design because of inadequate soils investiga-

tions. These failures were commonly characterized by embankment slides,

excessive settlement, detrimental seepage, and other phenomena. Even

though it is recognized that no matter how complete an exploration may

be, there is always a certain degree of uncertainty concerning the exact

nature of subsurface conditions at a given site, an adequately designed

exploration program can reduce this uncertainty significantly and place

it within limits commensurate with sound engineering practices.

18. For simplicity, subsurface investigations for dredged material

retaining dikes (or most other embankments, for that matter) can be

broken down into two stages. The first or preliminary stage includes a

review of all available information concerning the geological and sub-

surface conditions at or near the site and general geological reconnais-

sance with only limited subsurface exploration and simple soil tests.

These tests are intended to classify the soil and to determine the loca-

tion of the groundwater table. With this information, the number, loca-

tion, and type of additional borings needed can be most economically

determined. The final or design stage includes these additional borings

as well as more extensive geological investigations, field tests, and

observations. Table 2 summarizes, in general, the features oF geologic

and subsurface investigations.

19. It should be emphasized that these stages of exploration do

not necessarily have to be carried out as distinct entities but, condi-

tions permitting, some portions may be conuucted with a degree of

overlap. Also, depending on the conditions at hand, some portions may

be partially or completely eliminated, but this is not recommended under

most circumstances since many dikes are constructed in areas typified

by poor embankment and foundation materials. Ideally, an exploration
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Table 2

Stages of Field Investigation

Stage Features

Preliminary geolorical a. Office study. Collection and study of:
investigation Topographic, soil, and geological maps

Aerial photographs
Boring logs and well data
Information on existing engineering
projects

b. Field survey. Observations and geology
of area, documented by written notes

and photographs, including such
features as:

Riverbank and coastal slopes, rock out-

crops, earth and rock cuts or fills
Surface materials
Poorly drained areas

Evidences of instability of foundations
and slopes

Emerging seepage and/or soft spots
Natural and man-made physiographic

features

Subsurface exploration a. Preliminary phase.
and field testing Widely but not uniformly spaced dis-
and more detailed turbed sample borings (may include
geologic study split spoon penetration tests)

Test pits excavated by backhoes, farm
tractors, or dozers

Geophysical surveys to interpolate be-
tween widely spaced borings

Borehole geophysical tests

b. Final phase.
Additional disturbed sample borings in-

cluding split spoon penetration tests
Undisturbed sample borings
Field vane shear tests for soft

materials
Water table observations
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program should be carried out in the sequence given, uith one stage

immediately following the other. This will often reduce mobilization

costs for exploration equipment, but requires that an engineer be on the

job full time to digest all data as they are obtained. It should also

be emphasized that no adequate exploration program can be fully estab-

lished beforehand. Rather, the program should be flexible and developed

on a step-by-step basis as information accumulates. BI this procedure

the maximum amount of information can be obtained for a given amount of

funds.

20. The magnitude and type of exploration programs cannot be def-

initely established beforehand since they will vary according to the

individual characteristics of each specific project. The following

lists some of these characteristics: (a) size of the project; (b) uni-

formity and nature of foundation materials; (c) consequences of failure;

(d) local experience with similar construction; and (e) familiarity with

local subsurface conditions. Hence, the information given in the fol-

lowing paragraphs is general in nature and may be modified to fit the

individual project, but should not be modified to an extent that the

effectiveness of the exploration program itself is compromised. In this

respect, it should be noted that experience is often cited as reason for

reducin , the magnitude of an exploration program and, in some c-res, may

be justified. However, misapplied experience has often caused many prob-

lems on dike projects that would not have arisen had an adequate explora-

tion progtram been employed. One should never rely on experience alone

but should use it as a guide and supplement to an exploration proram,

e.rpecially in areas of erratic or soft foundations.

Geological Reconnaissance

21. A geolog-ical reconnaissance usually consists of an office

study of all available geological information within the area of inter-

es-t and 'n on-: Ite survey. The primary purpose of the reconnaissance

i. to tubish the nature of the deposits underlying the site. I 'he

types DC soi likely to be encountered can be determined, the best
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methods of underground exploration can be .,.'. t'l, ' ctual

field exploration is begun. Under favorable c~rj'i, r.:, ,;;,y:;icai

methods have been used successfully to determine tii- unlir -fi.> between

different soil strata and, in some cases, the physie-l properties of

these soils. However, since these methods are indirect, the results may

be misleading and should be relied upon only when the findings are sub-

stantiated by borings or other direct means of investigation.

Office study

22. The reconnaissance should begin with an office study and a

search for all information regarding foundation conditions in the area.

Such information usually includes topographic, soil, and geological maps,

as well as aerial photographs. Pertinent information concerning past

construction in the area should also be obtained. This includes design,

construction, and performance data on highways, dikes, levees, railroads,

and hydraulic structures. Available boring logs should be secured. Fed-

eral, State, county, and local agencies should be contacted for

information.

Field survey

23. The field survey should begin only after becoming thoroughly

familiar with the area through the office study. Walking the proposed

dike alignment and the adjacent area is always an excellent means of

obtaining valuable information. Physical features to be observed are

noted in Table 2. These items and any others of significance should be

documented by detailed notes and supplemented with photographs. Local

people or organizations in the area with knowledge of foundation condi-

tions should be interviewed.

Subsurface Exploration

2h. Since preliminary field investigations usually involve limited,

if any, subsurface exploration, only portions of the following discus-

sion may be applicable to the preliminary stage, depending on the nature

of the project.

25. The subsurface exploration for the design stage is generally
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broken down into two phases, which may be accomplished separately, in

sequence, or concurrently. The main purpose of Phase I is to more accu-

rately define soil types and to develop general ideas of soil strength,

compressibility, and permeability. Phase 2 provides additional informa-

tion on soil types present and usually includes the taking of undis-

turbed samples for testing.

Phase 1

26. Phase 1 exploration consists almost entirely of general (or

disturbed) sample borings, but may also include geophysical surveys as

will be discussed later. Table 3 briefly remarks on some types of tech-

niques employed in Phase 1 exploration. For details regarding methods,

equipment, and procedures for disturbed soil sampling, References 3 and

4 should be consulted.

Phase 2

27. Phase 2 of subsurface exploration combines undisturbed samples

with undisturbed borings and may also include geophysical methods. Un-

disturbed samples are obtained most often by rotary and push-type drill-

ing methods, employing the thin-walled Shelby tube sampler in most soils.

Boring and sampling

28. Type. There are several procedures in common use today for

drilling exploratory holes and extracting representative samples for

identification and/or testing. The choice of which method to use de-

pends on the type of material and information required. Detailed

descriptions of different drilling and samplinr techniques as well as

guidance on method selection are contained in References 3 and 4.

29. Location and spacing. The location and spacin of borings for

Phase 1 exploration should be based on an examination of air photos and

geolo ical conditions determined in the preliminary stage or known from

prior experience in the area, and on the nature of the project. Initial

spacing of borings usually varies from 200 to 1000 ft* along the dike

alignment, being closer spaced in expected problem areas or areas

* A table of factors for convertin II. 7. customary unit: of measure-

ment to metric ('I) units can be found on rare 9.
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Table 3

Phase 1 Boring and Sampling Techniques

Technique Remarks

Disturbed sample borings

Standard penetration test Primarily for soil identification, but
also permits estimate of shear strength

and density parametois
Preferred for general exploration of dike

foundations; indicates need and loca-
tions for undisturbed samples

Auger borings Generally made in borrow areas; bag
samples can be obtained for testing

Test pits Generally made only in borrow areas; not
usually required. Use backhoes, dozers,
farm tractors

Trenches Useful in borrow areas and dike
foundations
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of erratic foundation conditions and wider spaced in nonproblem and more

uniform areas. The spacing of borings should not be arbitrarily uniform,

but hiould be based on available geologic information. At least one

boring should be located at every major structure during Phase 1.

30. During Phase 2 exploration, the locations of additional gen-

eral sample borings are selected on the basis of Phase 1 results. Un-

disturbed sample borings are located where soil shear strength and

compressibility characteristics are most needed. Usually the best pro-

cedure is to group the foundation profiles developed during Phase 1

into reaches of similar conditions and then locate undisturbed sample

borings so as to define soil properties in critical reaches.

31. One feature that has consistently caused problems at dike

projects in the past is old sloughs filled with either very soft cohe-

sive material or pervious granular material. These features are often

undetected by boring programs due to their narrow extent; hence, the

possibility of their existence, especially in swampy and coastal areas,

should always be kept in mind during the formulation of both Phase 1 and

Phase 2 exploration programs.

32. Depth. Like location and spacing of borings, no definite

guidelines can be given for the depth of exploratory borings. Only gen-

eral guides can be given along with factors that affect boring depths.

The depth to which borings should be taken depends largely on the size

of the dike and foundation conditions as reported by the geological

reconnaissance or as the boring program progresses. Where soft soils

are encountered, boring depths should extend to the maximum depth with-

in which the stress caused by the dike could conceivably produce exces-

sive settlement. This depth may be established on the basis of approx-

imate stress and settlement calculations, the procedures for which can

be found in most any soil mechanics text.

33. Borings should also be deep enough to provide sufficient data

for stability analyses of the dike with respect to both foundation shear

failure and foundation seepage problems. Where pervious or soft mate-

rials are encountered, borings should extend through the permeable mate-

rial to impermeable material or through the soft material to firm
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material unless the impermeable or firm material exists at great depths,

in which case only a few borings to these depths are required with the

remainder within the zone of influence of the dike being more shallow.

34. In borrow areas, the depth of exploration should extend sev-

eral feet below the practicable or allowable borrow depth or groundwater

table. If borrow is to be obtained from below the groundwater table by

dredging, dragline, or other means, borings should be taken to a depth

at least 5 ft below the bottom of the proposed excavation.

Geophysical exploration

35. Geophysical methods of exploration are often quite useful as

part of the foundation investigation due to the long, relatively narrow

areas to be explored and the increasing cost of borings. The relatively

inexpensive geophysical methods are useful for interpolating between

borings that, for reasons of economy, are spaced at fairly wide inter-

vals. EM 1110-2-18025 (currently under revision) provides guidance in

the use of geophysical methods of exploration.

36. There are several methods of geophysical exploration available

to the engineer; however, the most commonly used methods are seismic,

electrical resistivity, and borehole surveying. Since magnetic methods

have a limited application and the continuous vibration method is in the

development stages, they will not be discussed here.

37. Portable seismic and resistivity equipment allows exploration

to be carried out often economically and rapidly over large areas.

Under some circumstances, the use of both types of equipment may facili-

tate interpretation. It is, however, advisable to check the results of

a geophysical survey by at least a few borings.

38. Seismic method. The seismic method of geological exploration

is best adapted for determining the depth to rock although it may also

be of use in defining boundaries between a clay or silt top stratum and

an underlying sand and gravel substratum where relatively uniform top

stratum and substratum materials are present. It is a fairly reliable

method, provided the thickness of the weathered top layer is small and

the rock surface is not too uneven. The location of the groundwater

table in pervious soils can be determined since the velocity of seismic
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waves is greater in saturated than in unsaturated soils. In some cases,

the depth to a stiff or hard deposit beneath soft overlying material can

be determined. On the other hand, the presence of a soft layer below a

stiffer one ordinarily cannot be detected.

39. Resistivity method. The resistivity method has been found to

be useful in defining the boundaries between soils of low resistivity,

such as soft clay and soft organic deposits, and materials of higher

resistivity, such as sand, gravel, and bedrock. Low resistivity mate-

rials can be detected even if they underlie those of higher resist-

ivities. The surface of a body of water can be found using this method

also. Boundaries between strata of similar resistivity, such as organic

soil and soft clay or loose sand and coarse-grained sandstone, usually

cannot be detected. In all applications, the interpretation requires

calibration of the equipment over known materials in the immediate area.

40. Borehole surveying. Recent developments in the use of down-

hole surveying devices have shown that these tools can be successful in

correlating subsurface soil and rock stratification and in providing

quantitative engineering properties such as porosity, density, water

content, and elastic moduli. Once a boring has been made, the cost of

using the tools in the borehole is small relative to the cost of the

boring.

41. The ultimate goal in using these devices is to allow cost

savings to be made in the exploration program without lessening the

quality of information obtained. This can be done by reducing the

number of borings required to determine the subsurface stratification

and by sampling only in those zones where samples are necessary for

laboratory testing, thus reducing the number of undisturbed samples.

Field Testing

42. It is often desirable to estimate foundation strengths during

the preliminary stage of the exploration program. These are several

available methods of doing this and some are listed in Table 4.
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Table 4

Preliminary Appraisal of Foundation Strengths

Method Remarks

Penetration resistance from In clays, provides data helpful in
standard penetration test a relative sense; i.e., in com-

paring different deposits. Gen-
erally not helpful where number
of blows per foot N* is low

In sand, N-values less than about
15 indicate low relative
densities

Natural water content of dis- Useful when considered with soil
turbed or general type classification and previous
samples experience is available

Hand examination of disturbed Useful where experienced personnel
samples are available who are skilled in

estimating soil shear strengths

Position of natural water Useful where previous experience
contents relative to liquid is available
limit (LL) and plastic If natural water content is close
limits (PL) to PL, foundation shear strength

should be high

Natural water contents near LL
indicate sensitive soils with
low shear strengths

Torvane or pocket penetrometer Easily performed and inexpensive,
tests on intact portions of but results may be excessively
general samples low; useful for preliminary

strength estimates

The letter N is also used later in this report (Appendix A) to denote

normal force.
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Vane shear test

43. It is well known that any so-called "undisturbed" sampling

technique results in some degree of disturbance to the sample. Also, it

is often very difficult, if not impossible, to retain samples of very

soft clay upon which many retaining dikes are built. For this reason

and for economical reasons, the use of the field vane shear method of

testing has become very popular. Briefly, the field vane shear test

consists of pushing a set of vanes into the soil and rotating them to

failure. The soil shear strength measured by this test is known as the

unconsolidated-undrained strength and is applied to what is termed the

end-of-construction condition, which, for most retaining dikes, is the

critical condition of stability. The apparatus and procedure for per-

forming this test are described in EM 1110-2-1907.4

44. Even though the field vane shear test has proved to be a val-

uable tool for the determination of the undrained shear strength of soft

materials, its proper uses and limitations must be realized and allow-

ances made in order to obtain reliable results. Some of these aspects

are discussed in the following paragraphs.

45. Although it is felt by some that the vane shear test is easily
6

standardized and the results reproducible, experience has shown that

this is the case only if the tests are run by experienced personnel who

are totally familiar with proper test procedures. Thus, one cannot

expect to utilize a test crew who perform this test only occasionally,

without employing strict supervision during testing and providing a

cautious review of the results. One example of a problem not readily

evident is the fact that the use of warm weather grease in cold weather

can appreciably alter the results. Problems such as these point out

the need for someone thoroughly familiar with the test procedure to be

present at all times.

46. For many years the field vane shear strength has been assumed

to be equal to actual field strengths. However, it is now known that

a considerable discrepancy can exist between actual and measured vane

shear .strengths. The following factors attributable to this difference
6have been Jes cribed by Bierrum: rate of loading, anisotropy, ani
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progressive failure. In order to at least partially allow for these

effects, Bjerrum proposed a correction factor P* based on the plasticity

index (PI) of the soil (Figure 2). The use of this chart will, in most

cases, allow a more accurate determination of the actual shear strength

to be made. In any event, field vane shear test results should never be

relied upon alone, but should be liberally supplemented with results

from unconfined and triaxial Q-tests (shear tests representing

unconsolidated-undrained conditions).
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Figure 2. Vane shear correction chart (after Bjerrum)
6

Standard penetration test

h7. One of the most widely used methods for determining the rel-

ative consistency of cohesive soil and relative density of granular

* For convenience, symbols and unusual abbreviations are listed and

defined in the Notation (Appendix B).
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soils is the standard penetration test. This test provides a quick and

economical method to check the resistance offered by the soil to pene-

tration by a sampling spoon. The standard penetration test gives a

means of combining subsurface investigation and preliminary soil testing

with little additional expense. Correlations between blow counts (N)

from this test and various soil properties have been made by several

authorities7- 10 and are found in many soil mechanics texts. Also given

in these references are the defects and limitations inherent in the use

of this test that one must be aware of before attempting use of the

results. Correlations normally used by the CE for making preliminary

estimates are given in Table 5. Procedures for performing the standard

penetration test are given in EM 1110-2-1907.4

Permeability

48. The permeability of pervious material can usually be estimated

with sufficient accuracy using existing correlations with grain-size

determinations (see Part IV). Field pumping tests are the most accurate

means of determining permeabilities of stratified deposits; however,

they are expensive and will rarely be justified for dike projects.
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Table 5

Relationships Between Standard Penetration Test

Results and Soil Density or Consistency

Range of

Density Standard
or Penetration

Soil Type* Consistency Resistance**

Cohesionless Very loose <4

Loose 4 to 10

Medium dense 10 to 30

Dense 30 to 50

Very dense >50

Cohesive Very soft <2

Soft 2 to 4

Medium stiff 4 to 8

Stiff 8 to 15

Very stiff 15 to 30

Hard >30

* The basic soil types are described in accordance with the Unified

Soil Classification System.
1 1 ,12

** Number of blows from a 140-lb weight falling 30 in. required to
drive a 2-in.-OD, 1-3/8-in.-ID sampler a distance of 1 ft.
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PART IV: LABORATORY INVESTIGATIONS

49. This part describes laboratory tests considered appropriate

in establishing the engineering properties of foundation soils and

embankment materials for use in the design of retaining dikes. Basi-

cally, these laboratory tests are essentially the same as would be per-

formed for a rational design of any earthen embankment. The scope and

magnitude of the laboratory test program will, however, depend on the

nature and importance of the project, the complexity of foundation and

borrow conditions and how well they are known, and the extent to which

previous experience and correlations are applicable. The number and

types of laboratory tests to be performed should be determined only

after a careful study of the boring profiles in order to determine the

parameters likely to control the design.

50. Like exploration programs, laboratory testing programs are

costly and will increase the initial cost of the project, but the find-

ings therefrom will result in safer, more suitable dikes with fewer

failures and, because of this, may very well result in a lower overall

project cost when viewed from both a construction and maintenance

standpoint.

51. Current soil testing procedures are fully described in EM 1110-

2-1906, "Laboratory Soils Testing. EM 1110-2-1902, "Stability of

Earth and Rock-Fill Dams," 1 4 outlines the applicability of the various

laboratory strength tests to appropriate field loading conditions. The

subject of various field loading conditions and how they relate to

appropriate laboratory tests is also further discussed in Part VII of

this report.

Laboratory Testing Programs

52. A laboratory testing program can generally be divided into

two parts. The first part consists essentially of index tests, the

purpose of which is to classify the soils and thereby develop the

boring log with the end result of establishing soil profiles, i.e.,
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determining what type of soils exist where. Index tests include visual

classification, water content, Atterberg limits, and mechanical analysis

(gradation) tests. The second part consists of tests intended to deter-

mine the engineering properties of soils with respect to shear strength,

consolidation, and sometimes permeability. It is these values that

provide the input parameters for design analyses.

53. Soils are generally divided into two broad classifications:

fine-grained soils and coarse-grained soils. Fine-grained soils are

soils composed of particles of which more than half are smaller than the

No. 200 sieve size. These soils are primarily silt and clay. Coarse-

grained soils, primarily sand and gravel, are soils composed of par-

ticles of which less than half are smaller than the No. 200 sieve size.

Coarse-grained soils with less than about 5 percent passing the No. 200

sieve are usually termed free draining. These soils are known as "clean"

sand and gravel. Tables 6 and 7 contain the various tests that may be

included in a laboratory testing program for fine-grained and coarse-

grained soils, respectively. Also included in Tables 6 and 7 are per-

tinent remarks concerning the purposes and scope of testing.

Index Property Tests

54. Index tests are used to classify soil in accordance with the

Unified Soil Classification System (Table 8), to develop accurate

foundation soil profiles, and to aid in correlating and extrapolating

the results of engineering property tests to areas of similar soil

conditicns. Both general (disturbed) and undisturbed soil samples

should be subjected to index-type tests. Inaex tests should be initi-

ated, if possible, during the course of field investigations. All sam-

ples furnished to the laboratory should be visually classified and

natural water content determinations made; however, no water content

tests need be run on clean sands or gravels. Mechanical analyses

(gradations) of a large number of samples are not usually required for

identification purposes. Atterberg limits tests should be performed

discriminately and should be reserved for representative fine-grained
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Table 6

Laboratory Testing of Fine-Grained Cohesive Soils

Type Test Purpose Scope of Testing

Visual classification To visually classify the soil All samples
in accordance with the
Unified Soil Classification
System

Water content To determine the water content All samples

of the soil in order to
better define soil profiles,
variation with depth, and
behavioral characteristics

Atterberg limits Foundation soils: for classi- Representative samples of foun-
fication, comparison with dation and borrow soils.
natural water contents, or Sufficient ;amples should be
correlation with shear or tested to devt' p a good
consolidation parameters profile with depth

Borrow soils: for classi-
fication, comparison with
natural water contents, or
correlations with optimum
water content and maximum
dry densities

Compaction To establish maximum dry Representative samples of all
density and optimum water borrow soils for compacted
content or semicompacted dikes:

Compacted - perform standard
25-blow test

Semicompacted - perform
15-blow test

Consolidation To determine parameters nec- Representative samples of
essary to estimate settle- compacted borrow where
ment of dike and/or founda- consolidation of dike
tion and time-rate of embankment itself is
settlement. Also, to deter- expected to be significant.
mine whether soils are Representative samples of
normally consolidated or foundation soils where such
over-consolidated and to aid soils are anticipated to be
in estimating strength gain compressible
with time On samples of fine-grained

adjacent and/or underlying
materials at structure
locations

Permeability To estimate the perviousness Generally not required for fine-
of borrow and/or foundation grained cohesive'soils as such
soils in order to calculate soils can be assumed to be
seepage losses and time- essentially impervious in

rate of settlement seepage analyses. Can be
computed from consolidation
tests

Shear strength To provide parameters neces- Pocket penetrometer and miniature
sary for input Into stabil- vane (Torvane) for rough
ity analysis estimates

Pocket penetrometer, miniature Unconfined compression tests on
vane, unconfined compression, saturated foundation clays
and Q-tests to determine without joints, fissures, or
unconsolidated-undrained slickensides
strengths Appropriate Q- and R-triaxial and

R-tests to determine S-direct shear tests on repre-
consolidated-undrained sentative samples of both foun-
strengths dation and compacted borrow

S-tests to determine soils
consolidated-drained
strengths



Table 7

Laboratory Testing of Coarse-Grained Noncohesive Soils

Test Purpose Scope of Testing

Visual classification To visually classify All samples

the soil in accord-
ance with the
Unified Soil Classi-
fication System

Gradation Determine grain-size Representative samples
distribution for of foundation and
classification and borrow materials
correlation with
permeability and/or
shear strength
parameters

Relative density Determine minimum- Representative samples
or compaction maximum density of all borrow

values or maximum materials
density and optimum
water content values;
should use the test
which gives greatest
values of maximum
density

Consolidation To provide parameters Not generally required
necessary for set- as pervious soils
tlement analysis consolidate rapidly

under load and post-

construction magnitude
is usually such as to
be insignificant

Permeability To provide parameters Not usually performed

necessary for seep- as correlations with
age analysis grain size are nor-

mally of sufficient
accuracy. Where
underseepage problems
are very serious,
best to use results
from field pumping
test

(Continued)
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Table 7 (Concluded)

Test Purpose Scope of Testing

Shear strength To provide parameters Representative samples
necessary for sta- of compacted borrow
bility analysis and foundation soils.

Consolidated-drained
strengths from
S-direct shear or

triaxial tests are
appropriate for free-
draining pervious
soils

Conservative values of
0 can usually be
assumed based on
S-test results from
similar soils
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samples selected after evaluation of the boring profile. For selected

borings, Atterberg limits should be determined at frequent intervals

on the same samples for which natural water contents are determined.

55. Normally, Atterberg limits determinations and mechanical anal-

yses are performed on a sufficient number of representative samples from

preliminary borings to establish the general variation of these prop-

erties within the foundation, borrow, or existing fill soils. A typical

boring log (in the recommended method for presenting the results of

index tests) is shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. Typical boring log with results of Atterberg limits
and water content tests
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Engineering Property Tests

Compaction

56. Compaction tests are performed primarily on fine-grained mate-

rials (except as discussed in the next paragraph) and serve to define

the maximum dry density and optimum water content of a soil. The type

and number of compaction tests will be dependent on the proposed method

of construction and variability of available borrow materials. There

are several compaction tests used today, each intended to match a cer-

tain field compaction effort. The types of compaction tests required

for different methods of construction are summarized in Table 6 and

further discussed in Part VIII. The minimum number of compaction tests

should consist of one test for each type of borrow material to be used

in the dike.

Relative density

57. Since standard impact compaction tests on clean coarse-grained

materials do not normally yield well-defined values of maximum dry den-

sity and optimun: water content, the relative density test, which results

in a minimum and maximum density, is utilized for these materials. How-

ever,. for coarse-grained materials with significant amounts of fines

(i.e. percent smaller than the No. 200 sieve size), the impact compac-

tion test may yield a greater value of maximum density. If such is the

case, then the compaction test should be employed. For borderline soils,

both tests should be run to determine which test method results in the

greater value of dry density. The test yielding the greater value

should be adopted for all subsequent tests on materials with similar

amounts of fines.

Permeability

58. Fine-grained soils. There is generally no need for laboratory

permeability tests on fine-grained fill material or surface clay over-

lying pervious foundation deposits. In underseepage analyses, simpli-

fying assumptions must be made relative to thickness and soil types of

fine-grained surface blankets. Furthermore, stratification, animal

burrows, root channels, and other discontinuities in fine-grained
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materials can significantly affect seepage patterns. Therefore, an

average value of the coefficient of permeability based on the dominant

soil type is generally of sufficient accuracy for use in underseepage

analyses, thus negating the need for laboratory tests. Most homogeneous

clay dikes and positive clay cutoffs can be considered impervious.

59. Coarse-grained soils. The problem of foundation underseepage

and dike through-seepage requires reasonable estimates of permeability of

coarse-grained pervious deposits. However, because of the difficulty

and expense in obtaining undisturbed samples of sand and gravel, lab-

oratory permeability tests are rarely performed on foundation deposits.

Instead, correlations developed between grain size and coefficient of

permeability (such as that shown in Figure 4) are generally utilized.
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Figure 4. Effective grain size of stratum versus
in situ coefficient of permeability. Based on
data collected in the Mississippi River Valley
and Arkansas River Valley (after TM 5-818-515)
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This correlation explains the need for performing gradation tests on

pervious materials where underseepage problems are indicated. For seep-

age analyses of the dikes themselves, permeability tests on compacted

representative samples can be utilized or correlations may be employed.

Consolidation

60. If settlement of the retaining dike is considered to be a

significant factor in design, consolidation tests should be performed on

selected samples representative of the principal compressible foundation

strata. Consolidation tests are normally not required for the dike mate-

rials themselves, unless the dike is to be extremely high, or for coarse-

grained foundation materials, because consolidation of such materials

can usually be assumed to occur simultaneously with loading.

61. Consolidation tests require high quality undisturbed samples

as sample disturbance can influence the results considerably. Test

loads should be sufficiently high to define the straightline or virgin

compression portion of a semilogarithmic plot of the pressure-void ratio

curve (Figure 5) in order that the maximum past effective vertical

stress P may be determined. A sufficient number of consolidationc

tests should be performed within a selected boring or borings to develop

a good definition of the variation of P with depth.

62. In evaluating normalized soil parameters (NSP) for use in

obtaining a reliable undrained shear strength variation with depth for

cohesive soils (discussed in Part VII), it is necessary to have an

accurate picture of P (or a as it is termed in Reference 16) inc vm

order that the overconsolidation ratio (OCR) may be defined with depth.

For these purposes, it has been found by experience that plotting the

consolidation test results as strain (rather than void ratio) versus

log pressure at the end of primary consolidation instead of at the end

of the 24-hr standard load increment yields better values of avm

Shear strength

63. There are three primary types of shear strength tests, each

representing a certain loading condition. The Q-test represents

unconsolidated-undrained conditions; the R-test, consolidated-undrained

conditions; and the S-test, consolidated-drained conditions. For dike
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design, the most common of these will be the Q-test since the in situ

undrained strength generally governs the design of embankments on soft

to medium clay deposits. R-tests are generally not needed for most dike

designs unless the embankment is very high (i.e., over about 30 ft) or

if stage construction is planned and estimates of strength gain with

time are needed. S-tests are more commonly used for dikes and are

employed where long-term stability is to be checked, the soil to be

tested is free-draining, or effective stress analyses are to be

performed.

64. Q- and R-tests are performed in triaxial testing devices

while S-tests are usually performed in triaxial devices for sand and

direct shear devices for silt and clay. The unconfined compression (UC)

test is a special case of the Q-test in that it also represents

unconsolidated-undrained conditions but is run with no confining pres-

sure. UC tests should only be performed on saturated clays that are

not jointed, fissured, or slickensided. Also, rough estimates of

unconsolidated-undrained strength of clay can be obtained through the

use of simple hand devices such as the pocket penetrometer or Torvane.

However, these devices should be correlated with the results of Q- and

UC-tests.

65. The following discussion relates the applicability of each

type test to the different general soil types. The applicability of

the results of the different shear tests to field loading conditions

and the different cases of stability are discussed in Part VII.

66. Sand. Since consolidation of sand can be considered as occur-

ring simultaneously with loading, the appropriate shear strength of

sands for use in stability analyses is the consolidated-drained S-

strength. However, the shear strength of sand, either in the foundation

or embankment (regardless of the method of placement), is not normally

a critical or controlling factor in dike stability. Therefore, a com-

prehensive laboratory testing program to determine the shear strength

of sand is usually not warranted. The use of a design shear strength

where the angle of internal friction 0 equals 30 deg and the soil

cohesion c equals 0 is considered acceptable for both naturally
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occurring foundation sand as well as embankment sand placed with rela-

tive densities as low as 40 to 50 percent. Satisfactory a,proximations

of 0 for most sand can also be made from correlations with standard

penetration resistances and relative densities. Such correlations can

be found in most standard engineering texts on soil mechanics. One

example is shown in Figure 6.
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Figure 6. Angle of internal friction versus density for
coarse-grained soils (after Reference 17)

67. Clay and high plasticity silt. The undrained shear strength

parameters should be determined for all fine-grained materials in the

dike foundation and any existing fine-grained dredged material that may

affect the dike design. In areas of soft, weak cohesive foundations, it

is imperative that an adequate shear testing program be accomplished to

establish the variation in unconsolidated-undrained shear strength with

depth within the foundation (usually expressed as the ratio of undrained

shear strength Su to overburden pressure p ) as shown in Figure 7.

A sufficient number of Q-tests, supplemented by UC tests, where
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Figure 7. Typical plot shoving variation of unconsolidated-
undrained shear strength with depth
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appropriate, should be performed throughout the critical foundation

stratum or strata. Data obtained from any field vane shear strength

tests may also be helpful in establishing this variatton.

68. R-tests can be extremely helpful in establishing the variation

in undrained shear strength with depth, in evaluating long-term stabil-

ity, and in determining the increase in undrained shear strength with

increased effective consolidation stress, which may be necessary in

estimating the gain in shear strength with time after loading for stage

construction.

69. The results of S-tests are used in evaluating the long-term

stability of dikes and are extremely helpful in judging the stability

of embankments where pore pressure data, such as that obtained from

piezometers, are available.

70. Low plasticity silt. The rate of drainage and consequently

the rate of increase in effective stress with loading for low plasticity

silt is intermediate to that of sand and clay. Therefore, it is often

questioned if the Q- or R-shear strength should be used in design for

the undrained or after-construction type analyses. However, consider-

ing the fact that the rate of applied loading in the construction of

most retaining dikes will not be too rapid, it is considered appropriate

to use the R shear strength in design for low plasticity silt for the

undrained loading cases. This assumes that the soil will consolidate

under the applied load, but may shear in an undrained condition. Un-

fortunately, the determination of appropriate or realistic R shear

strengths for low plasticity silt deposits from laboratory shear tests

is often difficult. This is due to the dilative nature of many silts

and silty soils that results in the development of large induced nega-

tive pore pressures during undrained shear and consequently unusually

high apparent shear strengths that may not in reality develop in the

ground. As a result of this, R-tests on these types of soils should be

performed with pore pressure measurements to indicate if dilatency is

occurring and to determine its magnitude and influence on the measured

undrained shear strength. Any portion of the undrained shear strength

that is derived from induced negative pore pressures should not be used
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in design. For medium to high plasticity silts that drain slowly, the

Q-test is considered appropriate.

71. Based on numerous R-tests on low plasticity silt in the U. S.

Army Engineer Lower Mississippi Valley Division (LMVD) that tended to

dilate during shear and produce large induced negative pore pressures, an

R shear strength of 0 equals 200 and c equals 300 psf has been de-

veloyped as the maximum value that should be used for silts in design work

performed in the LMVD. If R-tests on this type of silt do not show a

tendency of the silt to dilate significantly during shear, the measured

strength values should be considered valid and used in design.

72. Procedures. Procedures for the performance of previously

discussed shear tests are outlined in EM 1110-2-1906.13 In performing

these tests one should be sure that field conditions are being dupli-

cated as closely as possible. Confining pressures for triaxial tests

and normal loads for direct shear tests should be chosen such that the

anticipated field pressures are bracketed by the laboratory pressures

based on depth and location of sample and anticipated field loadings.

All samples should be sheared at a rate of loading slow enough that

there will be no significant time-rate effect. The specimen size should

also be chosen such that scale effects are minimized. Standard size of

samples for triaxial testing is 1.4-in. diam by 3-in. height. However,

if the sample is fissured or contains an appreciable amount of large

particles such as shells, gravel, etc., then a larger size se"ple (say

2.8-in. diam by 6 -in. height) can be utilized in order to obtain valid

results. Guidance on minimizing the effects of rate of loading, size,

etc., is also contained in EM 1110-2-1906.13
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PART V: BORROW AREAS

73. In the past many borrow areas have been selected for dike pro-

jects without adequate planning and proper consideration of all the

many factors involved. As a result, borrow-related problems have fre-

quently been encountered during dike construction, many of which re-

sulted in costly design and contract modifications. Proper design of

retaining dikes must, therefore, consider the borrow areas as well as

the dike embankments.

74. A proper evaluation of borrow and the determination of its

impact of the project should include the assessment of the following

factors:

a. Engineering desirability of each material type. This
includes determination of the maximum allowable height of
dikes; estimation of the required length of time between
dike construction and retention area usage; and estima-
tion of dike size, settlement, and maintenance. The pre-
dicted performance of dikes constructed of each type of
available material should be in accordance with the long-
range plan for the retention area.

b. Relative economics of dikes constructed of each available
material. Involved in this study will be real estate
costs, costs of moving the material from the borrow area
to the dike, and cost of placement and compaction,
shaping, etc. The advantages of utilizing material from
required excavation or increasing the retention area size
by borrowing from inside the area should also be included.

c. Environmental impact. The impact on the environment of
the use of each possible source must be carefully evalu-
ated. This consideration has become much more important
today, and, although it is often difficult to put a dol-
lar value on environmental factors, these effects must be
considered to the fullest extent possible and may very
well result in a higher total dollar costs of the project.

75. It must be emphasized that in order to make a proper evalua-

tion of materials available for a project, sufficient exploration and

testing of these materials must be conducted. Exploration and testing

must be extensive enough so that all possible sources of borrow are lo-

cated, the extent of each determined, and the type and engineering
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properties of each determined. Only then can the necessary assessments

be properly accomplished.

Material Sources

76. As previously mentioned, more than one source of material for

dike construction is normally available. Some possible sources of bor-

row are briefly discussed in the following paragraphs.

Required excavation

77. Material from required excavations should be given first con-

sideration since it is usually the most economically desirable because

it must be excavated and disposed of in any event. Included in this

category is material from adjacent ditches, canals, and appurtenant

structures. Also included is material from inside the retention area

which, although not strictly required, may be classified as such since

it serves a purpose other than just providing material for the dike

(i.e., the use of it increases the capacity of the retention area). The

use of material from required excavation also eliminates the problem of

dealing with borrow areas left permanently exposed after project

completion.

Material adjacent to dike toe

78. This is probably the most common source of dike material be-

cause it involves a short or no haul distance and is conducive to drag-

line operation, which is an often used and economical method of con-

struction. However, one important factor not to be overlooked when

utilizing this or any source of borrow near the dike is the effect of

the excavation on the stability of the dike. As shown in Figure 8, a

berm should be left in place between the toe of the dike and the exca-

vation, not only to ensure stability of the dike but also to facilitate

construction. The length of this berm should be based on stability

analyses of the dike and the excavation. An example of improper place-

ment of the borrow ditch (i.e., no berm) is shown in Figure 9. The

effect of nearby excavations and natural depressions and dike stability

is further discussed in Part VII.
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Figure 9. Dike with borrow ditch too
close to dike toe

Figure 10. Central borrow area showing use of berms, pond-

ing areas, temporary dikes, etc., to control water
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Maintenance dredging

80. Maintenance dredging is a very economical source of material

since, like required excavation, the material must be disposed of any-

way. However, most fine-grained material from maintenance dredging is

not suitable for dike construction without considerable drying as it

normally has extremely poor engineering qualities in the "dredged"

state. Generally, only sands or predominately coarser grained materials

from maintenance dredging are desirable for dike construction with

material from new dredging work more often suited to dike construction.

Previously placed

hydraulically dredged material

81. Previously placed dredged material, if sufficiently dried, can

often make an adequate material for dike construction. The quality of

this material may vary considerably across the retention area, however.

Zones around the dredge discharge usually will provide the highest

quality material. Use of previously placed dredged material has been

common for the raising of existing dikes since it is so readily avail-

able and its use increases the capacity of the retention area

(Figure 11).

Acceptable Materials

82. Almost any type of material can be classified as acceptable

(even though not the most desirable) for construction of retaining dikes,

with the exception of very wet fine-grained soils and those containing

a high percentage of organic matter. Also, highly plastic clays may

sometimes present a problem because of their detrimental shrink-swell

properties when subjected to alternate cycles of drying and wetting.

Compacted, semicompacted,

and uncompacted (cast) fill

83. The natural water content of materials used in conjunction

with these methods of construction is very important. When compacted

dikes are planned, it is necessary to ensure that available borrow ma-

terial has a low enough water content to allow placement and compaction.
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Hydraulic fill

85. Almost any material from coarse-grained sandy gravel to fine-

grained clay can be dredged and pumped. However, the coarser grained

the material, the quicker the material can be worked and shaped by con-

ventional equipment after deposition by the dredge. Specific qualities

of different types of pumped materials and their effect on dike con-

struction are discussed in Part VIII.

Geometry

Slopes

86. Excavation slopes for borrow areas should be designed to en-

sure stability from all possible modes of failure (shear, erosion,

seepage, etc.). This is of particular importance for slopes of pits

that parallel the dike alignment or are a part of required excavations

and will be permanently exposed, but it is also important for any slope

whose top is near right-of-way limits or existing structures. Where

mowing will be required, slopes should be flat enoug.h to facilitate

the operation of machinery (at least 1V on 3H). It is also advisable,

especially in populated areas, to leave permanent.ly exposed side slopes

of borrow areas that will contain water flat enough to allow the victim

of' an accident to climb out.

Size Lnd depth

8T. It is generally preferable that pits that parallel the dike

alignment be wide and shallow as opposed to narrow Lnd deep even thout-h

narrow and deep pits are sometimes preferred from a construction stand-

point, especially when using a dragline. The use of wide and shallow

pits will reduce effects of the excavation on dike 7tability and, even

though requiring a greater surface area, may make it, easier to employ

measureL; to reclaim the area from an envLronmental -ttndpoint . The

size of l ar,-o central borrow are%.!' will be prLmarivy d ,penlent on t .e

economic: o1 t,e excavation operation considering t',tn. mit, ion I in

the next paragraph.

t'8. actors that govern the depth o' excavat ion of borrow areas



include the depth and thickness of useable material, elevation of

groundwater, effects of the excavation on dike stability, real estate

cost, and environmental considerations.

Quantities

89. To avoid costly contract modifications and to reduce the pos-

sibility of claims by the contractor, it is important that sufficient

material be available at the outset of construction. In order to en-

sure this, the theoretical quantity of material required to build the

dikes should be increased by a certain amount to take care of contin-

gencies such as material loss from handling and compaction, stumps,

pockets of unuseable material, and miscellaneous use of material by

the contractor to facilitate construction. The factor or number by

which the theoretical reouired quantity should be multiplied in order to

arrive at the amount of borrow required is commonly referred to as a

"shrinkage factor." Shrinkage factors f for various methods of con-

struction are given in Table 9. These values are based on the past

experience of several CE Districts and are 2,ns lered minimum values.

.ve.re a - articollar proji'ct. i" such that hiL-her material losses are

anticipated, higher values should be used. Also, although not reflected

in Table 9, less shrinkage will generally occur with sands than with

finer grained material for hauled and cast dikes.

Borrow Area Operations

Clearing, grubbing, and stripping

90. Clearing, grubbing, and strinping of borrow areas should be

carried out to the extent needed to obtain fill material free from ob-

jectional matter such as trees, brush, vegetation, stumps, roots, and

organic soil. In marshy areas, a considerable depth of stripping may

be required due to the frequent existence of 3- to 4-ft root mats, peat,

and underlying highly organic soil. However, such operations may be

restricted in soft, marshy areas because of lack of support for
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Table 9

Shrinkage Factors

Method of Construction Shrinkage Factor, f*

Hauled, compacted 1.3

Hauled, semicompacted 1.3

Cast, uncompacted 1.5

Hydraulic

Sand 1.5

Clays (medium or greater consistency) 2.0

Soft silty clays** ),.0 to 6.0

Clayey silts** 4.0 to 6.0

* Theoretical quantity needed x f = actual quantity of borrow needed

to construct dike.
* Use higher values of f for materials that will be completely dis-

persed in the slurry.
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equipment. All stripped organic material should be wasted in low areas

or, where useable as topsoil, stockpiled for later placement on outer

dike slopes, berms, exposed borrow slopes, or other areas where vegeta-

tive growth is desired.

Excavation

91. In order that borrow areas may be utilized to the fullest ex-

tent possible, excavation operations should be carefully planned with

consideration given to proximity of areas to the dike, topography, loca-

tion of groundwater table, possible excavation methods and equipment,

and surface drainage. The excavation operation should be provided with

experienced personnel and close supervision of the contractor's opera-

tions should be maintained. Excavation techniques and overall methods

of operations should be utilized such that no useable areas will become

inaccessible, thereby causing a reduction in obtainable quantities.

Drainage

92. Proper drainage of borrow areas (entailing control of surface

and groundwater) is necessary to achieve a satisfactory degree of utili-

zation. Past experience has shown this one item probably has more

effect on borrow operations than any other single item and can often

be the difference in a good job and a poor one. Proper drainage of bor-

row areas can often be achieved by working the area in accordance with

natural topography and drainage patterns. Many times, however, natural

drainage is poor and the only choice is to begin at the lowest point and

work toward the higher areas, thus creating a sump to aid in draining

the work area. In some cases pumping of sumps or low areas may be

necessary.

93. Maximum utilization of ditches, especially in shallow borrow

areas, should be made, as ditches provide a cheap method of controlling

water and drying material (Figure 12). It is sometimes amazing how a

series of properly placed ditches can aid in controlling surface water

and groundwater. The Philadelphia District has successfully used ditch-

ing techniques in previously dredged material to the extent that place-

ment properties of the material were measurably improved. It is felt

this success is due primarily to the fact that previously dredged
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Cine-grained material contains numerous des iccat ion cracks (Figure 13)

that aid significantly in drainage, evaporation, and, consequently,

TI-



the drying process. It is desirable that the ditching be done well

ahead of the excavation, especially in fine-grained soils. This will

allow maximum drying of the material prior to excavation. Proper place-

ment and timing of excavation of ditches should not be left up to the

contractor but should be a part of the contract plans and specifications:

Environmental Considerations

94. The treatment of permanently exposed borrow areas to satisfy

aesthetic and environmental considerations has, in the past few years,

become standard operating practice. Generally, projects near heavily

populated or industrial arcas will require more elaborate treatment

than those in sparsely populated areas. Minimum treatment should in-

clude proper drainage, topographic smoothing and blending, and promotion

of conditions conducive to vegetative growth. Insofar as possible,

borrow areas should be planted to conform to the surrounding landscape.

Restoration of vegetative growth is important because it is not only

aesthetically pleasing but serves as protection against erosion and
18

promotes wildlife habitation. Mann et al. should be consulted for

more detailed information concerning landscaping techniques.
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PART VI: DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION CONSIDERATIONS

95. In their review of CE design and construction procedures for

retaining dikes, Murphy and Zeigler 2 concluded that there is normally

little effort expended in the design of most retaining dikes. It was

found that, in most cases, no special effort was made to improve founda-

tion conditions and that construction materials were normally borrowed

from within the containment area even though such materials-often pos-

sessed very poor engineering properties. The method of construction

generally was established through past practice and was not likely to

be altered due to any particular foundation and/or dike material prop-

erties. Consequently, the selection. of dike dimiensions and construction

methods was based largely on a review of previous dike construction

experience. Dike heights, side slopes, and crown widths were chosen

to match those of similarly constructed dikes that performed satis-

factorily. In many cases a successful and stable dike was obtained;

however, where foundation and/or dike materials were poor or dikes were

constructed to appreciable heights, frequent failures occurred and con-

tinual maintenance was required. It should be noted that the above

conclusions, which were based on a survey made in 1972-73, did concern

the majority of CE Districts, but not all; more recently, extensive and

detailed design studies have been conducted on a fairly regular basis

by a number of CE Districts. In fact, much of the information in this

report is based on the work of these Districts.

96. Past experience indicates that the occurrence of dike failures

can be related to the amount of design effort expended on the dike; i.e.

as the dike design effort increased, the occurrence of dike failure de-

creased. Small dikes constructed in areas where design experience has

been gained through actual dike construction will obviously require

less design consideration than large dikes to be constructed in unfamil-

iar areas. The factors that affect the extent of design effort were

given in Table 1. It should be noted that design effort is not limited

to seLection if a dike section, but must include a thorough study of

construction methods and techniques and their effects on the final
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desired 1,poduct. This is because the method of construction is such an

integral part of dike construction and is very critical to the success

of the overall project.

97. Factors that should be considered in the design and construc-

tion of retaining, dikes are foundation conditions; dike materials; dike

stability with respect to shear streng-th, seepag7e, settlement, and ero-

sion; and construction methods. The importance of proper dIetermination

and evaluattion of foundation condit it, aml dike Tmaterials.- has previ-

ously been discussed. The purpo.-e of Fat VT is.- to pres7ent soss f the
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exterior slopes is required, slopes should be no steeper than 1V on 3H.

100. A summary of some dike cross sections constructed in various

CE districts is given in Table 10. An analysis of these data reveals

the impracticality of generalizations relative to dike geometry. When

foundation conditions and dike materials are similar to those where

dike systems have been successfully constructed previously, slopes and

sections previously used are a valid basis for approximating initial

section geometry. However, unless it can be shown that these conditions

are very similar to those being designed for, design se-1 ions ohould be

determined only by detailed stability analyses that include all of the

specifics of each individual section. Requirements and descriptions

for necessary stability analyses are presented in Fart VII.

Effect of Dike Materials and Foundation Conditions

101. The types of materials available to build a retention dike

of and on play the most important role of all variables in the selection

of a dike section. Available materials not only affect the design of

a dike from the stability standpoint but usually also dictate the method

of construction. For example, where materials with suitable engineering

properties for dike construction are either unavailable in the immediate

vicinity of the disposal area or are not accessible to conventional

types of hauling or casting equipment, hydraulic dredging of materials

over a long distance may be the only practical means of construction

available. In such cases, the dike may possibly have a high factor of

safety with respect to stability because of the very flat side slopes,

but still be more economical than a smaller section oonstructed by other

methods. In other cases where adequate borrow material is available,

construction of a dike system utilizing draglines or hauling equipment

may be the most economical.

102. Where a competent dike foundation exists, considerable

flexibility is available for selection of the dike section. However,

as the adequacy of the foundation decreases, the flexibility in selec-

tion of the section and method of construction also decreases. For
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instance, it is impractical, if not impossible, to construct a steep-

sloped compacted dike on a soft foundation. Conversely, it is usually

mnnecess,,ry to specify a coipacted dike where a soft foundation dictates

a section with flat slopes; rather, it would be more reasonable to

specify a method of construction which, by its very use, results in

flatter slopes such as traffic compaction or hydraulic fill. The im-

portant thing is to make all of the variables involved mesh together.

Only when this is accomplished will a sound design result.

Effect of Method of Construction

103. Dike embankments, classified according to general construc-

tion methods, are listed in Table 11. The choice of construction will

be governed by available materials, foundation conditions, and economics.

As can be seen in Table 11, there are basically three types of embank-

ments with respect to material placcment and compaction: compacted,

semicompacted, and uncompas ted. Clussification by these means does not

n>,,e,.%7 y rilreer to the end quality of the embankment, rather it

.71t.i fically refers to how much compaction effort and water content

cont rol was appli i ill conistruction of the, embankment. For instance,

L 4'to. jikt- and aL sydraulic fill dike are classified as uncompacted.

, 'y ira'I fill sand dike will have a higher dent:ity than will

"a ":' Ike' <a T. of' pre'vious ly dredged material. The classificati

. i 'iL lj 1 1 m,, rely pro-,)vide a convenient means of grouping- dikes

. 'a-:I;' to lntraction mthods. Basic ally, though, the dike section

wl i accr.ease in z as one g. from a compacted to an uncompacted

dike, one exception to this is a low cast dike that is often built with

fairly steep side slopes. From a stability point of view, however, these

are the least desirable types of dikes. Methods of construction are dis-

cu.:;d in more detail in Part VIII.

Basic Design Concepts for Slope Stability

104. There are three basic concepts of dike design for slope sta-

bility. These are shown in Figure 14 and are termed floating,



Table 11

Dike Classification According to Method of Construction

Type Compaction Method of Construction Requirements, Use, and Remarks

Compacted Hauled, spread, and compacted with Requirements:
compaction equipment a. Strong foundation of low

Requires specification of: compressibility
Water content with respect to b. Fill materials with natural water

optimum content reasonably close to
Loose-lift thickness specified ranges
Type compaction equipment and Provides:

number of passes a. Steep-sloped embankment, occupy-
ing minimum space

b. Strong embankment of low
compressibility

Semicompacted Hauled or cast with draglines Used where:
Compacted with fewer passes of a. Steep-sloped compacted embankments

light roller or controlled are not required
traffic of hauling, spreading, b. Relatively weak foundations exist
or shaping equipment that cannot support steep-sloped

Fill material placed at natural compacted embankments
water content (i.e., no water c. Underseepage requirements are such
content control) as to require a wider embankment

Usually placed in thicker lifts base than is necessary for com-
than compacted method pacted embankments

d. Water content of fill material or
amount of rainfall during con-
struction season is such as to
not justify compacted embank-
ments, but low enough to support
equipment

Uncompacted Hauled (dumped in place), cast, or Used where:
pumped hydraulically a. Nearby materials are inadequate

Little or no spreading or compaction for compacted or semicompacted
Usually shaped to final lines and construction

grade b. It is the most economical method
No lift thickness control of placement
Fill material placed at natural c. Dike heights are low for cast or
water content (i.e., no water con- dumped-in-place methods
tent control) d. Relatively weak foundations exist

e. Ebbankments with wide bases are
required for stability (for
pumped methods)



DIKE
BVERM

ORIGINAL GROUND

a. FLOATING SECTION

DIKE

SOFT FOUNDATION SOFT FOUNDAT ION

TOP OF FIRM FOUNDA TION

b. DISPLACED SECTION

DIKE

UNDESIRABLE MATERIAL EXCAVATEDUNDESIRABLE MATERAL

c. SECTION FORMED BY EXCAVATION AND REPLACEMENT

Figure 14. Basic methods of forming dike sections for stability

displacement, and excavation and replacement. There are many variations

of these basic concepts, especially of the section built by floating,

which can be used on any type of foundation. The displacement and the

excavation and replacement sections are applicable, respectively, to

very soft foundations and to foundations containing soft, organic, or

otherwise undesirable material to a reasonably shallow depth. These

basic concepts along with combinations and variations are discussed in
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detail in Parts VII and VIII. The determination of which method to use

is based on available embankment materials and foundation conditions.

Floating method

105. The floating section gets its name from use on soft founda-

tions but is applicable to stronger foundations as well. The concept

involved with this type of section is to spread the embankment load

sufficiently by the use of flat slopes and berms so that the foundation

is not overstressed. This is usually an economical method of design

but becomes more uneconomical as foundations become weaker, due to the

increase in material required. Geometry of the section is determined

primarily by stability analyses.

Displacement method

106. Dike construction by the displacement method is just the

opposite of the floating technique in that it purposely overstresses

the soft foundation material until it fails and is displaced by stronger

fill material. This method requires the existence of very soft founda-

tion materials (undrained strengths less than about 150 psf) that will

readily fail and displace. It is desirable to have a stronger material

underlying the soft material, but the method can be used in deep nor-

mally consolidated materials.

Excavation and replacement method

107. Specifying a dike section to be constructed by excavation

and replacement techniques is a positive means of ensuring stability.

This method involves excavating soft or undesirable material and re-

placing it with more desirable material. It is, however, limited by

the depth of undesirable material and location of the water table, as it

becomes more uneconomical as the thickness of material ',w be removed

and replaced increases and, if dewatering is required, the hitgher the

groundwater table. Generally, 20 ft is about the limit of' excavation in

the use of this technique. This method requires the existence of a firm

base (stronger material) under the undesirable material.

Raising of Existing Dikes

108. Due to the weakness of many dike foundations, the height to
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which a dike can be built in one stage is often limited. This obviously

limits the capacity of the containment area. Often, when the capacity

of an area is reached, the existing dikes are raised because of the de-

creasing number of acceptable sites. Raising existing dikes to higher

elevations than were possible initially is made possible by consolida-

tion (and consequent strength gain) of foundation materials over a

period of time due to the imposed load of the initial fill. If a dike

is initially planned to be built in increments or stages, it is usually

termed "stage construction." If, however, the dike is raised at some

date after the disposal area is filled and was not planned initially,

it is usually termed a "dike raising." In either event, the process is

essentially the same. Construction of dikes in increments is usually

accomplished by incorporating the initial dike into the subsequent dike

as shown in Figure 15a, although in some cases interior dikes are con-

structed at some distance from the inside toe of the existing dike as

shown in Figure 15b. Philadelphia District experience indicates that

construction as indicated by Figure 15a is subject to increasing risk

as dike height is increased when dikes consist of uncompacted fill.

Stage construction (or dike raising) is discussed in detail in

Parts VII and VIII.
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PART VII: DIKE STABILITY

109. This part describes common causes of instability in dikes and

presents recommended methods and procedures for analyzing dike stability

with respect to inadequate foundation and/or embankment shear strength,

seepate, settlement, and external erosion. The analyses described and

referenced herein contain procedures that have proven satisfactory from

past use, and most are currently employed by the CE. It should be rec-

ognized that any theoretical analysis is only as good as the input

parameters required for the analysis. Stated in another way, a theoret-

ical procedure may be entirely rigorous in itself, but unless the actual

field conditions are duplicated as closely as possible, the results of

the overall analysis will be inaccurate. In order to closely duplicate

field conditions, it is necessary that soil properties and loading

conditions be estimated as accurately as possible. Estimating these

values is often the most difficult part of an analysis. Consequently,

the determination of material properties and field loading conditions

is also discussed along with the methods of analyses themselves.

Causes of Dike Instability

Inadequate shear strength

110. Shear failures in retaining dikes are the result of over-

stressing the embankment and/or foundation materials. Low shear

strengths in the dike and/or foundation (often coupled with seepage

effects) are the cause of most dike failures. Failures from this cause

are usually the most catastrophic and damaging of all since they

usually occur quickly and can result in the loss of an entire section

of dike along with the contained dredged material. The photographs in

Figure 16 show a dike failure initiated by inadequate shear strength

and the resulting damage to a sewage treatment plant caused by escape

of the previously confined dredged material.

Ii1. Dike failures from inadequate shear strength have occurred

that involve the dike alone and that involve both the dike and the
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a. A 150-ft-wide break in a 20-ft-
hiih dike

b. Flooded sewage treatment plant

Figure 16. Retaining dike failure
that resulted in inundation of a

nearby sewage treatment plant



foundation, Failures within a dike alone result when the dike material

possesses insufficient shear strength. Failures of this type generally

take the form of a rotational slide involving the dike slope as shown

in Figure 17. However, if a weak plane or layer should exist at the

contact between the dike fill and the foundation due to naturally exist-

ing weak surface material, inadequate foundation preparation, under-

seepage effects, or construction techniques that allow soft material to

be placed or trapped in the lower part of the fill, the failure could

take the form of a wedge-type configuration characterized by horizontal

sliding or translation near the base of the fill (see Figure 18). Ro-

tational typeL slides as shown in Figure 19 also occur that involve the

foundation as well as the embankment. This type of failure generally

develops where the foundation is relatively homogeneous with insufficient

a. PHOTO OF FAILURE

ORECTION OF SLIDING

FAILURE SURFACE O SO
-' ORIGINAL SLOPE

b. CROSS SECTION OF FAILURE

-gurc I'f. !Fotjatioal tailure in dike

IT



a. PHOTO OF FAILURE WHERE SLIDING TOOK PLACE
AT EMBANKMENT/FOUNDATION CONTACT

DIRECTION OF SLIDING

'.ORIGINAL SLOPE

FAILURE SURFACE

b. CROSS SECTION OF FAILURE

Figure 18. Translatory failure

in dike

foundation shear strength being the usual cause of failure. A trans-

latory or wedge-type failure can also occur in the foundation where the

foundation consists of stratified strata of various soil types (see

Fi4-ire 20). Horizontal sliding- grenerally occurs in one of the weaker

strata in the foundation.

Seepage

112. Uncontrolled seepage will occur through earth dikes and foun-

dations consis;ting of pervious or semipervious material unless prevented

by positive mcans such as impervious linings, blankets, or cutoffs.

Seczp;e effects can create instability through internal erosion (piping.)

of like, or foun iation materials, or may lead to a shear failure by causing

a reductLon in the available shear strength of the dike and/or foundation
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a. ROTATION OF MATERIAL BEYOND DIKE TOE

DIRECTION OF SLIDING

ORIGINAL SLOPE

RELATIVELY HOMOGENEOUS
FOUNDATION

b. CROSS SECTION OF FAILURE

Figure 19. Rotationil fuillure
involving both dike and foundation
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through increased pore pressure or by the introduction of seepage forces.

A dike failure caused by uncontrolled seepage is shown in Figure 21.

113. The following conditions may create or contribute to seepage

problems in retention dikes:

sit

a. Washout at sluice structure

b. Debris on tidal flats iownstrean' of failed sluice
st ructure

Fil ur- 'I. ) ike failure caused by uncontrolled seepag-e

-6



a. Dikes with steep slopes composed of coarse-grained -,.r
-

vious materials or fine-grained silt. In this case the

seepage line through the embankment may exit on the outer

slope above the dike toe resulting in ravelinr of the

slope. If the dike contains alternating layers of per-

vious and impervious materials, the seepage surface may

even approach a horizontal line at the pondinr7 surface

elevation, thus creating an even more severe stability

problem (Figure 22).

b. Dikes built on pervious foundation materials or where

)rvious materials are near the surface or exposed as a
result of nearby excavation (Figure 23). This is a com-

mon condition where dikes are constructed by dragline
using an adjacent borrow ditch. In this case surface or

near-surface peat and other fibrous materials are in-
cluded as pervious foundation materials. This condition

may lead to the development of larg-e uplift pressures be-

neath and at the outer toe of the dike causing overall

PONDING SURFACE SEEPAGE LINE IN LAYERED DIKE

F 'ur" )2. "e?!, ,, ' ims throui,h dike

PI RFPONDING SURFACE

T. IN IMPERVIOUS OR SEMIPERVIOUS

N CUPLIFT FORCES

SEEPAGE 
PERVIOUS

* -. oera~ t ntrance, t hrcw~ area- excavated
within .14 2'T0 'vl roe("
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instability from inadequate shear strength or may res;ult
in piping near the embankmentbo.

a. Dikes constructed by catstig etod with little1 Ua' no'

compaction. This- metheu of' construction maty lea-ve- volIs
within the dike through Whiich water can freely £1 ;w, r'>-
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ORIGINAL
/DKE CREST

DIKE CREST AFTER

ORIGINAL TOP OF ZONES OF
FOUNDATION--, CAKN

TOP OF FOUNDA TION

"MATEIAL 2AFTER SETTLEMENT

OLD SLOUGH

MATERIAL 1

a. COMPRESSIBILITY OF MATERIAL 2 >> MATERIAL 1

ORIGINAL DIKE

ORIGINAL TOP OF CRACKING- STLMN
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MATERIAL I

b. COMPRESSIBILITY OF MATERIAL 2 <<(MATERIAL 1
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ZONES OF CRACKING OR ORIGINAL DIKE CREST
PULLING AWAY' OF SOIL'r," /

SLUlCE DIKE CREST AFTER
SETTLEMENT

DIKE DIKE

TOP OF FOUNDATION/
ORIGINAL TOP OF AFTER SETTLEMENT
FOUNDA TION

SOFT COMPRESSIBLE MATERIAL

igure 26. Cracking at dike-structure
junction caused by differential settle-
ment due to dike load on foundation be-

ing, much ireater than sluice load

Eros ion

116. Retaining di :e failures can be initiated by the effects of

wind, rain, waves, and currents that can cause deterioration of interior

aind exterior dike slopes. The exterior slopes of dikes subject to con-

stant or intermittent wave and/or current action of tidal or flood

waters are L-enertlly exposed to the most severe erosion. However, in-

terior dike slopes may also be subjected to this type of erosion, partic-

ularly in largae confinement areas during periods of high discharges

from lisposal operations. Dikes d, iO&cnt to nLvI i)lo rl-vr:-' 15 d har-

*r OtrO aA{) SUl.]cct to oi-o:ion from wake waves of passin- vessels.

117. Weathering. Erosion of dike slopes due to the effects of

wind, rain, and ice is a continuing process. While these forces are not

as immediately damaging as wave and currect action, they can gradually

cause extensive damage to the dike section, particularly (likes composed

of coarse-grained cohesionless materials.

118. Disposal operations. Normal disposal operations can cause

erosion of interior dike slopes from pipeline discharge and to exterior

slopes at outlet structures. Improper and/or poorly supervised opera-

tions of this type can cause (like failure. The pipeline discharge of

dredg ed material is a powerful eroding agent, particularly if the flow
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is not dispersed. When straight discharge is employed, a depression as
shown in Figure 27 is formed at the point of impact, which, as it en-
larges, can undermine the pipe foundation and, if too close to the dike,
deteriorate the section. Discharge from weir and spillway outlets can
damage exterior dike slopes if the discharge is located too close to the
dike (Figure 28). Likewise, location of weir inlets too close to the

Figure 27. Depression at discharge point formed by
impact of pumped material

Figure 28. Erosion from outfall discharge.
(Note loss of one section of pipe)
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dike can cause erosion of interior dike slopes. Also, disposal areas

are occasionally negligently overfilled to the point of overtopping the

dike. When this occurs, severe damag;e to the dike can result from ero-

sion of the crest and exterior slopes. Figure 29 shows damage to dike

crest caused by overtopping.

Figure 29. Damage to dike caused by overtopping

Slope Stability

119. The stability of dike slopes is dependent on forces acting

on the dike and on shear streng-ths of embankment and foundation materi-

als. Forces that the slope must resist include those from embankment

weight, unbalanced water pressure, seeping water, and external loads

such as equipment, water, etc. As previously discussed, there are

many other factors that can affect dike stability with respect to a

shear failure. The purpose of this section, however, is to present

methods of slope stability analyses along with discussions of various

possible loading conditions, determination of design shear strengths,

and recommended minimum factors of safety. Also discussed are methods
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of improving dike stability against shear failure. The methods and pro-

cedures described are applicable to all types of dikes such as main,

cross, spur, and toe dikes, as well as dikes built by different methods

of construction (dragline, hydraulic, compacted, etc.).

Methods of analysis

120. The principal methods used to analyze dike embankments for

stability with respect to shear failure are conventional limit equilib-

rium analyses that assume either a sliding surface having the shape of

a circular arc or a composite failure surface composed of a long hori-

zontal plane connecting with diagonal plane surfaces up through the

embankment and foundation. These analyses simulate the types of shear

failures shown in Figures 17 through 20 and are commonly referred to as

the circular arc and wedge methods. Various computer programs are

available to perform these analyses; therefore, the effort of making

such analyses is greatly reduced and primary attention can be devoted

to defining shear strengths, unit weights, geometry, and loading condi-

tions. It is recommended that results of all computer analyses yield-

ing minimum factors of safety be checked manually.

121. Circular arc. There are several methods of analyses cur-

rently available that utilize a circular arc failure surface. A sum-

mary of these is given by Johnson. 1 9 For dike design the ordinary

Swedish Method, presented in many textbooks, and the Modified Swedish
lb

Method, presented in EM 1110-2-1902, 1 April 1970, are considered

adequate. Analyses utilizing a circular arc failure surface are pri-

marily applicable to homogeneous foundation and embankment materials

and can be applied within the embankment only or through both the em-

bankment and foundation. Examples of circular arc analyses are given

in Appendix A.

122. Wedge method. The wedge method of analysis is appropriate

for foundations containing one or more weak strata or for a condition

that assumes a weak layer at the dike-foundation contact. All dikes

placed on stratified foundations or foundations having known planes of

weakness should be analyzed using the wedge method. Procedures for

performing a wedge analysis are given in EM 1110-2-1902. 1 Also,
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another simpler and more expedient wedge type of analysis considered

appropriate for use in dike design is referred to as the LMVD Method of

Planes and is described in Appendix A. Examples of the use of the wedge

method %re also riven in Appendix A.

123. Minimum factor of safety. In performing stability analyses

by the circular arc or wedgie method, it must be ensured that the mini-

mum f:tctor of safety is found. In a circular arc analysis this ususally

involves varyinr the center and radius of the circle until a minimum is

found. For an analysis by the wedge method, the location of the active

aol paza: lye wedg-es must b varied along: with the depth of the failure

T. Infinite sloie method. For dikes composed of cohesionless

v:i] witut 5., ep ., the factor of sa fety F2 with respect to :sliding

1 bpen:,, ) of :-,lope he i t .0 l 12 -iven by:

tan i

taun l,

where

: anicl o V intrrial friction of the soil

For a dike ',m,,.ei of cohes:Lonless material subjected to a condition of

ste'mdy s -e ae with the phreatic surface coincident with the outer

slope, tho f actor if safety can be approximated by:

F2 - tan 0 /2 (2)
tan 6

Examples of analyzes us inr the above equation:s 'r v in Appendix A.

12p. "1ope stability charts. ir'a ",o c ertain slope

: t'Lbility problems a presented b. A Ihlugh these solutions

ire aplicbi' only to simp], hor-. c banknents with finite slopes,

they may a]so beui f-r i t: Ymat ions and preliminary solutions

to more complex C'is'..

iu(. " A aick nssessi .'t of the stability of

mikes on s-oft cla1y with "h' use of more sophisticated stability
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analyses can be made by employing bearing capacity equations and an

influence chart. Although approximate, this analysis can provide an-

swers suitable for preliminary estimates of embankment heights.

127. The bearing capacity analysis assumes a general shear failure

from the weight of the dike only and utilizes equations from theory of

plasticity for the bearing capacity of 0 = 0 materials in undrained

conditions. In order to apply these equations to dike embankments, the

embankments must be assumed to be shallow continuous footings of in-

finite extent. The ultimate undrained bearing capacity of a clay

q d loaded as previously described is given by:

qd = 5.1hc for a smooth base (3)

and

q = 5.7c for a rough base (4)

where c = soil cohesion. Since, in reality, the base of an embankment

is neither entirely smooth nor rough, but is probably nearer rough than

smooth, the following equation is recommended:

qd = 5.5c (5)

128. The soil pressure at the embankment base or unit load q is

given by:

q = yH (6)

where

y = unit weight of embankment material

H = embankment height

The soil pressure q at some depth z below the embankment base re-

sulting from a unit load q can be obtained from an influence chart

such as the one shown in Appendix A (Plate A12). The stability of an
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embain!hmnt of heighjt HI can then be checked by comrparing the ultimate

bearing capacity (I mid the corres;ponding, s-oil pressure q, i!,

q d> q Iembankment is.- likely to be s;table; and if (Id < q 7 mbnk-

ment stability is questionable.

129. To comipute the maxirloam heighIt ff to which an embankmenit can

be built, merely s.-olve iEquLt ion () for H and substitute tlie ultimate

bearing capaoit.,' (I for the :;,oli press,-ure q at the embankment bs

Note that ac ofativvehain cVy a tr of safty of' one

i sasasid AIso th use: f E lua i on asuesfai lure -t. the emT'bank-

ment !bas-e. a tp ) i caLt! r! o, ifP otr mtrt ay nhero f'ore lie cons-e rva-

tiye .-ince ii do in- .,oc the :saucton weal, 1 he made that the full em-

bankment load i0 t ransoMi ttie fto the' (d( er Fe rta xamples of the

above 'na 11' re vo in Aprcendix A.

Condi tions -of ainal vs is

I 3). us reare three- rr ary sonul t I.:es sIh

a.naly:sed with res--oet 'o slope( stability: end of' construct ion, steady

f~or),t" ITI '1-iw1ow11.EnId of con'- rua'l i n .7teady seepage

are thIe rmos-t coseseni'; Pnls~ 'oi -,L -w-" P uh rcvie

avvl icable to a-Lorsr de-ree. it ,lhou id 1't emphas i zed that the cor di-

t ions for whchi -inv ;:Lkt, is 1:lye thoset o xrect(" e-- occur

under oe rat in mssn tiusreen .i e'ay very well be vr1a

ions fromi t he( a foremen t io ne sejnd i t i ti may be most appl1 1icablIe .

'mn :n,, as e ,t is ,- impe ra t i Ve tha1It t he onld i t e n s an alye b , e thI os 'e that

,mo st ne -arly mat ChI act*e al fiel suI. L n i t ionil Tni other words, considerable

ju. lment must be exe rc IIseu( in 1lotero in ing the matapplicable condit ions

ofC loading, to which a -ive.n dilke will he s-ablected. The following

parag-raphs con tain a iscusonof eahof the condiitions7 mentioned.

Appro-priate shear atrngh nd reco-drnen led minlmumi factors- of ,-afety

fs r each sand it joi aire su .i in useun O:Li'Wtrath5 inl this; part.

i . End ocnsruct Iin. M-er , mos like,,, cons .t.rusted on fourida-

t ions- Of s-Oft wea~k mater i a 5 or On foundat ionscnt i n a weak st ratuin



in an otherwise strong foundation, the most critical period involvinfg

failure due to inadequate shear strength is at the end of cons;truction.

This is because at this time the material is usually in its weakest

state, not having had time to consolidate and gain strength under the

imposed loading conditions. Consequently, all dikes should be checked

for stability during the end of construction condition.

132. Analysis for the end of construction conditions is applicable

to both interior and exterior slopes. The effects of undereepage and

resulting hydrostatic uplift pressure actin, in pervious foundation

strata must be, considered. An example of an end of construction anal-

ysis is contained in Appendix A.

133. Stea~is =__e. A condition of steady seepage throush the

dike resultin.o from the rnmximim anticipated storage level in the <:cn-

tainment area may be critical for stability of exterior dike slopes.

A sketch depictingr this condition is shown in Fi ,ure 30 and an exum.ple

'L nolysis is contained in Appendix A.

DIKE

o DISPOSAL AREA 'PHREATIC (SEEPAGE)
SURFACE

SEEPAGE-~

.ike subjLsted to steady-state seepate condition

ikes should be analyzed for this condition if it is "n-

--i'tur-it ion of the embankment will ocour and a cond it ion

-...t- will ]evelop within the dike and/or founjidation. This

) .I[' I i, [,:, !a1 ly applicable to dikes compo:,ed of semLpervious

h.il m or s but, should also be considered for ,ikos composed

"hotis is becaus, it is very import ant th.i the dike be

" 1 I : I ur it, result, in f rom sI eady s,p,- e p ,nt it ion:- irn-

1 hi -. se , i e r'l y sc'0ur. wit.h a c,: 1 ,'rQ" e dh of

She I " .lipo' 't'a dnh l 1, therIfor, rte. ut in

due to the lass off a li. h veliisi '" .ir',..°, i trial.
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135. Sudden drawdown. Exterior dike slopes may become saturated

during high water le-vels from adjacent streams or from high tides. If

the water level then falls faster than the material can drain, excess

pore water pressures and unbalanced seepage forces result. In perform-

ing an analysis for this condition, it is generally assumed that the

water level drops instantaneously so that no pore pressure dissipation

occurs. An example of this type of analysis is given in Appendix A.

136. The sudden drawdown condition is applicable to those dikes

situated near large bodies of water or streams whose level may reach

near the dike crest, remain there long enough to saturate the dike, and

then fall fairly rapidly. It may also be applicable to dikes subject

to the effects of substantial tidal fluctuations (Figure 31). Failure

from sudden drawdown will usually be in the form of relatively shallow

sloughing of the affected slope and thus is not considered as critical

as failure from the end of construction or steady seepage conditions

D,,, IKE
/DISPOSAL AREA FLOOD STAGE

DRAWDOWN RANGE

%. NORMAL
1' kk FLOW _

a. DIKE SUBJECTED TO FLOODING FROM
ADJACENT RIVER

/DIKE
-- /DISOSAL REA MEAN HIGH TIDE

X_ - __= -- I RAwDowN"_-
- ! .*RANGE MEAN LOW TIDE

b. DIKE SUBJECTED TO TIDAL FLUCTUATIONS

Figure 31. Situations conducive to a sudden drawdown condition
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where an entire dike section may be lost. Loss of slope protection and

a weakening of the dike is the usual consequence of failure from sudden

drawdown. There are no recorded dike failures from sudden drawdown,

but. large dikes, especially those with substantial slope protection,

subjected to the conditions previously described should be analyzed for

the effects of sudden drawdown.

Section for analysis

137. Generally speaking, selected dike sections for analysis

should be typical of as long a reach of dike as possible. It is often

possible to group reaches of dikes according to like foundation condi-

tions and then analyze the highest dike section in the reach for sta-

bility and consider its design as typical for the entire reach. How-

ever, if stability is very sensitive with respect to dike height, these

reaches may have to be subdivided into reaches with smaller variations

in height. This may also be necessary if there exists substantial

variation in dike height along a reach of similar foundation conditions.

138. It must be emphasized, even at the risk of sounding obvious,

that geometric factors as well as soil characteristics must be consid-

ered in making dike stability analyses. For example, if dikes are

fairly close to streambanks, channels, canals, old sloughs, borrow

excavations, etc., the most critical potential sliding surface may very

well be on or at the slopes of such features rather than near the dike

toe (Figure 32). Such sections should certainly be checked for stabil-

ity. Also, old in-filled sloughs or streams crossing the dike align-

ment form critical areas with respect to slope stability and should be

analyzed for such. The actual location of the dike with respect to

natural or man-made depressions previously mentioned should be deter-

mined by stability analyses as should the distance of the dike from any

planned excavation (Figure 32). The consequence of constructing a

dike too near a stream crossing is shown in Figure 33. Figure 33a

shows the end dike after construction and dredged material being

placed. Figure 33b shows the end dike section after failure into the

stream.
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TO BE DETEPAINED BY STABILMT ANALSS

• STREAM .

POSSIBLE SURFACES OF SLIDIN.--' C .

Figure 32. Analysis of dike near depressions

Recommended minimum
factors of safety

139. Recommended minimum factors of safety for slope stability

analyses of retaining dikes are given in Table 12. These values are

to be used where reliable subsurface data from exploration and testing

are available for input into the stability analysis. The factors of

safety given in Table 12 are applicable to dikes less than 30 ft in

height where the consequences of failure are not extremely severe. For

dikes greater than 30 ft in height and where the consequences of fail-

ure are severe, the criteria given in Table 1 of EM 1110-2-1902 should

be used.

Selection of

design shear strengths

140. In the past, soil strengths for dike design have largely

been assumed. However, as the need for more sophisticated analyses

and design increases, it is imperative that shear strengths be deter-

mined from reliable test data whenever possible. This by no means rules

out the use of experience. Experience with respect to shear strengths

should continue to play a vital role in dike design, but as a supple-

mentary rather than a primary means of shear strength determination.

141. Appropriate laboratory and field tests for the determination

of shear strengths have previusly been discussed as well as the impor-

tance of the selection of the most representative strength values for
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a. Dike constructed and dredged material being placed
in disposal area (right foreground)

~N

b. Failure of dike at left into channel (view from

opposite direction of photo above). Note deforma-
tion of utility crossings

Figure 33. Consequences of constructing a dike too

close to strecmbank
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Table 12

Applicable Shear Strengths and Recommended

Minimum Factors of Safety*

Shear Strength Minimum Factor
Free- of Safetyt

Impervious Draining Slope Main Appurtenant
Condition Soils** Soils Analyzed Dikes Dikes

End of construction Q S Exterior 1.3* 1.3
and
interior

Steady seepage Q, Rtt S Exterior 1.3 1.2

Sudden drawdown Q, Rtt S Exterior 1.0 NA

* Criteria not applicable to dikes greater than 30 ft in height or

where the consequences of failure are very severe For such dikes

use criteria given in Table 1 of EM 1110-2-1902.14

** For low plasticity silt where consolidation is expected to occur
rather quickly, the R strength may be used in lieu of the Q
strength; see paragraphs 70 and 71.

t To be applied where reliable subsurface data from exploration and

testing are available; where assumed values are used, recommended
minimum factors of safety should be increased by a minimum of 0.1.

tt Use Q strength where it is anticipated loading condition will
occur prior to any significant consolidation taking place; otherwise

use R strength.
* Use 1.5 where considerable lateral deformation of foundation is

expected to occur (usually where foundations consist of soft, high
plasticity clay).
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use in stability analyses (see Part IV). The appropriate strengths

applicable for each condition of analysis are given in Table 12. The

following paragraphs contain a general discussion of the selection of

strengths for embaxikment and foundation materials.

142. Coarse-grained cohesionless soil. Most coarse-grained co-

hesionless soils are considered to be free-draining (i.e., pore pres-

sures are dissipated as fast as loading occurs so that no excess pore

pressures develop during shear). Strengths from the S-test are there-

fore most appropriate for these soils for all conditions of loading.

Generally, it is conservative to use a shear strength of 0 equals

30 deg and c equals 0 for these materials whether in the embankment

or foundation. However, higher strengths should be based on triaxial

or direct shear S-tests.

143. Fine-grained soil.

a. Embankment materials. The strengths of dike materials
will have little effect on stability analyses for dikes
founded on relatively deep deposits of soft clay where
the critical depth of failure will also be correspond-
ingly deep. However, as the critical depth of failure
becomes less, the shear strength of the dike material
will have a greater effect on the calculated factor of
safety.

(1) Compacted and semicompacted fill. Representative
samples of proposed fine-grained material intended
for use in a compacted fill should be compacted
(usually by the 25-blow standard Proctor test)
within a range of expected water contents, and the
appropriate strength tests performed on specimens
trimmed therefrom. Samples for semicompacted fill
should be subjected to the 15-blow compaction test.
These samples should be tested at the anticipated
natural water content as water content control is
rarely exercised for semicompacted fill. Appro-
priate strength tests, as given in Table 12, should
then be performed on these compacted samples.

(2) Uncompacted fill (other than hydraulic). The deter-
mination of shear strengths for fine-grained fill
cast or dumped without regard to water content and
receiving little or no compaction is very difficult
as it is virtually impossible to produce a repre-
sentative laboratory sample for testing. Design
strengths for fine-grained materials placed in this
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manner should be based on back-figured strengths
from existing fills placed in a similar manner or
from strength tests on samples from similar fills.
When testing samples from existing fills, it must be
kept in mind that some gain in strength (depending
on how long the fill has been in place) has occurred
and the strengths obtained reduced appropriately,
especially for Q-strengths to apply to the end of
construction condition.

(3) Hydraulic fill. Clay and silt deposited as slurries
will have very low initial shear strengths. Unless
substantiating data are available, shear strengths
of about 0 equals 0 and c equals 50 to 100 psf
should be used for these materials. The strength
of clay deposited as clay balls will vary greatly
depending on in situ strength, size of the clay
balls, type of material in the interstices, and
time. An analysis of data from the New Orleans Dis-
trict indicates the initial strength of hydraulic
fill deposited as clay balls from the excavation of
Recent soft to medium consistency clay averaged
about 25 to 30 percent of the in situ strength. The
shear strength of similar clay ball fills derived
from stiffer Pleistocene clay may vary from 40 to
50 percent of the in situ strength.

(4) Dredged material. The strength of fine-grained
dredged material behind a dike should be assumed to
be negligible (i.e., zero) unless test data can
substantiate a definite strength.

b. Foundation. The shear strength of the dike foundation is
generally the most important factor in dike stability,
especially where dikes are built on soft foundations,
which is the rule rather than the exception for most
projects. It is, therefore, essential that the condi-
tion of the foundation be defined as accurately as possi-
ble so that appropriate foundation strengths can be
selected for the stability analysis. Details of founda-
tion exploration and laboratory testing have previously
been discussed in Parts III and IV.

For fine-grained cohesive materials, the undrained-
unconsolidated or Q-strenth of foundation soils is
appropriate for most analyses (except for some silt - see
paragraphs 70 and 71). For clay deposits, a plot of the
unconsolidated-undrained shear strength versus depth as
shown in Vigure 34 should be developed to aid in the
selection of design strengths and to help locate critical
depths of failure. For most coastal area soil and other
soft clay deposits, a desiccated zone exists near the
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UNDRAINED SHEAR STRENGTH, Su

ASSUMED STRENGTH

OF DESICCATED ZONE ZONE OF OVERCONSOL IDA TED
CLAY DUE TODESICCA TION

NORMALLY CONSOLIDATED CLAY

POINT A (AVERAGE BOUNDARY SHEAR STRENGTH)

o -TEST DATA POINTS

I

I~L

AVERAGE SHEAR
STRENGTH
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Figure 34. Example of plot of unconsolidated-undrained shear

strength versus depth
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surface. This zone will vary in depth and will generally
exhibit higher strengths and lower water contents than
the underlying normally consolidated clay.

(1) Strength increase with depth. The strength of nor-
mally consolidated clay increases with depth, usu-
ally at some constant rate. This rate of strength
increase with effective overburden stress (depth)
T in the normally consolidated range is referred to
as the Su/-vc or c/T ratio and for various nor-
mally consolidated clay deposits has been found to
vary from about 0.18 to 0.29. An average value of
0.24 has been found to correlate well with labora-

tory test data in the New Orleans District
(Figure 35).

When applicable, the Su/Tvc ratio should be
used to help establish the shear strength with depth
profile in the foundation as indicated in Figures
34 and 35. The use of this technique will assist
in interpreting the validity and accuracy of labo-
ratory and/or field test data and will help increase
one's confidence when interpolating data for simi-
lar soil conditions between borings. As a general
rule of thumb, the increase in strength with depth
for normally consolidated clays below the water
table can be assumed to be 10 psf/ft of depth.

To facilitate the design stability analysis,
it is helpful to simulate the linear variation in
shear strength with depth by the stepped profile as
shown by the dashed line in Figure 34. The bottom
of each zone is chosen to correspond to various
depths of failure to be investigated in establishing
the minimum factor of safety. In using this type
of strength profile, the wedge method is the most
applicable method of analysis. The average values
of shear strength along the central block failure

surface, for depths of failure at the bottom of
each zone, should be the average of the overlying
and underlying zones as shown by Point A in Fig-
ure 34. When the failure plane is assumed at the
base of the desiccated upper zone, the shear
strength of the desiccated zone should be used along
the central block base. The average strength of
each zone should be used along all inclined active
and passive failure surfaces cutting through the
respective zone.

(2) Estimating strength increase with time. When loaded,
foundation clay gains shear strength with time. As
previously discussed, this fact is extremely impor-
tant when an existing dike is to be raised or stage
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contrutio isto be employed for new dike con-
strctin.Normalized shear strength parameters as

set ort by addand Foottl 6 can be used to esti-

matetheincrasein undrained shear strength with
inceaedeffective vertical stress. This procedure
invlve aknowledge of the initial Q shear
strngh, hevalue of Su/W.c (c/p) , and the de-
geofconsolidation. The increase in strength of
the cay A u  isgiven in Equation 8.
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= (S/T (8)
U C VC

where AU = increased vertical consolidation
ye stress

The resulting strength increase should then be
added to the initial strength at that depth to ob-

tain the estimated total undrained shear strength.
Since this gain in strength is time dependent, the
variation in consolidation that has occurred
throughout the depth of the layer must be considered
because the layer will not consolidate uniformly to
the same degree throughout its entire thickness.
For instance, suppose the average degree of consoli-
dation of a clay layer is calculated to be 20 per-
cent. In reality, the majority of the consolida-
tion will likely have taken place at the top and
bottom of the layer (assuming double drainage),
with essentially no consolidation at the center.
For this case there would be no increase in effec-
tive stress and hence no strength gain at this depth.

Strength studies on clay-ball hydraulic fill*
as shown in Figure 36 indicate that considerable
strength gain can occur with time. The data shown
in Figure 36 are average undrained strength values
over a 6- to 8-ft depth of clay balls hydraulically
dredged from soft to medium consistency Recent clays.

It should be emphasized that the preceding pro-
cedures and data are only for estimating the in-
crease in strength with time and should only be used
for preliminary design. Final designs relying on
increased shear strengths due to prior loadings

should be based on additional borings and laboratory
tests made prior to adding the second stage of fill.

Methods of improving
foundation stability

144. The condition of a dike foundation can be the decisive factor

in determining the feasibility of constructing a retaining dike. Since

suitable areas for disposal of dredged material are usually limited,

retaining dikes must be so aligned as to make optimum use of the dis-

posal area, often without regard to foundation conditions. Thus, dike

foundations must often be improved in order that the dike may be built.

Unpublished report by New Orleans District.
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Economically feasible methods of improving dike foundations are limited,

but it should be recognized that the economic justification of a given

method is not an absolute value but is directly related to the particu-

lar project.

145. Soils that require treatment cannot be identified solely on

the basis of their physical characteristics since the need for treatment
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depends largely on imposed loading conditions, i.e. the same foundation

may be perfectly stable under one loading but inadequate under another.

However, foundation deposits that are prone to cause problems may be

broadly classified as follows: (a) very soft clay, (b) sensitive clay,

(c) loose sand, (d) natural organic deposits, and (e) man-made organic

deposits.

146. Very soft clay is susceptible to shear faulure and excessive

settlement. Sensitive clay is brittle and, even though possessing con-

siderable strength in the undisturbed state, is subject to partial or

complete loss of strength upon disturbance. Fortunately, extremely sen-

sitive clay is rare in the United States. Loose sand is also sensitive

to disturbance and may liquefy and flow when subjected to shock or even

shear strains caused by erosion at the toe of slopes. Most organic

soils are very compressible and exhibit low shear strength. The physi-

cal characteristics of natural organic deposits such as peat can some-

times be predicted with some degree of accuracy. Highly fibrous organic

soils with water contents of 500 percent or more generally consolidate

and gain strength rapidly. The behavior of organic debris deposited

by man, such as industrial and urban refuse, is so varied in character

that its physical behavior is difficult, if not impossible, to predict.

147. The following paragraphs discuss methods of dealing with

foundations that are inadequate from the standpoint of available shear

strength for construction of proposed dikes. These methods are exca-

vating and replacing poor materials, displacing undesirable material

by end-dumping fill material, constructing the dike in stages to permit

consolidation of the foundation, densifying loose sand, flattening em-

bankment slopes, and constructing stability berms.

148. Excavation and replacement. The most positive method of

dealing with excessively weak and/or compressible foundation soils is

to remove them and backfill the excavation with more suitable material.

This procedure is usually feasible only where deposits of unsuitable

material are not excessively deep (i.e. up to about 20 ft in thickness),

where suitable backfill material is available, and where a firm base

exists upon which to found the backfill. The excavation and
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replacement can be accomplished by any practical means, but for most

dikes in areas of high water tables (i.e. marshes, tidal flats, etc.)

excavation is best accomplished with dredges, matted draglines, and

barge-mounted draglines. Where backfilling is to be accomplished in the

wet, only coarse-grained material should be considered for use as back-

fill. The amount of excavation .need not always be under the entire sec-

tion or to full depth of soft material, but can be partial if determined

by stability analyses to be appropriate. Some sections successfully

used in the past to prevent horizontal sliding of the embankment are

shown in Figure 37. Excavation and replacement should be considered

wherever possible.

DIKE MA TERIA L EXCA VA TEDAND REPLACED BY MORE
SUITA BLE MA TERIAL

UNDESIRABLE
MATERIAL

FIRM BASE

a. COMPLETE EXCAVATION AND REPLACEMENT

b. PARTIAL EXCAVATION AND REPLACEMENT

Figure 37. Typical use of excavation and replacement
method to improve stability
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149. Displacement of undesirable material by end-dumping fill.

Dikes must frequently be built over areas consisting of very soft ma-

terials. Although the depths of these deposits may not be great, the

cost of their removal may not be justified and a dike having adequate

stability can be constructed by end-dumping fill and utilizing it's

weight to displace the undesirable material.

150. It is desirable to use this method where a firm bottom exists

at a reasonably shallow depth; it has, however, been successfully em-

ployed in areas where no definite firm bottom existed, but the displaced

material merely increased in strength with depth, in which case the

depth of displacement is considered to be that necessary to stabilize

the embankment at the desired height (Figure 38). However, use of the

/ .MUD WA VE

FIRM BASE -4-

a. WITH FIRM BOTTOM

*STRENGTH INCREASES WITH DEPTH

b, WITHOUT FIRM BOTTOM

Figure 38. Final dike sections after displacement of

soft foundation material
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displacement method in the latter case does increase the likelihood of

post-construction settlement.

151. Due to the construction techniques required to successfully

use this method, it is highly desirable to place fill by end-dumping

methods rather than by hydraulic means. It is also desirable that the

material to be displaced exhibit some sensitivity and have average in

situ shear strength of less than about 150 to 200 psf. The greater the

sensitivity of the material and the lower its in situ strength, the

easier it is to displace.

152. Basically, the displacement technique consists of advancing

the fill along the desired alignment by end-dumping and pushing fill

over onto the soft material with dozers, thus continually building up

the fill until its weight displaces the foundation soils to the sides

and in front of the fill (Figure 39). By continuing this operation, the

dike can finally be brought to grade. Since this method involves the

encouragement of foundation displacement, the section should be as steep

sloped as possible and built as high as possible as it advances across

the foundation. The fill should be advanced with a V-shaped leading

edge so that the center of the fill is always the most advanced, thereby

displacing the soft material to both sides (Figure 40). This will

greatly lessen the chances of trapping soft material beneath the fill.

A wave of displaced material will develop (usually visible as is evi-

denced by the photograph in Figure 41) along the sides of the fill.

These mud waves have been known to be as high as the top of fill; how-

ever, they should not be removed.

153. A disadvantage'of this method is that all the soft material

may not be displaced, which could result in slides as the embankment is

raised and/or differential settlement after construction. Another dis-

advantage is that final in-place quantities are difficult to determine

due to an appreciable amount of fill material being below the ground

surface. It is therefore recommended that quantities be based on ex-

cavated yardage or provisions be made to take borings after construction

or, where the displacement is not too great, settlement plates be in-

stalled beneath the proposed alignment prior to construction. All of
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a. Coarse-grained fill

b. Fine-grained fill

Figure 39. Shoving fill onto soft foundation

with dozers
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a. PLAN

• FILL MATERIAL/ '

b. PROFILE
Figure 40. Advancement of fill using end-dumping and

displacement technique

the above techniques for determining pay quantities have been success-

fully employed for displacement construction in the past.

154. If a surface root mat or a desiccated layer exists immedi-

ately over the soft material to be displaced, it should be broken up

prior to fill placement. Since this type of construction produces

essentially uncompacted fill, the design of the dike section must take

this into account.

155. When this method of foundation treatment is being considered

for long reaches of dikes over deep deposits of soft sensitive clays,

the possibility of facilitating displacement by blasting methods should

be evaluated (see Blasters Handbook21 for general information on
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a. View parallel to dike

b. View perpendicular to dike

Figure hi. Mud waves from displaced material
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blasting used to displace soft materials). Generally, the greater the

required depth of displacement, the more economical the blasting method

becomes.

156. Stage construction. Stage construction refers to the build-

ing of an embankment in increments or stages of time. This method of

construction is used when the strength of the foundation material is

inadequate to support the entire dike if built at one time. Using stage

construction, the dike is built to intermediate grades and allowed to

rest for a time before placing more fill. Such rest periods permit dis-

sipation of pore water pressures and consolidation that results in a

gain in strength so that higher dikes can be supported. Obviously, this

method is most appropriate for foundations that consolidate rather

rapidly. This procedure works best for clay deposits interspersed with

continuous seams of highly pervious silt or sand. However, lack of

speed of consolidation may not be a drawback if the filling rate of the

disposal area is slow enough to allow considerable time between con-

struction of the various dike stages. In fact, stage construction

appears to be a promising method of constructing retaining dikes as the

intervals of construction can, in many cases, coincide with the filling

of the disposal area; i.e., full dike height may not be needed until

many years after initial construction.

157. In using stage construction, estimates of strength gain with

time should be made as described in paragraph 143b(2). Also, it is

highly desirable to have piezometers available to monitor the dissipa-

tion of pore water pressures. Disadvantages of this method include the

need for separate construction contracts and uncertainties with respect

to the gain in strength with time.

158. Densification of loose sand. In seismically active areas,

the possibility of liquefaction of loose sand deposits in dike founda-

tions may have to be considered. Since methods for densifying sands

such as vibroflotation, blasting, etc., are costly, they are generally

not considered except for dikes where the consequences of failure are

very severe or at locations of important structures in the diking sys-

tem. However, less costly defensive design features may be provided,
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such as additional freeboard, wider dike crest, and flatter slopes.

159. Flattened embankment slopes. Flattening embankment slopes

will usually increase the stability of an embankment against a shallow

foundation failure or a failure that takes place entirely within the

embankment. Flattening embankment slopes reduces unbalanced gravity

forces that tend to cause failure and increases the length of potential

failure surfaces, thus increasing resistance to sliding.

160. Stability berms. Berms provide essentially the same effect

as flattening embankment slopes but are generally more effective since

they concentrate additional weight where it is needed most and force

a substantial increase in the potential failure surface. Thus, berms

can be an effective means of stabilization, not only for preventing

shallow foundation and embankment failures, but for. preventing deep-

seated foundation failures as well. Berm thickness and width should be

determined from stability analyses and the length should be great enough

to encompass the entire problem area, the extent of which is determined

from the soil profile.

161. Foundation failures are normally preceded by lateral dis-

placement of material beneath the embankment toe and by noticeable heave

of material just beyond the toe. When such a condition is noticed,

berms are often used as an emergency measure to stabilize the dike and

prevent further movement. The main disadvantages of berms are the in-

crease in area occupied by the embankment and the amount of material

required for berm construction.

162. Stabilization prior to and after failure. With the use of

proper observational techniques, impending stability failures may be

detected and measures taken to improve the stability of the section

prior to failure. Lateral movement of slopes, slight sinking of the

crest, or heave near the toe, as well as development of tension cracks,

can give advance warning of failure. Since most failures begin

slowly, early detection and immediate corrective action can often pre-

vent complete failure. Flattening dike slopes and adding berms have

often been effective as stop-gap measures for increasing stability.

163. Once failure has occurred in a soft clay foundation, the
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process of rebuilding is often more difficult than initial construction

because many soft clays are sensitive and their remolded strengths are

often much less than their initial shear strengths. It is good prac-

tice after a failure to allow time for some consolidation and resulting

gain in shear strength before attempting to rebuild. This will give the

remolded clay time at least to partially overcome the effects of strength

reduction due to remolding. When remedial construction is started, care

should be taken not to load the foundation too quickly. Reconstruction

should be done as slowly as possible with the entire area brought up to-

gether rather than building to full height in sections.

Settlement

164. Problems with dikes caused by settlement of embankment or

foundation materials are almost always limited to fine-grained cohesive

soil. This is because it can usually be safely assumed that most of the

consolidation of pervious or semipervious materials will occur relatively

quickly, usually during construction. However, the settlement of fine-

grained compressible soil can occur over a period of years; thus a need

exists for analyzing conditions where such soil exists and incorporating

into the design measures that will minimize problems resulting from

settlement. Methods of analysis, applicability of these methods, and

preventive measures are discussed in the following paragraphs.

Settlement analyses

165. Where estimates of amount of time and total settlement are

needed, a conventional analysis such as that contained in EM 1110-2-1904,

"Settlement Analysis," or in various textbooks on soil mechanics is

recommended. NAVFAC DM-717 is also recommended for guidance in per-

forming settlement analyses. In order for an estimate of settlement

by theoretical means to be valid, the materials analyzed must be fairly

uniform and capable of being represented by a laboratory consolidation

test, and the drainage conditions must be well defined. Unfortunately,

the above conditions are often not satisfied with respect to dike mater-

ials or dredged material. This fact is discussed in more detail in

subsequent paragraphs.
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Uniform settlement

166. For most earth structures on compressible foundations, uni-

form settlement resulting from consolidation of the foundation can

cause a loss of design grade and must be compensated for in the initial

design. However, for retaining structures a unique situation exists

with respect to the effects of uniform dike settlement: the containment

area will also be loaded and should also undergo settlement that may

compensate for the dike settlement, resulting in little or no loss in

capacity of the retaining area. For dikes on compressible foundations,

this fact should be verified, however. This can be done by performing

settlement analyses for both the dike foundation and the containment

area (using projected filling rates) and comparing the amount and rate

of settlement of each. If such an analysis shows a net loss of dike

height (as is often the case when a considerable period of time elapses

between the time of dike construction and filling of the disposal area),

it should be compensated for by overbuilding the dike or by making pro-

visions to raise the dike back to the original design grade at a later

date (i.e., use stage construction).

167. Overbuilding. Overbuilding dikes by the amount of antici-

pated loss of grade due to settlement often appears the easiest and

cheapest solution to the problem, but is really not practical in many

cases as it can significantly affect stability of the dike against shear

failure (i.e., can require large dike sections), as well as cause addi-

tional settlement. This is not to say that use of overbuilding to ccm-

pensate for anticipated settlement should be ruled out, but it should be

closely studied before being specified as a compensating procedure.

168. Stage construction. The use of stage construction (i.e.,

raising dikes as necessary after settlements occur) is somewhat more

troublesome and expensive than overbuilding, but is often the only

practical solution, especially for dikes on highly compressible founda-

tions where overbuilding can create more problems than it solves, as

previously discussed. The use of stage construction to compensate for

dike settlements has often been successful in the past on many dike

projects.
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Embankment consoli-

dation and shrinkage

169. Consolidation and shrinkage of embankment materials will vary

considerably, being dependent not only on material type but on method

of placement. Generally, methods for theoretical settlement analyses

of embankment materials are only applicable to dikes composed of com-

pacted uniform materials (these materials will usually exhibit the least

amount of consolidation and shrinkage). The amount of embankment con-

solidation and shrinkage usually must be estimated.

170. Semicompacted fill. As a general rule, dikes built of semi-

compacted fill will experience a reduction in volume on the order of 10

to 15 percent. Usually, this small amount of volume decrease can be

compensated for by overbuilding.

171. Uncompacted fill. Estimating the reduction in volume of un-

compacted fill (i.e., fill placed by casting) is a difficult task as it

will depend greatly upon the consistency and water content of the mate-

rial being placed and the construction procedures used, i.e., the amount

of equipment coverage during shaping, etc. Estimates of reduction in

volume of uncompacted fill should generally be based on knowledge of the

previously mentioned factors and experience with fills built of similar

materials and by similar construction procedures. In the absence of any

supporting data, a reduction in volume of 15 to 20 percent should be

applied for uncompacted fill.

172. Hydraulic fill. The compressibility of hydraulic fill con-

taining stiff cohesive soil results primarily from deformation of the

clay lumps, while the rate of consolidation is determined by the charac-

teristics of the matrix surrounding the clay lumps. Hydraulic fills

containing soft cohesive soil are highly compressible, but again the

rate of consolidation is dependent on the matrix material. Consolida-

tion of cohesive materials with a sandy matrix may be essentially com-

plete within a few weeks, while consolidation of cohesive materials

with a clay matrix may continue for years.

173. Results of volume loss from shrinkage tests performed on four

samples of cohesive materials obtained from a hydraulic fill berm con-

structed in 1964 in the Atchafalaya Basin Floodway, Louisiana, are
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Figure 42. Results of shrinkage tests, hydraulic fill berm,
Atchafalaya Basin Floodway, Louisiana

shown in Figure 42. During the first 2 years after placement, the aver-

age water contents decreased from 81 to 41 percent in materials having

lower values of initial water contents and from 124 to 77 percent in the

higher ranges of initial water contents. Based on information presented

in Figure 42, which represents material placed within the lower range of

water contents, this decrease in water content could result in a 30 to

35 percent decrease in volume. Therefore, volume decrease of hydrau-

lically placed cohesive materials may be very substantial and should be

considered in determining the design grade.

Differential settlement

174. The causes and effects of differential settlement have
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previously been discussed in paragraph 115. Where the possibility of

differential settlement (as shown in Figures 25 and 26) exists, an anal-

ysis should be made to determine the total differential settlement

across the area under concern. Although there are no specific criteria

that set forth how much differential settlement a particular soil can

withstand before cracking, measures can be taken to reduce the magnitude

of the differential settlement so that the chances of distortion and

cracking are lessened. These measures include (a) removing all or part

of the compressible material and replacing with more suitable material;

(b) using flatter excavation slopes (lV on 4H minimum) where excavations

(usually for structures) are involved; and (c) specifying good compac-

tion procedures and more plastic embankment materials adjacent to

structures.

Lateral spreading

175. In some cases where extremely poor foundation conditions are

encountered, settlement due to lateral movement of foundation materials

may also warrant consideration. Experience with instrumented test sec-

tions in the Atchafalaya Basin, Louisiana, in the New Orleans District,

has shown that more than 30 percent of observed settlement induced by

the addition of an 11-ft height of fill was due to lateral movement of

foundation materials. This was observed in an area where the founda-

tion consisted of peat and soft organic clay with very high water con-

tents underlain by soft and medium clays of high plasticity and where

the sections were constructed with safety factors of about 1.3 against

shear failure. Other sections constructed with safety factors of about

1.1 indicated as much as 50 percent of observed settlement was due to

lateral movemen*t of foundation materials. These data are presented in

Figures 43 and 44. Experience from the Atchafalaya Basin Floodway has

shown that overbuilding should not be considered as a solution for lat-

eral spreading as the additional load from overbuilding will generally

tend to aggravate the problem rather than help solve it. This same ex-

perience has also shown that vertical settlement due to lateral movement

will be minimized by designing a section with a higher minimum factor

of safety with respect to shear failure (on the order of 1.5).
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Figure 43. Total settlement versus settlement caused
by lateral deformation, Atchafalaya Basin Floodway,

Louisiana (Test Section III, FS = 1.3)

Seepage

176. Problems associated with uncontrolled seepage and the conse-

quences resulting therefrom were discussed in paragraphs 112 and 113.

This section deals with analyses for seepage and discusses methods of

seepage control applicable to retaining dikes.
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177. Seepage problems in retaining dikes are almost always related

to coarse-grained soil such as sand and gravel and some fine-grained

soil such as silt. In addition, some organic deposits such as root mats

and peat are pervious and can also cause seepage problems. Some seep-

age problems do occur in fine-grained cohesive soil but are usually

limited to dike materials and are the result off the method of placement

(for instance, uncompacted clay with large voids) rather than the soil

itself.
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Some seepage problems do occur in fine-grained cohesive soil but are

usually limited to dike materials and are the result of the method of

placement (for instance, uncompacted clay with large voids) rather than

the soil itself.

178. One feature unique to retaining dikes is the fact that fine-

grained materials in the form of a slurry are deposited behind the dikes

and may eventually clog even the most pervious dikes. In other words,

most retaining dikes form their own seepage barriers. However, there

are many unknowns associated with this phenomenon such as the time re-

quired for the barrier to develop, the maximum elevation of water or

slurry against the dike that can occur prior to clogging, the develop-

ment of clogging as the containment area is filled, etc. Until some of

these questions can be answered, it is recommended that the dike be

analyzed rather conservatively for seepage. Considerable judgment must

be exercised in making assumptions for dike seepage analyses.

Seepage analyses

379. Seepage analyses for dikes will primarily consist of deter-

mination of the position of the seepage line (or phreatic surface)

within the dike itself, determination of uplift pressures resulting from

foundation underseepage, and, to a lesser degree, determination of the

quantity of flow. Several mathematical and graphical methods are avail-

able for these determinations. References 23 through 25 contain guidance

in the analysis of seepage problems and their control. A graphical

solution for estimating the position of the seepage surface developed

by L. Casagrande is given on p. 184 of Reference 20. A chart for

estimating the time required for the development of the seepage line of

an embankment is given on page 253 of Reference 25.

180. Once the position of the seepage line is determined, it

should be compared with the location of the outer slope line to determine

if measures are needed to avoid the emergence of seepage on the outer

slope. Uplift pressures should be applied in the stability analyses

and either the design made to take such pressures into account or steps

taken to reduce the uplift pressures to acceptable values. Flow quan-

tities are needed to design and size exterior ditches to handle the
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water. This is often required where the dike or parts of the dike are

designed as filtration devices for the dredged material. The references

previously given also contain guidance on the design of filters to avoid

piping. The phenomenon of piping cannot be analyzed theoretically, but

conditions conducive to it, such as high gradients, can be determined by

theoretical means. Methods of seepage control are discussed in the

following paragraphs.

Seepage control

181. Embankment through-seepage. Seepage through retention dikes

constructed of pervious or semipervious materials may be controlled by

placement of an impervious barrier on the interior dike slope to re-

strict flow. This barrier may consist of a layer of impervious soil

or polyethylene sheeting. Impervious soil barriers should be a minimum

of 3 ft in thickness and thoroughly compacted. Sheeting placed for

this purpose should have a minimum overlap of 2 ft at joints, and pro-

visions should be made to ensure that the joints are sealed. Recent

developments in the area of chemical spray-on plastics have also shown

possibilities in the control of through-seepage.

182. Experience in the Philadelphia District has shown that for

pervious dikes in low hazard areas, a policy of compaction of the dike

material plus increasing the section width by slope flattening or by

increasing the top width has proven adequate against failure, although

through-seepage in the dike does develop.

183. Seepage problems resulting from the presence of voids in

dikes constructed by casting can best be controlled by requiring the

dikes to be compacted to some degree in order to eliminate open voids.

Adequate compaction for this purpose can usually be attained by extra

tracking by the dozer during shaping. In performing this operation,

it is necessary that the dike be cast up in lifts rather than built to

grade as the section advances across the foundation.

18h. Foundation underseepage. Where pervious foundation materials

are encountered, the seepage path can be blocked by constructing an

impervious cutoff through the pervious materials, the dike section can

be increased in weight to counteract the seepage pressures, or the dike
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section may be increased in length in order to reduce exit gradients

to within tolerable limits.

185. Cutoffs are feasible only for relatively shallow and thin

pervious deposits as they should fully cut off the pervious stratum.

Partial cutoffs have been shown to be relatively ineffective. If a cut-

off is considered to reduce seepage through a surface root mat or peat

deposit, its effect on the overall stability of the section should be

considered. In many cases these surface deposits have been shown to be

beneficial from a slope stability standpoint, but they must be fairly

continuous in order to be of benefit. It is therefore recommended that

if such a cutoff is considered, it should be placed at or near the in-

terior dike toe rather than under the dike center line.

186. To prevent piping of foundation materials, it is recommended

that the exit gradient have a safety factor of at least 1.5 when

compared with the critical exit gradient of th:- material through which

flow is occurring. A factor of safety of about 1.5 based on net uplift

forces is also recommended for failure due to uplift of semipervious or

impervious top strata (Figure 23). Larger safety factors may be re-

quired where the consequences of dike failure are great. The seepage

path may be lengthened by berms, impervious blankets, and/or flattening

of exterior dike slopes.

187. Seepage at dike-structure contact. Seepage problems at the

contact between a sluice and the dike may be avoided by ensuring that

adequate compaction of the dike material is obtained at the contact.

Also, it is desirable to use material on the wet side of optimum to in-

crease its plasticity, thereby increasing its resistance to cracking

and the formation of seepage paths. It is also desirable to install

impervious seepage fins extending from the structure into the dike. An

additional degree of security may be obtained by increasing the dike

cross section at these locations. Prevention of seepage at the dike-

structure contact is further discussed in Part IX.

188. Seepage at dike-foundation contact. Proper clearing and pre-

paring of the dike foundation to receive the newly constructed dike can

avoid problems caused by 'eepage paths between the ground surface and
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dike. In areas with very soft foundations where marsh grass and root

mats are to be left in place for stability, measures previously dis-

cussed should be taken to reduce or block seepage through this material.

Also where these materials are to be left in place, if the dike crosses

a hard spot such as an old dike or road, the hard spot should be com-

pletely denuded of all vegetative growth. The Mobile District reported

a failure in a retaining dike because this material was not stripped

where the new dike crossed an old dike resulting in seepage and piping

of the dike material in this area.

Erosion (Slope Protection)

189. Almost all dikes will require some sort of protection against

failure due to erosion of their exterior slopes and possibly their in-

terior slopes. For dikes where the consequences of failure would be so

severe as to be intolerable, slope protection must be designed to pre-

vent failure under the worst foreseeable conditions. Where failures can

be tolerated, the expense and degree of protection must be weighed

against the expense and frequency of repairing failures. Generally, it

will be more desirable to provide adequate protection rather than suffer

the economic and environmental damages of failure.

190. There are many methods of slope protection. These methods

vary from minimal, such as grassing to prevent damage from weathering,

to substantial, such as massive stone or concrete revetments to prevent

damage from storm waves such as that shown in Figure 45. Since the

conditions affecting design of retaining dikes are widely varied, the

design of slope protection for each structure must be considered on an

individual basis. This section discusses some of the methods commonly

used for slope protection.

Flat beaches

191. Where material quantities and real estate are available, a

gently sloping beach, as shown in Figure 46, may be used to protect the

dike against wave action. Gently sloping beaches are effective since

wave energy is dissipated by runup on the flat slope. This type of pro-

tection is of particular interest for use as protection on exterior
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Figure 45. Displacement and loss of stone
protection on dike due to storm damage

DIPSLAREA DIKE

~MHIV
SADFILL BEACH

NOTE: MHW = MEAN HIGH WATER.

Figure 46. Use of sand beach for dike slope protection

(after Reference 26)

slopes of dikes that are adjacent to large bodies of water and continu-

ously experience wave action. Where the material and space are avail-

able, flat beaches are often far more economical than riprap, partic-

ularly if long haul distances are involved for transportation of the

riprap. Another consideration in favor of flat beaches is that for

dikes constructed of pumped hydraulic fill, flat slopes normally result

anyway.

192. Design of flat beaches should be based on a study of nearby

existing beaches with similar controlling conditions. A slope of 1V

on 10H should be suitable for preliminary design. It should be recog-

nized that partial or complete replacement by riprap or other means may

be necessary in certain areas such as at structures within the embank-

ment or areas subjected to particularly severe wave or current action.
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Guidance for use in the design of flat beaches may be obtained from the

Coastal Engineering Research Center (CERC) publication, "Shore Protec-

tion Manual."27

Riprap

193. Quarry-run riprap or graded stone riprap placed over a

crushed stone bedding material (filter) or filter cloth is the most com-

monly used method of substantial slope protection against wave and cur-

rent erosion. The widespread use of riprap is due to several reasons,

some of which are (a) quarried stone is readily available in most areas;

(b) common construction equipment and techniques are utilized in place-

ment; (c) the performance history of riprap is good; and (d) riprap is

usually the most economical method to achieve the protection desired.

A typical riprap protected dike is shown in Figure 47.

Figure 47. Typical riprap slope protection

194. Design procedures using riprap to protect against wind-driven

or ship-generated waves are presented in EM 1110-2-2300, "Earth and

Rockfill Dams, General Design Considerations."'28 EM 1110-2-1601, "Hy-

draulic Design of Flood Control Channels"'2 9 contains guidance on rip-

rap design for protection against current or flow velocities. Guidance

for coastal installations is contained in CERC's "Shore Protection

Manual."
27

195. The upper limit (or maximum height) of riprap protection

should provide adequate freeboard above the maximum water level (usually

high tide, highest expected interior water level, or design flood stage)

plus design wave height; the lower limit should provide a toe or key
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below minimum water level (low tide or minimum flow). In any event,

riprap protection should extend well above and below design high and

low water levels. Often this will be the dike crest and a minimum of

2 to 3 ft below low water, respectively (Figure 48).

!DIKE

DISPOAL AREA / RPA

NOTE MHW = MEAN HIGH WATER
MLW = MEAN LOW WATER.

Figure 48. Cross section of dike with exterior slope protected
by riprap (after Reference 26)

196. The use of filter cloth to replace bedding material should be

considered since filter cloth is often considerably less expensive than

crushed stone. Guidance in the use of filter cloth is contained in

Guide Specification CW 02215.
30

Control of disposal operations

197. Interior slopes. To prevent direct washout and erosion of

interior dike slopes from the pipeline discharge of dredged material,

the discharge pipe should extend at least 50 to 100 ft beyond the dike

toe. In addition, a diffuser should be used to dissipate as much energy

as possible. Also, a trench 100 to 200 ft long should extend from the

discharge point toward the center of the disposal area to prevent the

discharge from flowing along the dike toe in the vicinity of the dis-

charge pipe (Figure 49). If, due to the topography of the area, chan-

nelization develops along the toe of the dike or through other undesir-

able areas, spur dikes or cross dikes should be constructed.

198. Exterior slopes. Outfall pipes for sluice discharges should

extend at least 10 to 15 ft from the exterior dike slope. Also a ditch

should be cut to allow ready escape of discharge water away from the

dike toe. Where spillway outlets are used, special consideration should

be given to protection of the dike in the area of discharge. Included

in these considerations should be riprapping or concreting of the dike

slope in the area.
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Figure 49. Channelization along dike toe

199. Overtopping. Prevention of erosion due to overtopping caused

by overfilling the disposal area can only be controlled by eliminating

negligence on the part of personnel in charge of disposal operations.

The fact that failures such as this occur indicates the need for con-

stant inspection of disposal operations by qualified personnel.

Other methods

200. A small amount of cohesion in dike embankment materials

greatly increases resistance to erosion caused by wind and rain. On the

other hand, where frost heave is common, dikes of cohesionless material

will be less susceptible to damage than those of cohesive materials.

Cohesionless material subject only to effects of weathering may best be

protected by establishing a vegetative cover. Often a layer of topsoil

is necessary to establish such growth, along with a light cover of

emulsified asphalt or mulch to prevent erosion until such time as the

vegetation is established. The Mobile District has successfully pro-

tected sand dikes from erosion caused by rain by cupping the dike crest

to catch rainwater and providing drains at certain locations along the

alignment. This method of protection is shown in Figure 50.

201. Polyethylene sheeting, if properly placed and overlapped, can

be effective in preventing erosion of interior dike slopes from wave and

current action and heavy discharge flow. Polyethylene sheeting can also

be used on exterior slopes on a short-term basis where erosive forces

are not too severe. Disadvantages from the use of polyethylene sheeting
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A DRAIN PIPE

CONTAINMENT-AREA A

a. PLAN

PVC PIPE

b. SECTION A-A

Figure 50. Protection of sand dike slopes from slopewash
due to rainfall

are deterioration from sunlight, damage from burrowing animals, and re-

moval due to wind action and vandalism.

202. Although riprap is the most common method of substantial

slope protection, other methods should be considered to determine which

is the most feasible and economical. Factors such as site access, high

transportation cost, availability of suitable stone, or other considera-

tions peculiar to a particular site can make alternative methods of

slope protection more feasible. Other available methods of slope pro-

tection include (a) grout-filled nylon revetments (FABRIFORM, VSL

HYDROMAT, etc.), (b) interlocking concrete blocks (LOK-GRAD), (c) con-

crete paving, (d) sacked concrete, (e) stone-filled wire mesh baskets

(GABIONS), (f) soil-cement, and (g) precast concrete forms (Tribars,

Tetrapods, etc.). Specifications and design criteria for most newly

developed slope protection systems can be obtained from manufacturer's
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literature. In addition, a number of these methods have been tested

at WES and CERC with the results of these tests available in various
31-39

publications of these agencies.

Emergency and temporary protection

203. There are times when erosion cannot be prevented, as in the

case of severe storms that exceed design criteria. In such occurrences,

some method of temporary protection may be needed to prevent total dike

failure until such time that permanent remedial measures can be imple-

mented. As previously stated, polyethylene sheeting can be used for

temporary protection in areas of damage. Also, sandbags or stockpiled

stone can be utilized to afford temporary protection to damaged areas.

Photos of polyethlyene and sandbags used as temporary protection are

shown in Figure 51.
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a. Use of polyethylene sheeting as temporary protection
against erosion of sand slopes by weathering

b. Use of sandbags and polyethylene sheeting for

temporary protection of dike against overtopping
and erosion

Figure 51. Temporary slope protection
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PART VIII: DIKE CONSTRUCTION

204. As previously discussed, the method of dike construction is

of primary importance and can have a profound effect on the final dike

cross section. Generally speaking, there are three basic categories

of dike construction: hauled, cast, and pumped (hydraulic fill). Of

course, there are many variations and combinations of these methods that

can and have been used. The purpose of this part of the report is to

discuss some of the salient features of each type of construction, in-

cluding advantages and disadvantages, applicability, inherent effects

on the dike cross section, effect of material types, etc.

Equipment

205. Types of equipment commonly used in dike construction are

listed in Table 13 according to the operation they perform. Most of

the equipment listed in Table 13 is familiar to all engineers. However,

because many dikes are founded on soft to very soft ground, some of

the equipment is especially made for such conditions. A brief discus-

sion cf some of the more commonly used types of equipment is contained

in the following paragraphs. Green and Rula should be consulted for

more detailed information.

Bulldozers

206. Bulldozers are often used for spreading, compacting, and

shaping fill material for dike construction. They are used in construc-

tion of nearly all types of dikes including hauled, cast, and pumped.

They are also extensively utilized in foundation preparation.

207. Conventional crawler tractors that exert ground pressures of

about 8 psi and higher are often unable to operate on soft ground. Sev-

eral equipment manufacturers now offer modified tractors with lower

ground pressures made especially for soft-ground construction. These

machines utilize wider tracks and exert ground pressures of 4 psi and

lower. A photograph of a small bulldozer working on soft dredged

material is shown in Figure 52.
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Table 13

Equipment Commonly Used in Dike Construction

Operation Equipment

Excavation Draglines
Scrapers
Dredges

Transportation Scrapers (hauled)

Trucks (hauled)

Draglines (cast)
Dredges (pumped)

Spreading Bulldozer

Ccarification Disk

Compaction Sheepsfoot roller
Pneumatic roller
Vibratory roller
Bulldozer
Hauling equipment

Shaping Bulldozer
Dragline
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Figure 52. Low-ground-pressure machine working on
dredged material

208. Bulldozers are available that utilize rubber tires rather

than tracks for drive. These dozers operate at speeds four times that

of tracked dozers and have been shown to be very effective in working

with granular materials. The main disadvantage of a wheel dozer is its

high ground pressure, which prohibits its use with soft materials.

Draglines

209. Draglines are used to construct cast dikes as showii in Fig-

ure 53. Through the use of wide track machinery and/or proper matting

techniques, draglines can operate in areas so soft they are almost in-

accessible to a person on foot. This often requires use of a timber

matting under the dragline that can be single, double, or triple layers

of timber.

210. While small draglines may exert less ground pressure and may

be more maneuverable than larger machines, they are often at a disad-

vantage due to their short boom and 'small capacity bucket. Their short

reach (about 40 ft) frequently necessitates rehandling material. Also,

the small bucket tends to greatly disturb the material being excavated,

which is a distinct disadvantage when working sensitive materials.

211. When excavating soft, weak material along the proposed dike
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Figure 53. Dragline constructing cast dike

alignment, a wide shallow cut as shown in Figure 53 is the most desir-

able and feasible geometric shape. To successfully handle this opera-

tion, draglines with 60- to 70-ft booms and 1-1/4- to 2-cu-yd buckets

have been found adequate. Their use will allow utilization of a wide,

shallow borrow cut with a minimum of disturbance to the material. Also,

these size machines have beer found adequate for operation on soft

ground.

212. Barge-mounted draglines. Barge-mounted draglines are used

extensively in areas where the groundwater table is at or very near the

ground surface (Figure 54). These machines excavate their own waterway

ahead and cast material to the side to form the dike. This technique

allows the use of very large machines. The particular machine shown

in Figure 54 has a 125-ft boom and utilizes an 8-cu yd bucket (shown in

Figure 55). This machine can excavate and place about 14,000 cu yd of

material in a 24-hr period. Obviously, these machines will require use

of deeper, narrower borrow ditches.

213. The barge upon which the dragline works can be an assembled

unit as shown in Figure 54. This eliminates the need to be near open

water, a requirement for normal barges. These units can be assembled
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Figure 5)4. Barge-mounted dragline

Figure 55. Large dragline bucket

at the site and, once the work is done, the dragline removed and che

barge disassembled.

214. Pontoon-mounted draglines. Pontoon-mounted draglines that

can actually float, such as the one shown in Figure 56, are also useful

on very soft ground or in shallow inundated areas. These machines have

wide tracks mounted arnund puntooni. . The dI.i-3vzntaLc of the.,,e machines
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a. Crossing shallow stream

b. Climbing streambank

Figure 56. Pontoon-mounted dragline
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is their smaller size. Pontoon-mounted draglines are often used for the

construction of toe dikes used in connection with the pumping of hydrau-

lic fill.

Dredges

215. Hydraulic cutterhead dredges as shown in Figure 57 are most

often used to construct hydraulic fill dikes as they are equipped to

Figure 57. Hydraulic cutterhead dredge

pump the dredged material to the disposal site through a pipeline simul-

taneously with the dredging operation (Figure 58). Other types such as

hopper and bucket dredges have the disadvantage of either having to

stop dredging and transport the material to the site or load it onto

scows for transportation. There are many variations and sizes of

hydraulic cutterhead dredges in use today, and the type and size dredge

can affect the condition of the pumped material, especially clay. For

detailed information on dredges reference should be made to "Hydraulic

Dredging" by John Huston.hl

Compaction equipment

216. There are three principal types of rollers for earthwork

compaction: sheepsfoot, pneumatic, and smooth-drum vibratory rollers.

The sheepsfoot roller is for compaction of cohesive materials; the
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Figure 58. Crane moving pipeline for
pumping hydraulic fill

smooth-drum vibratory roller for cohesionless materials; and the

pneumatic roller can be used on both types of materials, but is primarily

for cohesive materials. The pneumatic roller is used to a much lesser

extent than the sheepsfoot and vibratory rollers. Chapter 5 of

EM 1110-2-191142 contains detailed descriptions of these rollers in-

cluding uses, features, advantages, and disadvantages of each.

Dike Materials

217. This section contains a discussion of the different types of

dike materials and how they relate to the construction method used,

i.e., primarily to compacted, semicompacted, and pumped dikes. For

this purpose, dike materials can be categorized as fine-grained or im-

pervious and seripervious materials and coarse-grained or pervious

materials. These materials are defined according to the Unified Soil

Classification System as follows:

a. Impervious and semipervious materials. Impervious mate-
rials include clay (CH and CL), clayey sand or gravel
(SC or GC), highly plastic silt (MH), and clay silt
(CL-ML). Semipervious materials include silt (ML) and
silty sand or gravel (SM or GM).
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b. Pervious material. Pervious material includes free-
draining cohesionless sand and/or gravel (SF, SW, GP, GW)
containing less than approximately 5 percent of material
that passes the No. 200 sieve.

Materials for hauled (compacted

and semicompacted) construction

218. Impervious and semipervious fills. Generally, compaction

curves that indicate well-defined maximum dry densities and optimum

water contents as shown in Figure 59 can be developed for these materi-

als. The more fine grained (or impervious) the material, the broader

the legs of the compaction curve, the higher the optimum water content,

and the lower the maximum dry density. Curve A in Figure 59 is a

MAXIMUM DRY 0
A DENSITY T A

I-.

AA

I I

WATER CONTENT

Figure 59. Typical compaction curves for fine-grained soils
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typical compaction curve for a fat clay, i.e., a material containing a

high percentage of clay. On the other hand, a leaner or less impervious

material (semipervious) will have a compaction curve similar to curve B

in Figure 59. Compaction curves for these materials typically exhibit

narrow legs with lower optimum water contents and higher maximum dry

densities.

219. Pervious fill. Standard impact compaction tests on clean

cohesionless materials do not normally yield well-defined values of

maximum dry density and optimum water content. Field densities for

these materials are usually related to maximum and minimum density de-

terminations (i.e. relative density) rather than to the maximum dry

density as used for more fine-grained materials. Since these materials

do not have a well-defined optimum water content, there is no field con-

trol of water content as is usually required for impervious and semi-

pervious materials.

Materials for hydraulic

fill (pumped) construction

220. Because hydraulically dredged material is deposited as a

slurry containing considerably more water than solids (about 85 percent

water by volume), its suitability as a construction material for dikes

is primarily dependent upon the grain size and plasticity of the solids.

Fine-grained materials, such as silt, clay, and silt-clay mixtures

generally have poor engineering qualities when initially placed hydrau-

lically, i.e., they are generally very compressible and have low shear

strengths (except when in the form of clay balls). In addition, fine-

grained materials drain slowly; consequently, improvement in their

engineering properties occurs over an appreciable period of time. When

such materials have a high organic content, they exhibit even poorer

engineering properties. In contrast, coarse-grained pervious materials

drain and consolidate rather rapidly due to their high permeability and

thus stabilize into a strong, less compressible fill in a relatively

short period of time after placement.

221. Impervious and semipervious fill. Fine-grained material

consisting of clay and silty clay with in situ consistencies of medium
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or greater are usually deposited by hydraulic means in the form of clay

lumps or balls and produce a relatively good fill within a reasonable

time frame. Fine-grained materials obtained from new work dredging

(i.e., virgin cuts) are normally better materials for dike construction

than fine-grained sediments resulting from maintenance dredging, which

are often loosc silt and clay slurries.

222. Clayey soils. Clayey soils from new work dredging, where the

in situ consistency is medium or stiffer, separate into two portions in

the dredged discharge. One portion, clay balls, is deposited in the

immediate vicinity of the discharge point. The other portion, dispersed

clay and silt particles, remains in suspension and is deposited in other

parts of the disposal area. The latter portion is typical of some main-

tenance dredged material. The clay balls have the appearance of rounded

gravel or cobbles and are undispersed clay at essentially their exca-

vated in situ water content (Figure 60). The interstices are generally

filled with clay and silt slurry or sand and slurry when sand is pre-

sent in the discharge. The overall water content of such fill is

. &, o-&,:W

Figure 60. Hydraulic fill composed of clay balls
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greater than that of the original in situ material, but is much less

than the water content of slurry material deposited from dispersed clay

and silt particles. The expected angle of repose of the clay ball por-

tion of the discharge can vary from about a 1V on 7H to a 1V on 25H,

depending on the in situ consistency of the clay. The dispersed slurry

material will assume a very low or no angle of repose. Even though

these clays have a very low permeability and drain slowly after hydrau-

lic fill placement, clay balls will normally support light construction

equipment soon after placement. The actual time will vary from imme-

diately after placement to as much as several months depending on the

in situ consistency of the clay borrow material. Because of the high

depositional water content of dispersed clay and silty clay slurries,

the drying time for these deposits is greatly increased. Without the

aid of internal drainage provisions, drying times of several years are

commonly required for such slurries to form a 2- to 3-ft-thick crust.

223. Silty soils. Hydraulically placed silty soils are generally

totally dispersed and consequently achieve a very low angle of repose.

During, and for some time after disposal, these materials behave gener-

ally like clayey soil slurries as indicated in the previous paragraph,

but, because of their higher permeability and lower plasticity, they

tend to gain strength and consolidate faster than clayey soil slurries.

Light loads can generally be supported in 1 to 2 years, depending on the

percentage of clay content and the drainage.

224. Organic clay and silt. Organic clayey silt and silty clay

from both new work and maintenance operations usually have a soft to

very soft in situ consistency and are completely dispersed in the dis-

charge. Because of their high compressibility, high depositional water

content, low density, and low shear strength, organic clay and silt are

the most undesirable materials for dike construction.

225. Pervious fill. Hydraulically placed coarse-grained materials

generally form medium dense deposits. Sand with less than 10 percent

fines that is hydraulically placed in a well-controlled manner will

achieve a relative density of 50 to 60 percent with no compaction.
4 3

These materials will normally assume an angle of repose of about 1V on
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5H to 1V on 10H. Volume changes that occur after placement are gener-

ally insignificant. Because of high permeability and inherent strength,

this type of material will support loads from both construction equip-

ment and dredged effluent within a few days after placement.

Construction Control

226. If a dike is not built according to the plans and specifica-

tions so that the intended design is attained, the results will be less

than satisfactory. The only way to ensure that construction is done in

compliance with plans and specifications and to deal with details not

adequately covered in the plans and specifications is to thoroughly in-

spect all operations involved in the dike construction. Past experience

has shown time and time again that the importance of adequate inspection

cannot be overemphasized.

227. The exact items to be closely monitored during construction

will vary with the design and method of construction. However, there

are some general items pertinent to all projects, regardless of their

nature. These items are:

a. Field personnel should be thoroughly familiar with the
plans and specifications for the disposal area. Included
should be familiarization with general aspects of the
long-range plans for the area.

b. A meeting should be held between the design engineer and

field personnel in order that the designer's views may
be obtained and any questions cleared up. The designer
should point out any key items that should be observed
and any anticipated unusual or marginal features.

c. A document entitled "Instructions to Field Personnel"
should be distributed to and thoroughly read by field

personnel.

d. Field personnel should be thoroughly familiar with the
borrow sources, the stratification of each, and how
each type of material will look when being placed or

discharged.

e. Field personnel must be provided access to the dike con-
struction area at all times and should be on hand con-
tinuously during construction.
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f. Good records of all observations must be maintained. This

includes photographs as well as written records.

228. Details of construction control measures pertinent to a par-

ticular construction method are discussed in appropriate paragraphs

given subsequently in this part.

Hauled Dikes

229. Hauled dikes are defined as dikes built by fill hauled in

from borrow areas, usually by trucks or scrapers. Hauled dikes can be

compacted, semicompacted, or uncompacted, depending on treatment the

material receives after deposition by the hauling equipment. However,

when hauling procedures are used, most dikes will be compacted or

semicompacted.

Advantages and disadvantages

230. Compacted dikes. The main advantage of a compacted dike is

that it results in the highest quality embankment occupying the least

amount of space. It is also a product in which the designer can have

the best assurance of obtaining what has been designed. Disadvantages

include a relatively high cost and the fact that it requires a reason-

ably competent foundation, one item which, due to most prevailing dike

foundation conditions, somewhat limits its applicability to dike

construction.

231. Semicompacted dikes. Semicompacted dikes usually are built

on weaker foundations than compacted dikes and can provide a stable

dike at a lower unit price than compacted dikes. Normally- semicom-

pacted dikes are built of materials placed at their natural water con-

tent. Semicompacted dikes are often specified because of oft-required

large sections with flat slopes, which would result in an uneconomical

and impracticable design if a fully compacted dike were specified. Dis-

advantages of semicompacted dikes include the larger section usually

required and the uncertainty as to the end product with respect to uni-

formity of compaction.

232. Uncompacted dikes. About the only advantage of an
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uncompacted hauled dike is the fact that, due to foundation conditions,

it may be the only type of dike that can be built. It is also a low

cost construction method. However, with uncompacted dikes there is

considerable uncertainty as to the end product, and estimating required

quantities with any degree of accuracy is often a hopeless task. Also,

there is little or no guarantee that the design elevation will be at-

tained due to uncertainty as to the amount of settlement of the embank-

ment. Uncompacted hauled dikes should only be considered if construc-

tion of other types of dikes appears impossible.

Construction procedures

233. Hauling, spreading, and blending. Where borrow conditions

permit and where space on the fill is sufficient for turning, scrapers

are the most economical means of moving fill. Where borrow areas are

too wet to allow direct excavation and trafficking, transportation can

be by trucks loaded by clam shell, dragline, or other excavating equip-

ment (Figure 61). After dumping, the material is spread to the proper

loose lift thickness by a dozer as shown in Figure 62. For compacted

fills, the material should be thoroughly worked with a disk (capable

of cutting through the entire loose lift) after spreading and prior to

compaction. This will help eliminate lumps, aid in a more uniform dis-

tribution of moisture, and, in general, ensure a more homogeneous fill

material. When moisture control is specified and where the water con-

tent of fill material is too high, disking should continue until the

water content is reduced to an acceptable level; where the water con-

tent is too low, water should be added and the material disked until a

uniform distribution of moisture is attained at an acceptable water

content.

234. Compaction (compacted fill). Compaction for a fully com-

pacted fill is usually carried out by one of the rollers listed in

Table 13. Sheepsfoot rollers are the most often utilized equipment

for compacting impervious and semipervious fill, with rubber-tired rol-

lers being used to a lesser extent. Loose lift thicknesses for the

sheepsfoot and rubber-tired rollers are normally on the order of 8 in.

and 10 to 12 in., respectively. Scarification by disking of lift
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Figure 61. Trucks dumping fill material

Figure 62. Bulldozer spreading fill material
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surfaces after compaction to ensure good bonding between lifts is always

a good procedure no matter what type of compaction equipment is used, but

is a necessity when a rubber-tired roller is used because of the smooth

surface left by the roller.

235. A vibratory roller is the best means of compacting pervious

fill, although crawler tractors have often been successfully employed

for this purpose. Saturation for the pervious fill during compaction

will aid in the compaction process but is generally not a necessity un-

less very high densities are required. Merely sprinkling the material

prior to compaction has little if any benefit due to bulking effects

that result from the addition of only a minor amount of water.

236. Compaction (semicompacted fill). Compaction for semicom-

pacted fill is usually accomplished through utilization of trafficking

of hauling and spreading equipment on the fill, although in some in-

stances a few passes of a light sheepsfoot roller or a dozer is speci-

fied as the compaction procedure. When utilizing traffic compaction,

it is important that the equipment not be allowed to "track" (i.e. fol-

low in the same set of tracks) but be made to operate in such a fashion

that as much of the fill surface as possible is covered. Tracking not

only results in an appreciable portion of the fill obtaining little

compaction, but also often results in rutting and pumping of the mate-

rial in the tracks.

237. Special procedures for soft foundations. Due to the diffi-

culty of operating equipment on very soft foundations, it may be neces-

sary when building compacted or semicompacted fill to first construct

a working platform over the dike base area upon which equipment can

operate. This is basically an uncompacted layer 2 to 4 ft thick (only

as thick as necessary to support the equipment) formed by dumping and

shoving ahead with dozers (Figure 63) until the platform covers the

entire dike alignment or necessary portion. Coarse-grained soils are

the best materials of which to construct working platforms, but fine-

grained materials dry enough to support equipment have also been suc-

cessfully employed. If coarse-grained materials are used, some sort of

seepage barrier may be required in order to prevent seepage through the
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Figure 63. Construction of working pad
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platform. Material forming the platform should not be stockpiled on the

platform or a shear failure may occur in the foundation. Only small

dozers should be used to spread and shove ahead. When required, com-

paction of the platform should be accomplished by using more passes of

lighter equipment (such as rubber-tired hauling or loading equipment)

or tracked equipment (such as dozers, end-loaders, etc.). Where the

foundation is extremely weak, it may be necessary to place the material

by casting it over the area with a small dragline or clamshell. After

this base has been established, controlled placement and compaction

proced-ires may commence.

238. Uncompacted fill. Placement of uncompacted fill by hauling

refers to fill placed by end-dumping and shoving ahead, resulting in a

dike section formed by the displacement technique as previously dis-

cussed in Part VII. The fill above original ground does get some com-

paction from hauling equipment and dozers, but such traffic is usually

uncontrolled and results in essentially an uncompacted section. In

using this method of construction, the item of greatest concern is en-

suring that no soft material is trapped in the fill. Techniques for

accomplishing this were previously discussed in pargraph 152 of

Part VII.

Construction control

239. The control of construction operations is an extremely

important facet of dike operations. Some of the more pertinent items

to be checked during construction of hauled dikes are given in T1:ble 14.

For specific instructions as to how earthwork operations should be

controlled during construction, reference should be made to

EM 1110-2-191142 and "Earth Manual. ,
44

Cast Dikes

240. Dikes built by casting material up with draglines are termed

cast dikes. This procedure involves use of a borrow ditch parallel to

the dike (as previously discussed in Part V), usually located inside

the retention area. A berm is left between the dike and the borrow
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Table 14

Operations or Items To Be Checked During Construction

of Hauled Dikes

Type Construction Items or Operation to be Checked

Compacted Proper fill material
Loose lift thickness
Disking
Water content
Type of compaction equipment and

number of passes
Density

Semicompacted Proper fill material
Loose lift thickness
Water content (if required)
Number of passes (if required)

Routing of hauling and spreading
equipment

Uncompacted Proper fill material
(displacement technique) Dumping and shoving techniques

Ensuring fill is advanced in
V-shape and with slopes as
steep as possible

Elevation of fill surface
Prevention of rutting of fill

surface by hauling equipment
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ditch, the purpose of which is not only for dike stability, but also to

avoid future dike increments from being founded on soft dredged material

that is deposited in the ditch. This berm also provides a convenient

working platform for the dragline.

241. Casting dikes with draglines has been a very common method

of dike construction in the past due to its low cost, but unfortunately

it often des not necessarily result in an adequate embankment. This

is primarily due to the fact that it results in essentially an uncom-

pacted dike and requires relatively steep slopes because of features

inherent to draglines (i.e. limits on casting distances). Cast dike.;

can be semicompacted if placed in lifts and shaped and compacted by a

bulldozer working simultaneously with the dragline. However, this is

usually not the case as it is more expensive than casting a dike up to

full height as the section advances, with no compaction.

242. Cast dikes on very soft foundations are often difficult to

construct due to the relatively steep slopes required that can result

in considerable displacement of the soft foundation as well as frequent

shear failures. Consequently, dikes constructed by casting on soft

foundations sometimes must be limited to a few feet in height and must

be built in increments.

Construction procedures

243. No special techniques are normally required when handling

firm or pervious materials; however, soft silt and clay cannot be

handled by normal methods because of the sensitivity and very low re-

molded strengths these materials exhibit. When these types of materials

are handled, it is necessary to keep disturbance to a minimum. During

excavation of soft materials, a special effort should be made to load

and pick the bucket straight up rather than drarging the bucket through

the material. Past practice has shown this procedure to create the

least amount of disturbance. During unloading it is desirable to place

the material in its desired location and dump it without dropping the

material from any appreciable height (i.e., lay it in place). If soft

material is dropped from a height greater than about 1 to 2 ft, the

material will tend to liquefy and flow thus creating no buildup of fill.
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These procedures are slower than usual procedures but are often the only

means of obtaining a satisfactory section. For purely cast dikes (i.e.,

no compaction specified) of firm or pervious materials, some compaction

can be attained by dropping the bucket on the fill; however, this pro-

cedure should not be used on soft materials due to reasons previously

discussed.

244. After the desired height of dike is attained, the dike should

be shaped to final lines and grades with a bulldozer. On very soft

materials subject to remolding, shaping may have to be done after the

dike has cured for awhile and the surface material dried to some extent.

As a final measure after shaping, the dike slopes should be trackwalked.

This will greatly aid in erosion control until a vegetative cover is

established.

Construction control

245. Since there is no density or water content control for cast

dikes, construction control (other than ensuring that the embankment is

being constructed to the proper lines and grades) consists primarily

of determining that construction procedures are in compliance with

specification requirements and are proper with respect to providing the

desired end product. For cast dikes placed in lifts and semicompacted,

inspection should consist of ensuring placement of material in the pro-

per lift thickness and proper coverage by the compaction equipment

specified. For uncompacted cast dikes, inspection should be carried

out to ensure that the dike material is being placed by procedures nec-

essary to obtain the highest quality embankment obtainable. Several of

these procedures (i.e. proper bucket control, placement procedures,

etc.) have been previously discussed. For any type of construction in-

volving side casting techniques, it is very important to ensure that the

proper width of berm between the dike toe and excavation ditch is ob-

tained. The importance of this berm has previously been stressed. It

is also very important on jobs where construction procedures are very

critical (such as cast dikes on soft foundations) that experienced per-

sonnel be assigned to construction control. In doing this, many prob-

lems can be avoided and those that do occur can be more easily solved
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by working closely with the contractor, who may or may not be experi-

enced in the area.

Hydraulic Fill Dikes

246. The hydraulic fill method of dike construction consists of

excavating material with a dredge and pumping the resulting mixture of

soil and water through a pipeline to the desired area. The term hydrau-

lic fill as used he'ein is defined as material obtained in this manner.

When dike material is obtained from the area to be dredged, the hydrau-

lic method is usually the most economical means of construction because

it combines both excavation and transportation of excavated material

in one operation.

Advantages

247. The hydraulic fill method is an economical means of excavat-

ing and transporting large volumes of material over long distances and,

as such, offers a practical and economical means of establishing a wide

large-volume dike section that is often required for dikes located on

soft, weak materials or for dikes requiring seepage control. The use

of the hydraulic fill method in areas where near-surface materials con-

sist of soft organic clay, peat, and wood can provide a practical and

economical means of obtaining higher quality materials that may exist

either below near-surface materials or in areas other than adjacent to

the dike alignment. The higher quality material obtained in this man-

ner may be either stronger clays occurring at depth that will discharge

as clay balls or sandy materials from nearby lakes or waterways. A

dike constructed of such hydraulic fill will, in most cases, be more

desirable from the standpoint of stability and through seepage than will

one built by casting methods using poor near-surface materials.

248. The use of suitable hydraulically dredged material for initial

construction of or raising retaining dikes can result in a more effi-

cient and effective use of a given disposal area, as the entire avail-

able disposal area is usable for placement of the dredged material. It

may also eliminate the need for performing excavation adjacent to the
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dike as is normally required in order to construct the dike by casting

methods. As previously discussed, such excavations can contribute to

the instability of the dike by providing a more ready access for seepage

beneath the dike through relatively pervious surface layers of highly

organic, peaty marsh deposits or through substratum sand layers that

may be exposed in the excavation.

Disadvantages

249. Water is the transporting agent in hydraulic fill and is,

therefore, introduced in great volume into the fill material. This,

coupled with the fact that dredged material is often of poor engineering

quality, can cause (a) the initial height of the dike to be limited to

a relatively small value, (b) possible long time lapses between the hy-

draulic filling for the dike and the use of the disposal area, (c) the

dike to be wider due to flatter slopes to achieve stability, thereby

utilizing both more fill material and real estate, and (d) the dike to

be a poor foundation for a future dike enlargement.

250. The water used to transport the fill must meet applicable

water-quality standards when released to natural waters. In an attempt

to satisfy this requirement, the effluent is normally held in the dis-

posal area for some period of time to allow most of the suspended mate-

rial to settle out before being discharged over weirs. Achieving an

effluent suitable for release can be both time consuming and costly.

Operational difficulties, such as channelization from the point of

discharge to the sluice and insufficient ponding area, have resulted in

excessive amounts of solids being discharged. This in turn has caused

delays in pumping while the material is allowed to settle out. Also,

the discharge sluices invite seepage problems that may lead to ultimate

dike failure.

251. The construction of a retaining dike using directly placed

hydraulic fill will often require the construction of small parallel

cast retention dikes usually referred to as toe dikes (subsequently dis-

cussed in paragraph 255). This procedure requires additional types of

equipment and hence may be more expensive.

252. In instances where the in situ foundation material along a
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proposed dike alignment is of high quality from-both a foundation and

borrow standpoint, the appropriateness of using a hydraulic fill retain-

ing dike is diminished, particularly if the material to be dredged is

of poor quality. In such cases, engineering, economic, and environ-

mental factors may favor cast or hauled fill construction.

Methods of forming dike sections

253. Hydraulically placed material can be incorporated into reten-

tion dikes by several methods: (a) discharging material directly in

the location of the desired dike with no shaping, (b) discharging mate-

rial directly in the location of the desired dike and shaping the mate-

rial to the desired section either immediately, if coarse-grained mate-

rial, or at some later date after the material has undergone some drying

and strengthening, if fine-grained material, (c) moving material pre-

viously deposited by hydraulic means by conventional means and building

the dike as a cast or hauled fill, and (d) 'ome combination of the above

methods. Schematic diagrams of dikes constructed by these methods are

shown in Figure 64. The method selected will depend on the long-range

plan for the disposal area, the type and engineering properties of

both the foundation and hydraulic fill, and economics.

Use of toe, trans-
verse, and end dikes

254. The construction of retaining dikes with hydraulic fill often

requires the construction of toe dikes (as shown in Figure 65) contain-

ing sluices parallel to and along the outer edges of the main dike to

confine the fill within the desired area and retain the discharge water

until it can be released to natural waters as a pollutant-free effluent.

Transverse dikes, also shown in Figure 65, are usually provided across

the main dike alignment to separate the long, relatively narrow fill

area into smaller fill areas. This is done to provide sufficient pond-

ing or retention time within each area for optimum soil retention, to

control channelization, and to help confine the hydraulic fill to de-

sired slopes and grades. End dikes, also shown in Figure 65, are tem-

porary retaining dikes constructed at canals, streams, or other cross-

ings and are sometimes required to retain the fill until closure of the
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Figure 65. Toe, transverse, and end dikes

crossing can be made. Such crossings often require changes in construc-

tion techniques and/or material.

255. In some instances it may be feasible to construct the main

hydraulic fill dike section without the aid of toe dikes on one or both

sides. The feasibility of doing this will depend on the type of mate-

rial being pumped and its angle of repose, adjacent land use and topog-

raphy, and the possibility of adverse environmental effects of the un-

retained effluent on adjacent lands and water bodies.

Deposition of hydraulic fill

256. Hydraulic fill materials are placed directly in a retaining

dike by the direct discharge method and in some cases by the bleeder

pipe method. These methods are discussed briefly in the following two

paragraphs. A more detailed discussion can be found in Huston.
4l

257. Direct discharge. The direct discharge method is the most

commonly used procedure and involves release of the dredged material at

the end of the discharge pipe as shown in Figure 66. Frequent moving
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Figure 66. Release of hydraulic fill at
discharge pipe

of the discharge pipe and/or adding lengths to the pipe are necessary

when this method is utilized. By strategically locating the discharge

pipe, the best materials can be located in the desired section of the

dike. This is because the coarser or better materials settle out near

the discharge while the finer particles remain in suspension longer and

are carried further out.

258. Bleeder pipes. A bleeder pipe is a discharge pipe with holes

on the underside varying in size from 2 x 2 in. to 6 x 6 in. The dis-

charge line is place along the center line of the proposed dike and is

supported on cribbing or piling. During pumping the heavier materials

drop out as they come to the holes, but the finer particles that are in

solution flow on past and out the line to a ponding or disposal area.

This method is used primarily in the placement of sand since clay in

the form of clay balls will tend to plug the bleeder holes. This pro-

cedure is sometimes used around utility crossings on soft foundations

where the fill height must be brought up uniformly on each side of the

crossing to prevent shear failure and/or lateral displacement of the

utility.
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Construction control

259. As with other methods of construction, the importance of con-

struction control cannot be overemphasized. The following paragraphs

list some of the main duties of an inspector during a dredging and hy-

draulic filling operation for dike construction.

260. Before initiating dredging, field personnel should:

a. Understand fully the method of operation to be used by
the contractor.

b. Understand fully the methods of communications to be
used between the dredge and discharge area.

c. Verify that the discharge facilities are constructed in
accordance with the plans and specifications.

d. Verify that foundation preparation is adequate.

e. Verify that alignments and elevations are properly estab-
lished.

f. Verify that toe dikes are constructed as required by the
plans and specifications.

261. After dredging is commenced, field personnel should continu-

ously:

a. Inspect toe dikes to ensure that they are being properly

maintained.

b. Check toe dikes to see that they are not being overtopped
and that design freeboard is being maintained.

c. Monitor the quality of the dredged material to see that
it is as specified and that the dike section is being
constructed as designed.

d. Observe the overall bperation to ensure that no potential
hazard is being created.

e. Monitor the quality of the effluent to see that it meets
the specification requirements.

f. Check the discharge facilities (spill boxes) as this is
probably the weakest point in the toe dike system. In-
cluded also should be the control of effluent on the out-
side of the toe dikes.

Foundation Preparation

262. Included in foundation preparation are clearing, grubbing,

stripping, and final foundation preparation. A particular dike project
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may include one or all of the above items, depending on site conditions

and method of construction. In the past many retaining dikes have re-

ceived no foundation preparation at all. However, it is considered

that some degree of foundation preparation is desirable and necessary

to help ensure the integrity of the structure. Clearing and grubbing

is considered minimum foundation preparation and should be accomplished,

where necessary, for all dike projects. In marshy areas where a sur-

face mat of marsh grass and roots exists over underlying soft clays,

experience has shown it is often more beneficial from a stability stand-

point to leave it in place than to remove it. However, it should be re-

membered that such a mat is essentially pervious and may not be benefi-

cial from a seepage standpoint. Measures to deal with this were dis-

cussed in Part VII.

Clearing

263. Clearing consists of the complete removal of all objectional

and obstructive matter above the natural ground surface. This includes

trees, fallen timber, brush, vegetation, abandoned structures, and simi-

lar debris. The dike foundation area should be cleared well ahead of

any subsequent construction operations. Clearing should be required

for all dikes except as previously noted.

Grubbing

264. Grubbing consists of the removal of stumps, roots, buried

logs, and other objectional matter. All holes and/or depressions caused

by grubbing operations should have their sides flattened and be back-

filled in lifts up to the foundation grade with compacted fill. This

will avoid soft spots under the dike and maintain continuity of the

natural foundation blanket. Grubbing should be required for all com-

pacted dikes and dikes on fairly firm foundations. It is often imprac-

tical to grub on very soft foundations.

Stripping

265. After clearing and grubbing operations have been completed,

the dike area is stripped to remove low-growing vegetation and organic

topsoil. The depth of stripping is determined by local conditions and

usually ranges from 6 to 12 in. Stripping is normally limited to the
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dike foundation proper and is not necessax7 beneath stability berms.

All stripped material suitable for use as topsoil should be stockpiled

for later use on dike slopes. Stripping is not normally required for

dikes on soft, wet foundations or for dikes built by methods other than

compacted.

Disposal of debris

266. Debris from clearing, grubbing, and stripping operations can

be disposed of by burning in areas where permitted. Where burning is

prohibited, disposal is usually accomplished by burial in suitable

areas such as old sloughs, ditches, and depressions outside the embank-

ment limits. Debris should never be placed in locations where it may

be carried away by streamflow or where it may block drainage of an area.

Material buried within the containment area must be such that no debris

may escape and damage or block the outlet structure. All buried debris

should be covered by a minimum of 3 ft of earth.

Final foundation preparation

267. Final foundation preparation consists of thoroughly breaking

up the foundation surface in order to provide a good bond between the

embankment and foundation. This treatment is only required for com-

pacted dikes on firm foundations. Scarification of foundation surfaces

that are adversely affected by remold~ng (soft or sensitive foundations

for instance) should not be accomplished. Scarification should take

place just prior to fill placement in order to avoid saturation by rain-

fall. No fill should be placed on frozen surfaces.

Construction control

268. Since the particular foundation preparation techniques vary

considerably with project site conditions, design, and construction

method, it is not practical to include a detailed checklist. It should

suffice to reiterate the importance of proper foundation preparation on

the integrity of the structure. The base of a dike is often its weak-

est point from the standpoint of shear strength and seepage; therefore,

it is imperative that procedures in the plans and specifications be

followed as closely as possible. This can only be accomplished by

close, continual inspection. If specified foundation preparation
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procedures seem to be inadequate or for some other reason do not appear

to be in the best interests of the project, the designer should be im-

mediately consulted. Changes in specified procedures and requirements

should not be made without concurrence of the designer.
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PART IX: MISCELLANEOUS FEATURES

Discharge Facilities

269. Discharge facilities, sometimes called outlet structures,

sluices, or spill boxes, are provided in retaining dikes for the pur-

pose of controlling the release of excess water from the disposal area.

This control is necessary to increase detention time which, in turn,

facilitates efficient retention of solid particles and release of an ef-

fluent containing as few solids as possible back into natural waters.

Control of effluent is normally regulated by allowing water to flow

over a variable height weir constructed within the retention dike.

270. There are several types of discharge facilities in common

use today. The following paragraphs contain a brief discussion of each

type and pertinent items that should be considered in the design and

construction of these structures. The purpose of the following dis-

cussion is not to treat the design of the discharge structure itself,

but to study the effect of the structure on the diking system in order

that associated problems may be avoided.

Types of discharge facilities

271. Outfall pipe. The simplest discharge facility is termed an

outfall pipe (or pipes) placed horizontally within the dike, usually

near the crest (Figure 67). As the level of slurry in the retention

area rises, the upper portion runs off through the pipe. This type of

facility provides no variable discharge level control, thus no control

is possible over detention time and effluent quality. Also, it is

quite easy for the pipe to become clogged and thus totally ineffective.

This method of discharge is therefore not recommended for use as a

primary means of discharge and should be limited to use as a temporary

measure (in toe dikes, for instance) or to provide supplementary drain-

age through cross dikes within large disposal areas.

272. Drop-inlet sluice. A drop-inlet sluice such as that shown

in Figure 68 is the most commonly used type of discharge facility. It

basically consists of a vertical inlet connected to a discharge pipe
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Figure 67. Outfall pipe

that leads from the base of bhe riser through the dike to the exterior.

The inlet structure consists of a rectangular wood- or metal-framed

riser or of the more common half-cylindrical corrugated metal pipe

riser as shown in Figure 69. Both types of risers achieve variable inlet

elevation control through the use of a gate of stoplogs (also termed

riser planks and flashboards) which can be added or removed as neces-

sary to raise or lower the inlet elevation (Figure 69). Various degrees

of sophistication are achieved to this basic form by the use of multi-

ple inlets and/or multiple discharge pipes as shown in Figure 70. Drop-

inlet sluices are economical and competent as long as proper design and

installation techniques are employed (subsequently discussed).

273. Box sluice. The box sluice or flume-type discharge
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Figure 68. Typical drop-inlet sluice

facility as shown in Figure 71 consists of an open cut through the en-

tire dike section. The cut is usually lined with timber, but could be

lined with concrete or steel. Box sluices also provide for variable

inlet elevations through the same means as drop-inlet structures (i.e.

through the use of stoplogs). This type of structure is normally used

where a large volume of discharge is required, but becomes more uneco-

nomical as the dike section becomes wider. Timber is the most economi-

cal material for use in box sluices, but has the disadvantage of being

susceptible to rot where the timber is untreated and is not inundated.

At least one failure of a timber box sluice has been attributed to rot-

ting of the timber. Box sluices have another disadvantage in that there

exists a large contact area between the structure and adjacent soil

that is susceptible to seepage and piping. For the above reasons, box
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a. Inlet

b. Outlet

,igure 70. Drop-inlet discharge structure with
multiple inlet/outlet
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Figure 71. Box sluice or flume (reproduced, with modification,
with permission from Hydraulic Dredging, by John Huston, Copy-

right 1970, by Cornell Maritime Press, Inc., Cambridge, Md.)

sluices are not often employed as discharge facilities in diking systems.
274. Filters. Filters composed of granular materials are another

form of discharge facility sometimes used in diking systems. The

filter separates out contaminant particles, while at the same time al-

lowing release of the clean effluent. The filter may take the form of

the dike material itself or may be a separate structure installed within

the dike. Filters are usually employed where retention areas are of

insufficient size to handle the volume of inflow of dredged material

and release a clean effluent (i.e., detention time is insufficient to

allow the pollutants to settle out prior to discharge). Usually some

means of preventing cligging of the filter must be used such U, filter

cloth that can be removed and cleaned. Disadvantages of filters are
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their susceptibility to clogging, required maintenance, sometimes com-

plex design and construction (in the case of multigraded filters), and

low flow capacity per unit of area. The use of filters has not been

widespread to date except in the Great Lakes region, and it is suggested

that if more detailed information is required, the U. S. Army Engineer

District, Buffalo, be contacted. Krizek et al., 4 5 which contains re-

sults of an i.vei;ti~.t[on into effluent filterinl ';ystew. for contain-

.erit a hre:j , so lso be corn-tulted.

General design considerations

275. Discharge facilities are generally the most vulnerable point

in a diking system because of the possibility of seepage and piping of

the soil at the soil-structure interface. Experience has shown that

many dike failures have been initiated by seepage and piping along the

sluice-dike contact with box sluices and around discharge pipes for

drop-inlet structures. The uncontrolled discharge of effluent on the

outside of the dike, as well as differential settlement of the struc-

ture, can also lead to failure. Consequently, special consideration

should be given to both the design and construction of discharge facili-

ties and dike sections in the area of such structures. The following

paragraphs contain a brief discussion of some of the more pertinent

items for consideration.

276. Materials. The material of which a discharge facility is to

be composed should be selected based primarily on economy and on its

resistance to deterioration relative to the project life. The corrosive

nature of the effluent should be determined as many types of dredged

material will be contaminated and many may well contain chemicals that

will attack certain materials while being inert to others. All wood

should be pressure-treated to resist rotting, and all metals should be

galvanized and bituminous-coated to reduce the possibility of corrosion.

Where deformation of pipes is anticipated, corrugated metal is preferred

due to its greater degree of flexibility.

277. Pipes. The selection of pipes for drop-inlet structures

should be based on economy, the substance to be carried, imposed load-

ings, and the effects of anticipated settlements and foundation creep.
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Although economy must be given weighty consideration, the overriding

factor must be the prevention of failure. The earth load acting on a

pipe must be determined as well as live loads imposed by the operation

of equipment during construction (often overlooked) and by maintenance

equipment or other traffic subsequent to construction. Pipe manufac-

turers' organizations have recommended procedures for determination of

these loads as well as the strengths of standard commercially available

pipe. These recommended procedures and strengths should be employed

unless, for some other reason, more stringent requirements must be met.

278. Pipe joints. Leakage from or infiltration into any pipe

passintr through or under a dike must be prevented. The expected settle-

ment and/or outward movement that could cause elongation of the pipe

must be considered so that proper measures are taken to avoid pulling

apart of the joints. Corrugated metal pipe sections should be joined

by exterior coupling bands with a gasket to ensure watertightness.

Where concrete pipe is to be used and considerable settlement or creep

is anticipated, a pressure-type joint with concrete collars should be

used. These collars must be designed either to resist or accommodate

differential movement without losing watertight integrity. Where move-

ments are not thought to be significant, pressure-type joints capable

of accommodating minor movements are sufficient. Cast iron and steel

pipe should be fitted with flexible bolted joints. Steel pipe sections

may also be welded together to form a continuous conduit.

279. Seepage control. Antiseepage devices to prevent seepage and

piping along the outside wall of pipes were frequently used in the past

where pipes passed through or under embankments. These devices usually

consisted of metal diaphragms (seepage fins) or concrete collars that

extended out from the pipe into the backfill material and were often

termed "seepage rings." However, many piping failures have occurred in

the past where seepage fins or rings were used. Assessments of these

failares have indicated that the presence of these devices often re-

sulted in poorly compacted backfill at the soil structure interface,

thereby causing more harm than good. Therefore, seepage rings for pipes
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should not be relied upon as being effective in preventing seepage

and/or piping adjacent to the pipe. Seepage rings should be provided

only as necessary for coupling of pipe sections or to accommodate dif-

ferential movement on yielding foundations. When needed for these

purposes, collars with a minimum projection from the pipe surface

should be used.

280. Seepage fins for box sluices such as those shown in Fig-

ure 72 should be used to aid in the prevention of seepage and piping

at the sidewall-soil surface. These fins should be located under the

dike crest and should extend to the full height of the structure, being

placed at right angles to the structure. Their length should be a

minimum of 5 ft, and, if a joint exists at the fin-structure junction,

it should be covered with filter cloth on the inlet side of the

structure.

BOX SLUICE INLET

-SEEPAGE

FIN
'DIKE0
CREST..

NOTE: SEEPAGE FINS SHOULD EXTEND FULL HEIGHT OF BOX SLUICE

SIDEWALLS AND SEEPAGE FIN-SIDEWALL JOINT SHOULD BE
COVERED WITH FILTER CLOTH.

Figure 72. Timber box sluice with seepage fins
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281. To aid in the prevention of piping along a pipe-soil inter-

face, an 18-in. minimum annular thickness of drainage fill should be

provided around the outlet one-third of the pipe as shown in Figure 73.

This may be omitted where the outlet one-third of the pipe is located

in sand. For pipe installations within the dike foundation, a drain

must be provided from the drainage fill to a suitable exit.

282. Consideration should also be given to widening dike sections

at discharge facility locations. This will not only lengthen the seep-

age path but will provide a more stable section against the possibility

of a shear failure at these critical locations.

283. Settlement control. The alignment of a discharge structure

must be such as to provide a continuous slope toward the outlet. Set-

tlement of the dike and foundation can significantly alter the initial

grade line of the structure, however, and can result in a swag in the

structure. This is especially critical in the case of pipes under or

through dikes, since it can result in sediment buildup in the swag that

may eventually cause clogging of the pipe (Figure 74). The anticipated

settlement of the dike should therefore be considered in establishing

the initial grade line. If the settlement is of such a magnitude as to

result ir! a significant upward gradient in the direction of flow or will

not allow the desired gradient to be maintained, the pipe :;hould either

be canbered or raliked as shown in Figure 75. Depending on the time

required for the settlement to occur, this may result in no flow of the

initial depth of effluent, but this is usually not detrimental and even

may be advantageous from the standpoint of aiding in the prevention of

channelization during initial pumpings.

284. The amount of camber required can usually be taken as the

m':ror image of the settlement curve along a line established by the

final required grade. As previously mentioned, corrugated metal pipe

is generally preferred where cambering is necessary due to its flexibil-

ity. Regardless of the type of pipe chosen, movements at the joints must

be considered and measured and steps taken to prevent leakage (as dis-

cussed in paragraph 279).

285. Where some settlement is expected but not enough to justify
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NOTE: wSECTION WIDTH.

Figure 73. Annular drainage material around outlet
one-third of pipe
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DIKE AS CONSTRUCTED
- -K. DIKE AFTER SETTLEMENT

PIPE AFTER SETTLEMENT

COMPRESSIBLE FOUNDATION

Figure 74. Swagging of pipe due to settlement
of dike and foundation

cambering, a larger section of pipe can be specified. This will allow

the required flow to be maintained even if some swaging occurs and

part of the pipe is filled with sediment.

286. Size of excavation. Almost all discharge facilities are in-

stalled by the open-cut method. The trench for these structures should

be excavated to a depth of at least 2 ft below the bottom of the struc-

ture and to a width wide enough to allow the use of heavy compaction

equipment for backfilling of the trench.

287. Sequence of construction. Preferably, the dike should be

built up to a grade of at least 2 ft above the crown of the pipe or

bottom of the structure prior to excavation. This allows the foundation

soil to be preconsolidated somewhat before excavation and installation

of the structure. After excavation, the trench should be backfilled

with properly compacted material (subsequently discussed) to the struc-

ture invert elevation. After installation, backfill should be selec-

tively placed back to the existing dike grade before beginning normal

fill operations for the dike. This is especially important in the case

of hydraulic fill dikes in order to protect the structure from scour

that could be caused by the dredge water. Also, this will provide

cover to aid in preventing damage to the structure from heavy equipment

passing over the area.
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CAMBERED PIPE BEFORE

PIPE AFTER SETTLEMENT

a. CAMBERED PIPE

PIPE BEFORE SETTLEMENT

PIPE AFTER SETTLEMENT

b. RAISED PIPE

Figure 75. Cambered and raised pipe beneath dike

288. Compaction. Compaction of backfill around and adjacent to

the structure is of utmost importance as it probably plays the single

most important part in the proper installation of the structure. Back-

fill should be compacted to 95 percent standard density for impervious

soil and to an average relative density of 85 percent and a minimum of

80 percent for pervious soil. Heavy compaction equipment should be

used as close to the structure as possible without causing damage Lo

the structure. However, hand tamping will usually be required for soil

immediately adjacent to the structure. Hand tamping should be accom-

plished by power-driven tampers that develop enough pressure to attain

the previously given density requirements. Loose lift thickness
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for hand-tamped soil should be about 4 in. It is important that tve

hand-tamped zone be extended away from the structure far enough to over-

lap with the soil being compacted by heavier equipment. There has been

at least one documented failure where a piping failure along a pipe was

attributed to a loose zone of backfill caused by the lack of overlap

between these two zones.

289. Backfill around structures, especially pipes, should be

brought up evenly on both sides in order to avoid unequal side loads

that could cause distress in the structure. Also, special care must be

taken in the vicinity of any joint collars or other protrusions to en-

sure proper compaction.

290. It is preferable that impervious backfill material used ad-

jacent to pipes and sidewalls be placed on the wet side of optimum

moisture content. This will result in a more plastic material and will

allow the soil to be squeezed in against the structure as well as pro-

vide a material less susceptible to cracking.

291. Dewatering. In order to achieve the above described place-

ment procedures, it is necessary that construction of discharge facili-

ties be done in the dry. This will require dewatering where the struc-

ture is to be founded below the water table. Where this is necessary,

the excavation should be kept dewatered until backfill is placed to at

least 2 ft above the water table or until the structure is adequately

covered with fill, whiche',er is grea-er.

292. Other considerations. Since many dikes are eventually

raised, the effect of enlargements on the discharge facility should be

considered; otherwise, the structure will have to be abandoned, raised,

or relocated. This is especially important when sizing and locating

inlets for discharre facilities. Here again, the need for long-range

planninr in the desirn of disposal areas is made evident.

293. Where dikes are located adjacent to waters subject to flood-

ing, consideration should be given to providing flap,-ates over the

s;tructure outlet. T:iis will prevent backflooding of the disposal area

i the event of flooding on the outside of the area. The use of flap-

otesn has one proven disadvantage--they often become inoperative due to
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clogging with debris, mechanical malfunctions, or vandalism and cannot

close when floodwaters rise. Therefore, when flooding seems imminent,

the flapgates should be checked to be sure that they are in good working

order.

294. Scour and erosion from discharge at the outlet, which can

eventually work back and deteriorate the dike, have previously been dis-

cussed in paragraph 197.

295. During construction, the inlet arid outlet ends of pipes pass-

ing under or through dikes should be covere d or Flui-ed to prevent fill-

ing and clogging during constructLon of the Tk:. Thi. should be done

regardless of the type construction bei n, I for th dike but is

especially critical where the dike is being bu*ilt by hyiraulic fill

methods.

296. Construction inspection. Due to the criticril nature of dis-

charde facilities, close inspection of all facets of their installation

is necessary in order to ensure p-per construction. Items to which

particular attention should be paid include: (a) handlin,, and placement

or forming and nouring of the structure, (b) proper grade, (c) joint in-

stallation of pipes, and (d) placement and compaction of backfill.

Utility Lines Traversing Disposal Areas

Problems

297. The term utility lines refers to pipelines or conduits usu-

ally carrying g<ases or fluids, sometimes under pressure. Since many

disposal areas are located in or near industrial areas, utility lines

frequently must be contended with in the planning and design of dis-

posal aireas. Problems associated with utility lines fall into two gen-

eral categ ories: damare to the dike caused by the utility line and dam-

a<e to the utility line caused by construction of dikes and the presence

of dikes. Therefore, existing or planned utility lines traversing the

disposal area should be given careful consideration during desig-n.

i91. The problem:: caused by pipes or conduits passing through or

under dikes have previously been addros,.-d in connection with discharge
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facilities. However, discharge facilities are gravity drainage struc-

tures and, in additio, to problems previously discussed, the problems

that could result from pipes carrying gases or fluids under pressure are

even more critical, especially in relation to leakage or rupture.

299. Damage to the utility lines themselves, resulting from dike

construction or the presence of the dike, could be caused by: (a) move-

ment and/or digging of construction equipment, (b) scour from the dredge

water when hydraulic fill construction is being employed, (c) differen-

tial settlement across the lines, and (d) shear straining or creep.

Alternatives

300. The following items are possible alternatives to the problem

of utility lines traversing a disposal area:

a. Leave the pipelines in place and build the disposal area

over them.

b. Relocate the pipelines outside the disposal area.

C. Relocate the pipelines over the disposal area.

d. Let the pipelines remain in the disposal area, but take
special measures for their protection and protection of

the dike.

e. Combination of the above.

301. In order to leave a pipe or pipes in place and construct a

disposal area over them, a thorough analysis to substantiate the fol-

lowing conditions is necessary:

a. The pipe is adequately deep or foundation characteristics

are such that no damage to the pipe would be expected
from construction activity.

b. The pipe can stand the stresses caused by the additional

load, differential settlement, and/or foundation creep.

Only when the above conditions are satisfied can the decision be made

that no relocation of the pipes is necessary.

302. Ideally, the easiest solution with respect to the disposal

area desigm is to relocate the pipeline around or outside the area.

However, thiis usually is the most difficult alternative to satisfy from

an 2conomic :;tandpoint. Relocation over the area is another straight-

forward solution, but is also expensive. It does, however, become more

attractive 'is the area to be briidged becomes narrower.
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303. Intermediate or cross dikes through the disposal area and

parallel to the pipeline as shown in Figure 76 can be employed to pro-

tect a pipeline from the stresses imposed by the weight of the dredged

material. This method can be used in connection with the bridging

method by bringing the pipeline up and crossing over the main dikes.

In other word.s, interrndiate dikes can be used within the disposal area

and the pipei:. t-k2 vr t-c primary dikes wherever a primary dike

crou; ing 1. r-%iir,1. -lirin : a pipe to cross over a dike as shown

S.: ./"r, t many of the dangers to the dike and

n..t with nI'' :;[ through or under dikes. The only

real'-z re-.aining tn rt to t:i", zk i one of scour or erosion of slopes

in thi- . nt s:" aLa,', cr rliture of the pipe. The threat of this

occurrin-; can ti reduced Iy the use of special collars at pipe joints,

prov iing ;.ope aind cresit protection to the dike at the area of cross-

ins, and proviling: special_ cutoff valves for the pipe that could be

used in the event of heav-y leakage or rupture. If possible, all pipes,

especially pressure pipes, should be relocated over the dike.

DISPOSAL DSOA
AREA AE

Figure 76. Use of intermediate dike to protect utility line
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304. Regardless of which method of relocation is employed, all re-

location of utility lines should be accomplished before dike

construction.

4

Figure 77. Pipeline crossing dike
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APPENDIX A: SLOPE STABILITY ANALYSES

General

1. The purpose of this appendix is to present examples of slope

stability analyses by the circular arc, conventional wedfge, planes, in-

finite slope, and bearing capacity methods. The material contained

herein is by no means intended to serve as a complete instructional

guide to the user. Detailed descriptions of the various methods of

analyses are contained in appropriate references given in the main text.

Only the method of planes is described in any detail in this appendix

as there exists no widely available published reference that contains

a detailed description of this method.

Circular Arc

2. Plates Al through A3 contain examples of stability analyses by

the circular arc (Modified Swedish) method for the end of construction,

steady seepage, and sudden drawdown conditions, respectively. Only the

arc that yielded the minimum factor of safety (FS) is shown for each prob-

lem. The factors of safety for all other arcs run on the computer in

searching for the minimum are plotted at their respective arc centers.

Other sets of arcs that were run at different tangent (base) elevations

to ensure that the minimum factor of safety was found are not shown.

Conventional Wedge

3. Pistes A4 and A5 contain examples of stability analyses by the

conventional wedge method for the end of construction and steady seepage

conditions, respectively. Only the configuration (failure surface) that

resulted in the minimum factor of safety for each complete analysis is

shown for each problem. Other active and passive wedge locations tried

at the same base elevation are shown by the dashed lines. Trial wedges

run at other basIe elevations to ensure that the minimum factor of

safety was found ire not .2hown.

Al



Method of Planes

4. In addition to the conventional wedge analysis, another wedge

method known as the LMVD (Lower Mississippi Valley Division) method of

planes, or just method of planes, is used extensively by the LMVE. This

method is essentially the same as the conventional wedge analysis ex-

cept that it is somewhat simplified. The main difference between the

two methods is that a factor of safety is computed directly by the

method of planes while successive iterations with trial factors of safe-

ty are required by the conventional wedge analysis. This means the

method of planes is rigorous for a 0 = 0 analysis and generally only

slightly in error for a c , 0 , or c = 0 analysis.

5. The method of planes procedure is presented in Plates A6 and

A7. This procedure entails dividing the failure area into three zones

(an active wedge, neutral block, and passive wedge) and computing the

driving and resisting forces for each zone or segment. The factor of

safety is then computed by dividing the summation of the resisting

forces by the summation of the driving forces. As must be done in the

conventional analysis in order to ensure that the minimum factor of

safety is found, the assumed depth of the failure plane and the location

of the active and passive wedges must be varied. Plate A6 shows the

general procedure of analysis while Plate A7 shows its application to

a condition with underseepage and resulting hydrostatic uplift. An

example problem using this analysis is shown in Plate A8. This example

is not for a dike, but is an actual analysis of a Mississippi River

levee. However, the procedure of analysis would be essentially the

same for a retaining dike.

Infinite Slope

6. Plate A9 contains example problems analyzed by the infinite

slope method f'or cohesionless u i: i escr ei in -arnoraph 1% of the

main text. Example problem 7A (Plate A9) is an analysis without seep-

atge while example problem 7B is an analysi: of an embankment subject

A2



to steady state seepage assuming the phreatic surface is coincident with

the outer slope, a very severe condition.

Bearing Capacity Equations

7. The equations and assumptions for this type analysis are given

in paragraph 126 of the main text. Plates AlO and All contain analyses

of two actual embankments using bearing capacity equations. Plate A12

is an influencu chart for determining vertical stresses at depth due to

embankment loading.
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DESIGN SOIL PROPERTES

UNIT WEIGHT PCF S AR ,I RLN

SOIL MOIST \ SAT URAT ED KSF P E

EMBANKMENT 1 5 125 1 0

FOUNDAT1ON - 115 04

FACTORS OF SAF

AT THE CENTER

ALL ARCS TANG

100 
1.71 /

FS C-N

NOTE, ARCS RUN BY COMPUTER PRO RAM SAVA104. I63 Ir30
80 ALL ARCS TANGENT TO EL -15. 1.63 1 

1

SIDE EARTH FORCES ASSUMED PARALI E' TO
OUTER SLOPE 1 ON 3H' WHERE AR ; FASSES
JNDER SOFE ALL OTHERS ASSUMED -ORIZON7 AL.

SYMBOLS ARE DEFINED IN API'EN
I '

H 1\

663660 1.67.6-

Z 40 - 2.10 7

>.' F L
7 ' / L' EL,

I--

20 I 3
INSrDE 1

GROUNDWATER SURFACE

FOINA

-FIRM BJASE 5P" .

I_ I I
I! RAC £"Z



2

OF SAFETY (FS) SHOWN PLOTTED
:NTER OF THEIR RESPECTIVE ARCS
TANGENT TO EL -15)

.20 1.36

1.21 1.25 1.45

MINIMUM FS ;THLN

.19 1.25FORCE POLYGON FOR ARC
I .2 SHOWN AT LEFT, FS =1.19

1.21 .36 .57SCALE IN IPS

S 0 5 10 IS 20

1.53 2.02\

3 Co
OUTSIDE 

(

VEL 5

to - F

so FORCES ON TYPICAL SLICE

0 NO SCALE

EL-SERROR OF CLOSURE 0 KIPS~.h
S - L -15 = -

60 00EXAMPLE PROBLEM NO. 1
60 s 100120CIRCULAR ARC

MODIFIED SWEDISH METHOD
END OF CONSTRUCTION



DESIGN SOIL PROPERTIES

UNIT WEIGHT, PCF SHEAR STRENGTH
SOIL

MOIST, YM SATURATED. >S C, KSF 4, DEG

DIKE 120 128 0 30

FACTORS OF SAFETY (FS)
DREDGED MAT'L - so 0 0 AT THE CENTER OF THEIR

100 UPPER CRUST - 120 1.0 0 1.93 1.62

SOFT CLAY - 110 0.65 0

LOWER CLAY - 115 0.9 0

NOTE: ARCS RUN BY COMPUTER PROGRAM SAVA104.

80 ALL ARCS TANGENT TO EL -10. 1.85 1.54
SIDE EARTH FORCES ASSUMED PARALLEL TO FS CONTOURS
OUTER SLOPE (i.e.. IV ON 3H) WHERE ARC I
PASSES UNDER SLOPE; ALL OTHER SIDE 1.61"
EARTH FORCES ASSUMED HORIZONTAL.

s.

60 1.70 1.4

1.55

40 D118E 1.57
I-
Ii.

z ) EL 30
0 EL 27

EL 24

.w I .

20w DREDGED 3

MATERIAL FROIKE (SAND)
(SILT-CLAY)

EL 5 -SLICE

EL 0 UPPER CRUST (CLAY)
0

SOFT CLAY5
EL -10

LOWER CLAY

20- EL -20
-20 ~ ~ FIRM BASE

-40 I
t0o S0 60 40 20 0 20 40

DISTANCE FROM CENTER LINE, FT



0 Q
ETY (FS) SHOWN PLOTTED

OF THEIR RESPECTIVE ARCS Q4 UL4
1.62 1.79 

U - 1

1.54 1.79 

40

(D R4TF 0

FORCES ON TYPICAL SLICE

1.57 C0
NO SCALE

* 1.47 ' ~ 1.8800, 0
MINIMUM FS

1.57 2.15 W

/-UR4-UL 4

3Q

SLICE O. tORESULTANT OF WEIGHT

AND ATER FORCES~b

SCALE IN KIPS

6 7 5 0 5 10 IS 20

FORCE'10
ERROR OF CLOSURE 0 KIPS-4-

FREPOLYGON FOR ARC
SHOWN At-LEFT, F5S 1.47

SCALE IN KIPS

II5 0 5 520EXMLPRBMNO2
____0__ EXAPL RBL00O CIRCULAR ARC

MODIFIED SWEDISH METHOD
STEADY SEEPAGE

PLATE A2

4



C0

qN 5 '

60 -90'

G FORCES ON TYPICAL SLICE
BEFORE DRAWDOWN

NO SCALE

50 Ns FOS

40 G Cos

-BASED ON SUBMERGED WEIGHT OF
7 SOIL BELOW PHREATIC SURFACE

NOTE: ARCS RUN BY COMPUTER PROGRAM SAVA 104.

30 FORCE POLYGON FOR ARC ALL ARCS TANGENT TO EL -3.

SHOWN AT RIGHT, FS =1.78 SIDE EARTH FORCES ASSUMED TO ACT

IL BFOREDRAWOWNIS DEG FROM HORIZONTAL.

0 SCALE IN KIPS DIKE

Wi 20

w EL I?
INSIDE

EL 140
-EL 12

MATRIALE DIKE ISILTI

1 ~ C =300 PSF. 1, 20 DEG
MOIST UNIT WT I)4jI: 112 PCF

SATURATED UNIT WT (Ys): 118 PCF

0PHREA TIC SURFACE AFTER DADW

" FIRM BASE

70 60 so40 so20- 10 10

DISTANCE FROM CENTER LINI

/m



0

FACTORS OF SAFETY (FS) PLOTTED AT THE0
CENTER OF THEIR RESPECTIVE ARCS
(ALL ARCS TANGENT TO EL -3)

2.60 1.91 /1.80 2.35 EWs.

FS CONTOURSL

Cos

2.42 1.81 1.79 2.90 40 N

2.?8 1.78 1.89 3.81 FORCES ON TYPICAL SLICE

ROGRAM SAVA104. FIV -oSCL

ETOAT2.24 t\.7902.20 S.92?0 0 W

Uss

I E

ELTSID0 BASED ON SATURATED WEIGHT
OUTSIDEABOVE AND SUBMERGED WEIGHT

PHREAI SUFACEBELOW DRAWOWN POOL

BEFORE DRAWDOWN MA HGHTIDE LL- 3  
7

0. 2 M jAXIMUM POSSIBLE FORCE POLYGON FOR ARC SHOWN

S LICENO. RAWDOWN RANGE AT LEFT.FS =1.78. AFTE RDRAWDOWN

MEAN SCALE IN KIDS
4 LOW TIDE y-EL 0

EL -3

~0EXAMPLE PRBLEM NO.3
- CIRCULAR ARC

so MODIFIED SWEDISH METHOD
to 20 20 40 soSUDDEN DRAWDOWN

PLATE



WAj

c,

DESIGN SOIL PROPERTIES 
w

SOIL UNIT -WEIGHT, PCF SHEAR STRENGTH o

SOL MOIST, Y', SATURATED, V5 C. S q.DE

EMBANKMENT 115 125 .0 0FORCES ON FAILURE WEQ

FOUNDATION -115 0.4 0 NO SCALE
Ep

NOTE: ANALYSIS PERFORMED BY COMPUTER PROGRAM KCWEG.
SLOPE OF EA ASSUMED TO BE 9.5 DEG.
ALL WEDGES RUN AT OTHER FAILURE ELEVATIONS (NOT SHOWN)
YIELDED HIGHER FACTORS OF SAFETY. FORCE POLYGONi

PASSIVE WEDGE
FS = 1.14

SCALE IN KIPS
40 2 0 2 4 6 S 10

DIKE

INSIDEOUTSIDE

is 3 3
a 20

IL

0

FOUNDATION

EL -15

-2D ACTIVE WEDGES

PAli

100 0 60 40 20 0 20 40 so

DISTANCE FROM CENTER LINE, FT



Ep 9 ,Q- ERROR OF CLOSURE - 1.8 KIPS

CFC9

4wc.0 Ep jp

V4'

.URE WEDGE

Wp 90"

WA

FORCE POLYGON
ACTIVE WEDGE FORCE POLYGON

FS = 1.14 CENTRAL BLOCK

SCALE IN KIPS 
FS 

= 1.14

S 0 5 10 II ZD SCALE IN KIPS

S 0 5 10 1S 0

F,7 // /

G~0 NOTE: PASSIVEWEG2YILD M~MINIMUM FACTOR OF" SAFETY FOR

PASSIVE WEDGES ALL FOUR ACTIVE WEDGES.i EXAMPLE PROBLEM NO. 4

' I WEDGE METHOD
so so too t2o END OF CONSTRUCTION

PLATE A4

.. ... .. . ... I |I lll[....| . . ....... . . ...... . ..... ....... .... .. . . .. d . ...



___________ DESIGN SOIL PROPERTIES________

SOILUNIT WEIGHT. PCF SHEAR STRENGTH A E
SOIL MOIST. -,SATURATED, -Y C. KSF qDEGWA i.. EA

DIKE 120 120 0 26 URI U L2 WA Z

DREDGEq MAT'L - 80 0 0 .

UPPER CRUST -120 1.0 0

SOTLY-110 0.65 0 cc

LOWER CLAY - 11 0.90 0 1t1'

WA I V5.0

UR.

NOTE: ANALYSIS PERFORMED By COMPUTER PROGRAM KCWG. WOREDG AND AOCIE EAT

SLOPE OF EA ASSUMED TO BE 9.5 DEG. EG N OC
ALL WEDGES RUN AT OTHER FAILURE ELEVATIONS POLYGONS, FS 1.27 5J UR2 UL2
(NOT SHOWN) YIELDED HIGHER FACTORS OF SAFETY.

SCALE IN KIPS

5 0 5 To Is 20

TTA2

40

DIKE

EL 30
EL 27

24I

20 1 TiA

IDR~EDGED MATERIA DIE11'~
(SILT -CLAY) ISND.

2 CENTRALP
EL 5- BLOCK - -

>EL0 UPPER CUST (CLAY)

0 SOFT CLAY
EL -10\N

LOE LYACTIVE WEDGES2

-20 EL~IPASSIVE WEDO
'-rr~. FIRM BASE i

0006040 20 0 20 40 60

DISTANCE FROM CENTER LINE, FT

/A



Epe-" ERROR OF CL~OSURE

Epp

uF
1 :

WWc

AND FORCE POLYGON. FS 1.27 U

SCALE IN KIPS

2 0 2 4 6s a to

FORCES ON CENTRAL BLOCK

AND FOR CE POLYGON, FS 1.27
3

SCALE INKIPS
S 0 s 10 15 20

NOTE: PASSIVE WEDGE YIELDED THE MINIMUM FS

M-ASIVIE WECOGS FOR ALL THREE ACTIVE WEDGES.

so EXAMPLE PROBLEM NO. 5

sso100 120 WEDGE METHOD

STEADY SEEPAGE

--- PLATE A5



A(

E B

NOTE: 1 AND 2 USUALLY ASSUMED EQUAL TO 45
° 

+q /2 AND
45S - E/2, RESPECTIVELY

SECTION THROUGH SLOPE

Fp
SL = WG OF WT

D = HORIZONTAL DRI

WpR HORIZONTAL RE|
I/"' FORE DIARAM.SOIL BEING MOBIl

ASORCE DIAGRAMUFAC I

FF NET HORIZONTA

EOCE

ON WEDGE SUBSCRIPTS A AND P

SUBSCRIPT B REFER
PASSIVE WEDGE

FACTOR OF SAFETY
TO SHEAR STRENGTI4

THE FOL.LOWING EQJ
L5 ACTIVI AND PASSIVE

45145 - /2), RESPECTIS

Rp RC D

7 W WATAN O45 +

D Dp WPTAN 45
°

-I/

7WW 8

NOTE: RR =IW UHTANOI+cLON B

D. 0B

FORCE DIAGRAM S I

FORCES ON BLOCK

CENTRAL BLOCK



DA

A A RA FA w

SHEAR STRENGTH OF I
SOIL: S 

= 
C +TAN q N

HA
WA;

ILJMED FAILURE SURFACE W N WAr.ANE ABEF) FORCE DIAGRAM

FORCES ON WEDGE

ACTIVE WEDGE

NOTATIONS AND EQUATIONS

W = WEIGHT OF WATER AND SOIL IN WEDGE
U = TOTAL UPLIFT FORCE ACTING NORMAL TO SLIDING PLANE
D = HORIZONTAL DRIVING FORCE = HORIZONTAL COMPONENT OF W AND NORMAL FORCE ON

SLIDING PLANE NEGLECTING SHEAR STRENGTH OF SOIL
R =HORIZONTAL RESISTANCE FORCE = HORIZONTAL FORCE DUE TO SHEAR STRENGTH OF

SOIL BEING MOBILIZED ALONG SLIDING PLANE
F = NET HORIZONTAL EARTH FORCE
SUBSCRIPTS A AND P REFER TO ACTIVE AND PASSIVE WEDGES. RESPECTIVELY
SUBSCRIPT B REFERS TO CENTRAL BLOCK

FACTOR OF SAFETY WITH RESPECT - RA + R* + Rp
TO SHEAR STRENGTH OF SOIL yo DA -D p

THE FOLLOWING EQUATIONS CAN BE USED IN LIEU OF DRAWING FORCE POLYGONS WHEN THEACTIVI AND PASSIVE FAILURE PLANES ARE ASSUMED INCLINED AT ANGLES OF (45 + (P/2) AND
(45 - '/2). RESPECTIVELY. WITH RESPECT TO THE HORIZONTAL

oo cRA = 
2

LWA -UA SIN (45* - 0t/2) 3 TAN (t +2 CHA TAN (45- -0/21

Rp = 2 [Wp -Up COS (45* - (f/2)]TAN (P +2 CHp TAN (45e +0/2)

DA = WATAN (45* + 0 /2) Re= (Ws -Us) TAN ( +CL B

Dp = WpTAN (45 - 0/2) DB =0

B

ANALYSIS OF
SLOPE STABILITY

BY METHOD OF PLANES



X3L2 S +X 3

FOR OS Y I L 2

y h HI X3 + V

NOTE: COMPUTE S AND X 3 FO PLCBEFRU
TM NO. 3 - 424, "INVESTIGATION OF UNDERSEEP

ZbL ITS CONTROL, LOWER MISSISSIPPI RIVER LEVEE
OCT 1956.24

IDEALIZED SECTION FOR UNDERSEEPAGE ANALYSIS
NO SCALE

E .1A

PIEZOMETRIC GRADE LINE IN SAND STRATUM ALONG PLANE
MN AS DETERMINED FROM ANALYSIS OF UNDERSEEPAGE H h 1w tzH

G I W 3I

TOP STRATUM H4  5+ 14*- 2H

.... 
..

U 3

I~ L3

NOTATIONS AND TYPICAL SECTION FOR STABILITY ANALYSISI
NO SCALE



R+ R2 + R3 + R4  WHEREIN:

D+ 02 + 03 -04 DI Wl TAN f45' +(t,12)

R =RESISTING FORCE COMPUTED R, 2 [W, - U, SIN (45" - (p/2)] TAN (f, + 2 CiH, TAN 145- -1-12

FROM EQUATIONS AT RIGHT D2=WaA 4*+(:2

D =DRIVING FORCE AS COMPUTED D 2 TN(5 Z2

FROM EQUATIONS AT RIGHT R, 2 [W, - U, SIN (45" (P/211 T AN <t + 2 CHTAN (4s, -q12

D3 =

ORMULAS IN WES
ERSEEPAGE AND R3 = W3 -U 3) TAN (P + CL 3

LEVEES.- 04 =W 4 TAN (45" - ( /2)

R4 =2 [W4 - U4 COS (45* - (P/2)] TAN (p + 2 CH4TAN (45* + (;121

Wl=TOTAL WEIGHT OF SOIL + WATER IN WEDGE AB1 J

W= TOTAL WEIGHT OF SOIL + WATER IN WEDGE JOI1 9E

W3 TOTAL WEIGHT OF SOIL + WATER IN WEDGE EBCF

W4=TOTAL WEIGHT OF SOIL + WATER IN WEDGE FCOG

hB=NET HEAD ABOVE GROUND SURFACE AT POINT B

h= NET HEAD ABOVE GROUND SURFACE AT POINT C

U, = TOTAL UPLIFT FORCE ON PLANE ABI

U23 = TOTAL UPLIFT FORCE ON PLANE BIB

U3 =TOTAL UPLIFT FORCE ON PLANE BC

U,4 TOTAL UPLIFT FORCE ON PLANE CD

- -~Y = UNIT WEIGHT OF WATER

- RVERIDEFS =FACTOR OF SAFETY AGAINST SLIDING WITH

RIVERSIDE RESPECT TO SHEAR STRENGTH OF SOIL

HI

S C, + TAN

H2  S C + aTAN

..............................................

UPLFT RESUR ~.. .......

ASMED rAILURE SURFACE PLANE ABI BCD

ANALYSIS OF STABILITY OF

LYSIS 
LANDSIDE SLOPE OF LEVEE

BY METHOD OF PLANES
CONSIDERING SEEPAGE FORCES

PLATE A7



280 260 240 220 200 80 160 140
|I I I I I I

180

160 PIEZOMETRIC G

PIEZOME TRICG

140

FS: 1.40 FOR C

GROUNDWA TER TABLE FOR CONSTRUCTrON CASE EL 124

120
L-

ILI

Z

w
EL 94

EL 62
80

SUMMARY OF ANALYSES PERFORMED

60[ HIGH WATER CASE - LANOSIDE SLOPE

ASSUMING SILT STRATUM (EL 124 TO 94) IS PERVIOUS AQUIFER

CENTRL Bl RDIATESCOMPUTED
CENTRAL BLOCK CETALBOCK BASE COORIAE SAFETY

BASE EL ACTIVE SIDE PASSIVE SIDE FACTOR

124.1 0 120 1.93

40% 20 120 1.67

(CLAY) 30 120 1.70

20 00 1.71

124.3 20 140 1.77

123.9 2D 140 2.05

30 140 2.03

(SILTY
SAND) 40 40 2.06

30 120 1.98

123.9 30 100 2.09
MINIMUM FACTORS OF SAFETY

CO~i: JT4



DISTANCE FROM LEVEE CENTER LINE, FT

140 120 100 80 60 40 20 0 20 40
III I I I 1 1 1

STATION 99 + 80

c500PSF.
RIVERSIDE o0 I LANDSIDE

-' 
= 

120 PCF9

DESIGN FLOW LINE EL 163.1

PIEZOMETRIC GRADE LINE FOR EL 124 .-. 1 -_-._.-.-

PIEZOMETRIC GRADE LINE FOR EL 82------ - - -.-

c 300 PSF

20-
V 120 PCF

C 650 PSF €=850 PSFFS = 1.40 FOR CONSTRUCTION CASE . PS 8 0

EL2O $OR0

-- 120 PCF -= 120 PCF

EL 124NO CROSSOVER

c 300 PSF

-Y 115 PCF

EL 94

c 900 PSF c TO PSF

=0. (p =0

EL 82 2' 110 PCF y = 110 PCF

c = 0 PSF
= 30*

-Y = 125 PCF

SUMMARY OF ANALYSES PERFORMED SUMMARY OF AN

HIGH WATER CASE - LANDSIDE SLOPE CONSTRUCTION CA
ASSUMING LOWER SAND IS PERVIOUS AQUIFER T

COMI=TED CENTRAL BLOCKI CENTRAL SI.

CENTRAL BLOCK CENTRAL BLOCK BASE COORDINATES SAFETY BASE EL ACTIVE 4
BASE EL ACTIVE SIDE PASSIVE SIDE FACTOR 124.10

94.1 30 100 2.06 0T 30

40 100 2.00 (CLAY) 40

(SILTY 50 100 2.03SAN DI .... so
40 120 1.96 3

94.1 40 140 2.02 62. 30

82.1 30 100 1.81
40

40 100 1.75 (CLAY) so
(CLAY) 50 100 1.76 40

40 121 1.70 1
1_____ 82.1 40

62.1 40 140 1.73
MINIMUM FACTORS OF SAFE[TY



0 20 40 60 so 100 120 140 160
1 1 | Ir "I I I I I

ATION 99 + o ISO

LANDSIOE

160

c = 300 PSF - -4
= 200 PCF ,CROSSOVER OLD BORING

FS =1.67 FOR HIGH WATER CASE 140
c = 

850 PSF c 650 PSF
(t=0o p=0.
y = 120 PCF Y= 120 PCF

NO CROSSOVER -0'0

ILI

100
-J

c 1200 PSF c =900 PS F

1 110 PCpr Y'- 110 PCF

= 0 PSF NOTE: ANALYSES PERFORMED s
S30° BY THE WEDGE METHOD
125 PCF AS DESCRIBED IN EM I110-

2-1902. DECEMBER 1960.
(REFERENCE 14)

SUMMARY OF ANALYSES PERFORMED

CONSTRUCTION CASE - RIVERSIDE SLOPE so

CENTRAL BLOCK CENTRAL BLOCK BASE COORDINATES COMPUTEDBAS ELACTVE-ID SAFETY
BASE EL ACTIVE SIDE PASSIVE SIDE FACTOR

124.1 20 80 1.43

30 80 1.40

(CLAY) 40 s0 1.44
30 70 1.45124.1 30 90 1.42

82.1 30 so 1.79

40 90 1.76 EXAMPLE PROBLEM NO. 6
(CLAY) 50 so 1.77 STABILITY ANALYSESo40 93 1.7 METHOD OF PLANES82.1. 40 io 1.76 MISSISSIPPI RIVER LEVEE SAFETY STUDY

*MINIMUM FACTORS OF SAFETY WEST BANK IN ARKANSAS

PLATE A8

.3



1 3*

DIKE SECTION

EXAMPLE PROBLEM 7A
NO0 SEEPAGE

FS =TAN q6/TAN ,8
FS =TAN 300/TAN 18.40

FS =0.577/0.333

FS =1.73

EXAMPLE PROBLEM 78
STEADY SEEPAGE*

FS = TAN 4/2 / TAN j
FS =TAN 30*/2 / TAN 19.40 = TAN 150/TAN 1S.4*
FS = 0.266/0.933
FS = 0.80

*THIS ANALYSIS ASSUMES A PHREATIC SURFACE COINCIDENT
WITH THE OUTER EMBANKMENT SLOPE AND SEEPAGE
PARALLEL TO THE OUTER SLOPE

EXAMPLE PROBLEM NO. 7
INFINITE SLOPE ANALYSIS
FOR CONESIONLESS SOILS

PLATE A9
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APPENDIX B: NOTATION

a Slope width

b One-half embankment crest width

B Berm length

c Soil cohesion

c/S, S/vc Rate of strength increase with depth for a normally con-
solidated clay

CA  Soil cohesion force acting along active wedge base

CCB Soil cohesion force acting along base of central block

CD  Developed soil cohesion force

C Soil cohesion force acting along passive wedge base

D Depth

e Void ratio

E Interslice earth force

EA  Active earth force

EP Passive earth force

f Shrinkage factor

FA  Friction force acting on active wedge base

FCB Friction force'acting on central block base

FD Developed friction force

F Friction force acting on passive wedge base
P!

FS Factor of safety

H Embankment height

I Influence value

Iq Influence factor

B1



LL Liquid limit

N Blow counts per foot from standard penetration test

N Normal force

NSP Normalized soil parameters

OCR Overconsolidation ratio

p Pressure

Po Overburden pressure

p Effective overburden pressure

Pc' a vm Maximum past effective vertical stress

PI Plasticity index

PL Plastic limit

Q Unconsolidated-undrained shear strength as determined
in Q test

Q test Shear test representing unconsolidated-undrained
conditions

q Unit load

q d Ultimate undrained bearing capacity

qu Unconfined compressive strength

q z Soil pressure at depth z

R Consolidated-undrained shear strength

R Resultant of weight and water forces

R test Shear test representing consolidated-undrained conditions

S Consolidated-drained shear strength

S test Shear test representing consolidated-drained conditions

S Unconsolidated-undrained shear strength

t Time
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UB  Basal water force

UL  Left-side water force

UR  Right-side water force

UC test Unconfined compression test

z Depth below embankment base

W Weight

WA  Active wedge weight

WCB Central block weight

W Passive wedge weight

w Section width

8 Slope angle

y Soil unit weight

Yd Soil dry unit weight

Ym Soil moist unit weight

Ys Soil saturated unit weight

ASu  Change in unconsolidated undrained strength

A3 v Change in effective vertical consolidation stressvc

i Correction factor for effect of PI on vane shear strength

v Effective vertical consolidation stressvc

0 Angle of internal friction

OD Developed angle of internal friction

a z Stress at depth z
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